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Good News 

DCL COMPANY developed the X-Vector high 
frequency wave guide for high frequen¬ 
cy sound dispersion from industry stan¬ 
dard drivers. The unit's dual threaded 
throats utilize two high frequency drivers 
to provide a 140 degree wide by 60 degree 
high dispersion pattern through its spe¬ 
cially engineered cross-vector wave 
guides and phasing devices. From its out¬ 
put lens the X-Vector delivers a con¬ 
trolled soundfield. 

The integral 6 by 11-inch baffle surfaces 
make mounting easy. Its 1-inch throat 
opening allows the performance/power 
capabilities of typical compression drivers 
to be realized from a relatively small, easi¬ 

ly installed and economical configuration. 
The 2kHz to 22kHz frequency range re¬ 
quires a crossover frequency at 3kHz. X-
Vector is made from structural aluminum 
and high-density compounds, finished in 
a black enamel with a protective acoustic 
foam over the mouth. 
Ask DCL Company, 10822 SW. 188th 

St., Miami, FL 33157 for more informa¬ 
tion. 

Fast Reply KK138 

3D ACOUSTICS re-introduces its Three Piece 
Loudspeaker System, the Model 3D610, 
with a new black and walnut design as 
well as refinements of its sonic 
capabilities. Six years ago this system 
received the "Design and Engineering 
Award" for price versus performance and 
was widely acclaimed. 
For more information contact 3D 

Acoustics, 601 Old Willets Path, Haup¬ 
pauge, NY 11788. 

Fast Reply UBK120 
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BOSTON ACOUSTICS’ A40 Series II two-way 
acoustic suspension loudspeaker system 
is an advanced version of their original 
A40. While it is the same size, the Series 
II incorporates new drivers, which the 
manufacturer claims produces extended 

mize cone breakup and insure smooth 
response in the Series II. The new %-inch 
high frequency driver is a proprietary 
design with a contoured faceplate, flush 
mounted in the baffle to eliminate diffrac¬ 
tion. Its voice-coil is ferrofluid cooled for 

The unit features a frequency response 
of 65Hz-20kHz with power handling at 
40 W. 
For more information write Boston 

Acoustics, 247 Lynnfield St., Peabody, 
MA 01960. 

the wide dynamic range of compact disks. bass response, greater sonic accuracy, Fast Reply PGK336 

lower distortion and higher power handl¬ 
ing. The enclosure is available in rose¬ 
wood or black vinyl. 
BA's new 6-inch bass/midrange has a 

polymer diaphragm formulated to mini-

dbx’s Soundfield® One loudspeaker 
system, Model 1A, with their Controller 
can be used with other speaker brands 
and operate in any room. The Controller 
provides unusual tone-shaping, filters and 
rumble suppression for all loudspeakers. 
The Soundfield 1A system incorporates 
the same technology and achieves the 
same properties of the earlier Model One. 
dbx claims their Soundfield Imaging® 

effects a significant improvement in the 
spatial perspective of music reproduction. 
With the three-dimensional soundfield 
and accurate tonal balance a listener need 
not sit midway between two speakers to 
experience proper tonal balance and 
satisfactory stereo imaging. 

The Controller provides over all system 
equalization by dealing with room 
acoustic problems and compensating for 
various sonic recording deficiencies. It is 
an outboard line-level analog signal proc¬ 
essor that connects to the tape monitor, 
EPL (external processor loop), or pream¬ 
plifier output jacks of a stereo system. It 
incorporates high and low frequency 
compensation, ambience control, tape 
monitor and bypass controls, and features 
switching to compensate for against-the-
wall loudspeaker placement. 
For further information write dbx, PO 

Box 100C, Newton, MA 02195. 
Fast Reply HGK583 
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POLYDAX - SEAS - PHILIPS 
PEERLESS - AUDAX 

AMPEREX - EV - MOTOROLA 
• COMPLETE LINES IN STOCK 
• DOME & RIBBON TWEETERS, 
DOME MIDRANGES, AND BEX-
TRENE & POLYPROPYLENE 
DRIVERS 

• KITS AVAILABLE 
• EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF PLANS 
• FREE TECHNICAL AND DESIGN 
ASSISTANCE 

Audio Lab 
5269 Buford Highway 
Atlanta^ Georgia 30340 

404/455-057» 

FAST REPLY HGK7 
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HIFISOUND is now the owner of Strathearn 
Audio Limited, and the manufacturer of 
the Strathearn, now known as the Stratec 
SLC II system. The Strathearn midrange 
and high-frequency driver is an elec¬ 
trodynamic transducer consisting of a 
thin, low-mass transparent polyester 
diaphragm stressed across a low-reso¬ 
nance support frame. The conductive 
elements confront force field magnet 
planes giving a highly uniform balanced 
field in the conductor plane. Unlike elec¬ 
trostatic units, no separate power supply 
is required and the non-reactive matching 
transformer is suitable for coupling it to 
conventional amplifiers. 
For further informaton contact Hifi-

sound LSV, Saerbeck & Morava, Judefel-
derstrasse 35, 4400 Munster, W. 
Germany. 

Fast Reply HGK121 

The FG 1001 is TECH ART’s new 1MHz 
function generator circuit board, modu-
larly designed to fit into any system, 
covers a frequency span of 0.01Hz-
1.0MHz in six selectable ranges, each 
continuously variable in a 100:1 ratio. 
Sine, triangle and square waves are selec¬ 
table and variable to 10V peak-to-peak 
with an adjustable offset of + 5V DC. 
Trimmers allow user-adjustment of sine 
and triangle symmetry, sine and triangle 
distortion, and maximum triangle and 
sine wave output levels. 
The 6 by 4‘/2-inch circuit board plugs 

into a 22/44 pin-edge card connector and 
is compatible with industry standard card 
cages. Switches and controls connect via 
16-pin dip sockets. The FG 1001 facili¬ 
tates making audio oscillators, bench-top 
test equipment, communication devices 
and laser entertainment systems. 
For more information write Tech¬ 

nological Artisans, 53 W. 72nd St. (3G), 
New York, NY 10024. 

Fast Reply HGK134 

ZAPCO, Zeff Advanced Products Company, 
introduces two new amplifiers to its line 
of automobile audio products and an¬ 
nounces its contract with Ford Motor 
Company to design and manufacture two 
new mobile audio products. 
ZAPCO's M-80 80W monaural amplifi-

er/electronic crossover features 0.03% 
worst case distortion, voltage protection 
and an integral 100Hz electronic cross¬ 
over. It is designed to drive the sub-
woofer(s) in a bi-amplified system. 
The S-80 is a 40W per channel stereo 

amplifier featuring reverse voltage pro¬ 
tection, 0.03% THD and has a 10A power 
requirement. 
For more information contact ZAPCO, 

2549 Yosemite Blvd., Ste. F, Modesto, CA 
95354. 

Fast Reply UGK124 
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AUDIO CONCEPTS no stranger to SB's pages, 
has just issued their new 1986 catalog. 
First-time builders and professionals alike 
will find a wide range of loudspeaker kits, 
drivers, crossovers and accessories to up¬ 
date and improve your audio systems. 

Since starting in a basement almost ten 
years ago, Audio Concepts has become 
known for their fast service, low prices 

Rick Chinn who works for AUDIO CONTROL 
has written a nice comprehensive over¬ 
view of active crossover networks pre¬ 
sumably as a background to their new 
Richter Scale Series III, which is a two 
channel subwoofer crossover and equali¬ 
zer with a measuring microphone to 
analyze and set bass response. 

and a helpful and an informed willing¬ 
ness to help customers, as well as to take 
suggestions about improving their kits. 

If you haven't received your catalog yet 
write Audio Concepts, 1631 Caledonia 
St., La Crosse, WI 54603, or call (608) 
781-2110. 

Fast Reply WK45 

Any speaker builder who would like a 
copy of "Crossover Networks from A to 
Linkwitz-Riley" should send a #10 
envelope with his or her address and 42 
cents U.S. postage attached to Audio Con¬ 
trol, Dept. SB., 6520 212th Southwest, 
Lynwood, WA 98046. 

Dr. Richard Small, a leading figure in the 
development of loudspeaker system 
theory and of Thiele/Small parameter 
fame, has taken the newly created posi¬ 
tion as Head of Research for UK loud¬ 
speaker manufacturer KEF ELECTRONICS of 
Maidstone, Kent, England. 

He is leaving his position as Senior Lec¬ 
turer at the University of Sydney, 
Australia, to be responsible for develop¬ 
ing and coordinating advanced research 
projects, in line with KEF's long term 
commitment to the improvement of 
transducers, associated electronics, 
enclosures and measuring techniques. 

Speakers for the Demanding Listener 

ÒV^IAUDIO 
SPEAKER CABINETS 
^^NOW AVAILABLEL^Ü 

SPEAKER CABINETS & KITS 

AIR CORE INDUCTORS 
CROSSOVER NETWORKS 

SUB WOOFERS 

CABINETS FOR 
DYNAUDIO, PHILLIPS, 
SEAS, FRIED, PEERLESS, 

KEF, SPEAKER KITS. 

Send $3.00 for literature 
to 

ADVANCED SOUND 
601 W. Baxter Ave. 
Knoxville, TN 37921 
(615) 637-6694 

FAST REPLY MK1061 
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SA-3050 , 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER J 
First Affordable, 
Professional Grade, 
Third Octave with Memories 
$750 Including Calibrated Microphone 
The SA-3050 is a professional, third octave spectrum analyzer, real time program 
monitor with six memories, digital pink noise generator, multiple display 
options, and full size display which meets ANSI Class II standards utilizing sharp, 
fourth order (double tuned) precision filters. 

Rugged 30 Band Real Time Analyzer 
with easy to read 270 dot matrix display 
for program monitoring, system design 
and setup and other uses requiring precise 
measurements. Resolution of 1,2,3, and 4 
dB per step with a total range of 44 dB 
to 136 dB. Three display integration rates: 
fast for reading of transient information, 
medium for general program spectral 
balance viewing, and slow for measure¬ 
ments. Sound pressure level (SPL) display 
also included. 
Precision Fourth Order Double Tuned 
Filters to meet or exceed ANSI standard 
SI.11 1971 Class II. Provides excellent 
accuracy for reliable, repeatable analyses. 

Six, Non-Volatile, Digital Memories 
store frequency curves for reference 

before, during and after analysis. Freeze, 
write and read functions makes com¬ 
parison accurate and convenient. 
Laboratory Grade Pink Noise 
Generator with adjustable output and 
accuracy of ± .25 dB throughout the 
measurement range. The pink noise 
generator has sufficient output to drive 
a speaker directly. 
Three Professional Inputs are standard; 
a phantom powered balanced XLR input, 
a FET instrumentation BNC input, and a 
balanced bridging % " line level input for 
maximum versatility. 
Calibrated Microphone included in the 
package is a phantom powered % " 
pressure gradient condenser with a ten-
foot XLR cable. 

Audio Control industrial,. 6520 212th S.W. Lynnwood, WA 98036 206-775-8461 

FAST REPLY UCK123 

AUDIO CONCEPTS 
1986—Our Cast Of Players Includes: 

DRIVERS 
• The Gold 3.0 Ribbon • The Strathearn Ribbon 
• Dynaudio • Focal 
. SEAS . AC 

COMPONENTS 
• CHATTEROUX polypropylene • 1AR WonderCaps® 
• IAR solder • AC coils 
• AC acoustic foam • AC accessories 
• SHADOW Electronic Crossovers 

KITS 
• Including the all new Titan, Pulse, Model S 
• Eleven of the finest speakers, with kit savings 

“They are truly champagne speakers for those of us on beer 
budgets. Thank you AC for making such musical speakers for 
such an affordable price!” 

A QUARTZ J owner 
Just one of many satisfied audiophiles 

All new 1986 Catalog, S2, refundable 

1631 Caledonia St., LaCrosse, WI 54603 
Telephone (608) 781-2110 

FAST REPLY HBK45 

About This Issue 
Tom Cox likes transmission lines 
a lot. Using small drivers (5") in 
multiples of four, he manages to 
pack a lot of range and response 
into a two cubic foot package 
(p.9). 
So you wish to make a notch 

filter and you've done the calcula¬ 
tions but the result is odd? David 
Weems made the same dis¬ 
covery. Theory disparities can be 
worked out though, as you will 
find in Notch Filters starting on 
page 24. 
Len Hupp likes, as many do, 

the small BBC-designed LS3/5A 
monitor. Len has removed some 
of the small classic's limitations 
as Len details the changes for you 
on pp. 30-31. 

Gary Galo, ever alert to new 
driver developments, has put 
seven cone and done midrange 
units suitable for the transmission 
line through his test routine and 
reports on them beginning on 
page 32. 
You will find the work of 

readers Ralph Gonzalez and 
David Meraner gracing our 
Tools, Tips & Techniques pages 
(40-41) and Bob LeBeck's clever 
adaptation of the late Bert 
Webb's transmission line on pp. 
42-43. 
Next time John Cockroft 

builds a Mini-Dancer, we'll do 
plans for Gondor the sub-bass 
woofer and G. R. Koonce will 
unveil a program for checking 
component specifications in 
passive crossovers, just to touch 
the high spots. 
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Editorial 

Bags, Burgers and Cheese 

The credits following Garrison Keillor's PBS 
Prairie Home Companion show now always remind 
me that in a few quarters the idea of mass produc¬ 
tion is not a winner. In the past, one supporter 
seemed so unlikely, I wondered what they were do¬ 
ing helping to fund a Public Radio program about 
that nostalgia-packed mythical town of Lake 
Wobegon which seems permanently stuck in a 50 
year old time warp. The announcer always says, 
"Partial funding for this program is provided by 
Coach Leatherware of New York City. 
Well I wonder no more. It seems that a Manhat¬ 

tan couple has been directing a small garment 
district factory which makes one of the world's most 
sought-after handbags. Among those who know a 
good bag when they see one, the Coach is reportedly 
the best. It is functional, high quality, and the com¬ 
pany can't keep up with the demand, even with 200 
employees. 
Miles and Lillian Cahn owned Coach Leatherware 

for the last 24 years. Two years ago, planning to 
retire, the Cahns bought 300 acres in Gallatin, NY 
two hours from the city. Six months ago, bored with 
retirement, they bought 50 French Alpine goats, 
hired two world class experts on goat cheese and 
started a farm. The milk goes into a delicacy called 
chevre. It looks as though the Cahn's cheese mak¬ 
ing will be even more successful than their leather 
bags—weekly sellout revenues were above $3,000 
a week at last report. Experts are already saying 
their product rivals the famous French one. 
One of the Boston TV stations carried a small 

feature story last week about a butcher who, hav¬ 
ing run a successful meat market for 30 years, 
retired to Florida. Bored with that after a few years, 
he returned to his home town and rented a small 
store, turning it into a hamburger shop. Twenty 
years later, at 80, he is still running the business 
nine hours a day, six days a week. When the 
reporter asked a row of customers perched on stools 
why they come to his hamburger stand, each of 
them stopped munching just long enough to say a 
few words. One man's answer summed up all their 

sentiments: "It’s the best hamburger there is," he 
said. 

My purpose here is not to denigrate the miracles 
of mass production or even of mass marketing. Such 
efforts have improved the quality of what many 
people can afford and raised the nutrional level of 
many. But if you want something really good, it can¬ 
not be mass-produced. And that applies to handbags, 
goat cheese, hamburgers and to loudspeakers. The 
lines of relationship between the person whose 
understanding and care are vital to the product can¬ 
not be stretched for any great distance. Most of those 
firms producing the drivers speaker builders are us¬ 
ing are relatively small. Their production lines are 
diminutive. 
Readers of this magazine who are enjoying this 

gourmet feast of loudspeaker design and construc¬ 
tion know what that close intimacy feels like and 
how satisfying it can be. The pleasure of that hand-
to-hand contact with this technology and our col¬ 
lective success with it is making us a progressively 
better informed group. And we are making better 
loudspeaker systems. The distance between the car¬ 
ing, knowledgeable mind and the finished system 
is very short. 

If you are, as yet, only an armchair participant, 
I strongly encourage you to take yourself in hand 
and build a new design, even if it is that pair of sim¬ 
ple extension speakers you have wanted for your 
bedroom all these years. Once you take that first 
step, you will doubtless move firmly and without 
hesitation to the next one, convinced that the real¬ 
ly ultimate system you have always dreamed of is 
not impossible after all. 

This is a fine time for rediscovering individual 
craftsmanship. The tools are better, the materials 
are better, and the way in which we are pooling 
our experience in this publication is making the 
design information better. If you have been at all 
dubious about your ability to make a better system 
for yourself, be doubtful no longer. It's time to join 
the fun.—E.T.D. 
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2x4 TRANSMISSION LINE 
BY THOMAS E. COX 

Driver manufacturers have re¬ 
sponded to the demand for bet¬ 

ter automobile audio systems with a 
variety of high quality, wide range and 
relatively low cost drivers in smaller 
sizes that offer fresh potential for home 
speaker designers. 
In the 2x4 design, Photo 1, I have 

combined two columns (one of driv¬ 
ers, and one of transmission line ports) 
with four transmission lines (one for 
each woofer). Using four-inch drivers 
with their high, free air, resonant fre¬ 
quency, enables the entire system to 
be packaged in a two cubic foot en¬ 
closure. 

DESIGN GOALS. My design goals for 
the 2x4 were: 
• transmission line woofer loading 
• cylindrical sound radiation pattern 
• restricted vertical sound distribution 
combined with uniform horizontal 
distribution 
• clean, useful output from 50-5kHz 
without crossover networks 
• compact size 
• and no exotic cabinet making skills 
required. 

DESIGN CHOICES. Transmission line 
length. To design the transmission line 
I constructed a "one time" experimen¬ 
tal line as described in my SB 4/85 ar¬ 
ticle, p. 9.1 used data derived from the 
experimental line to determine an op¬ 
timum line length for the 2x4. How¬ 
ever, if manufacturer's lot variations 
for the driver resonant frequencies are 
too wide, the line length should be 
modified. I'll cover this in more detail 
in the construction section. 

Cylindrical sound radiation pattern. 
The normal radiation pattern of a ver¬ 
tical column array of drivers is a 
cylinder with its axis through the 
drivers. The 2x4 also has a second 

PHOTO 1: The completed 2x4, compact and 
versatile. 

column array of transmission line 
ports, which radiate low frequencies 
passing through the wool/polyester 
low pass filter. 

Restricted vertical/uniform horizontal 
sound distribution. The design goal of 
restricting vertical radiation was based 
on Queen's article in the AES Loud¬ 
speakers.1 Queen describes exper¬ 
iments that show clarity and image 
enhancements by restricting speaker 
sound radiation to the floor or ceiling, 
combined with uniform horizontal 
distribution at high frequencies. 
Schroeder2 noted the same general 

effect when he found a high correla¬ 
tion between high ratios of horizon-
tal/vertical reflection intensity and 
listener preference for specific concert 
halls. Vertical radiation is normally 
restricted by closely spaced drivers 
mounted in a column. This is due to 
phase differences between drivers 
when arranged as a line source. The 

details of this vertical restriction are 
explained in Crowhurst's book.3 Since 
the 2 X 4 drivers are arranged in a 
closely spaced vertical column, sound 
radiation to the floor and ceiling is 
restricted. 
Klepper and Steele's article in AES 

Loudspeakers,4 shows that line sources 
(column arrays) have non-uniform 
horizontal sound distribution patterns 
when all drivers in the line source are 
identical. 
The article describes improvement 

in the uniformity of horizontal distri¬ 
bution, by reducing the effective 
length of the line source (column) with 
increasing frequency. This is accom¬ 
plished in the 2 X 4 by using coaxial 
tweeters in the middle drivers only. 
Therefore as input frequency in¬ 
creases, the effective height of the 
column decreases, from the full four 
driver height, to only the two middle 
tweeters. 
50-5kHz without crossovers. The de¬ 

sign goal of 50-5kHz, without cross¬ 
overs, is based on my belief that effec¬ 
tive midrange coverage, of all musical 
instruments' fundamental frequencies, 
results in more clarity and definition. 
With the exception of pipe organs, that 
means a frequency coverage of rough¬ 
ly 30-5kHz. 
While the 2 X 4 does not reach the 

low end target, it does cover the critic¬ 
al 100-500Hz region as well as the 
usual midrange (500-5kHz) without 
crossovers. Figure 1 shows how I ap¬ 
proached the low frequency response 
goal. Free air resonant frequency for 
one of the European Loudspeakers of 
America 4502s was 93Hz. When I 
mounted the ELA woofer in its indi¬ 
vidual transmission line, the low fre¬ 
quency impedance peak dropped to 
74Hz; and in tandem with the other 
three woofers in a column array, the 

Speaker Builder / 2/86 9 



FIGURE 1: Single driver and system impedance/frequency graphs. This shows how the low frequency 
response goal was approached. 

system peak dropped further to 69Hz. 
By this point we are within hearing 
distance of the 50Hz low frequency 
goal. 
One rule of thumb related to high 

frequency beaming of cone type driv¬ 
ers says: tweeter crossover should oc¬ 
cur before cone diameter equals a full 
wave length. For the 2x4 woofers, 
with an effective cone diameter of 3% 
inches, this works out to approximate¬ 
ly 4kHz, which is close to the design 
goal of 5kHz. 

Compact size. Since the 2x4 was 
planned as a present to one of my 
daughters, who rearranges the furni¬ 
ture in her room at unpredictable in¬ 
tervals, size was a major considera¬ 
tion. 

Ease of construction. The final de¬ 
sign goal called for a small challenge 
to my limited cabinet making tools and 
experience. Surfaces requiring a furni¬ 
ture finish were minimized, with most 
edges either square or at 45 degree 
angles. 

CONSTRUCTION. Figures 2 and 3 
show the basic construction details in 
front, side and top views. All horizon¬ 
tal dimensions were based on a driver 
resonant frequency range of 80-90Hz. 
I have received drivers, of the type 
used in the 2x4, from different 

manufacturing lots with measured free 
air resonant frequencies that ranged 
from 78-106Hz. If the average value 
of the four drivers is 95Hz or greater, 
I would suggest reducing the appropri¬ 
ate horizontal dimensions by one inch 
(shortening the transmission line 
length by two inches). 
The enclosure is made from Vz-inch 

birch surfaced, hardwood plywood, 
but high density particle board can be 
substituted if you prefer. The cutting 
guide, Fig. 4, shows the layout for the 
2x4 enclosures. With the 2 x 4's small 
dimensions, and cross braced con¬ 
struction, ‘/z-inch plywood should pro¬ 
vide sufficient internal damping, and 
external stiffness to minimize spurious 
low frequency sound generation due 
to panel vibration. Rap your knuckles 
on the outside of the completed en¬ 
closure and you should hear a dull, 
well damped thud. 

Notice that Fig. 2 shows only the 
left-hand unit in a stereo pair. The 
right-hand unit has the same dimen¬ 
sions, but the driver panel and the 
panel mounting blocks are on the left 
side. Looking at a stereo pair from the 
front, driver columns are on the inside 
(closest to each other), and the line 
ports are on the outside. 

A helpful construction tip: label two 
edges of all the pieces used in the 

enclosure (i.e., front, inside, top, bot¬ 
tom etc.), and you will make fewer 
assembly mistakes. 

CORE UNIT CONSTRUCTION. 
Begin with the horizontal and side 
panels. Draw pencil lines on the ver¬ 
tical side panels to locate the ten, 7/8 
by lA by 14 y8-inch support mouldings 
for the horizontal panels. Pencil lay¬ 
outs are useful in each assembly 
operation to locate fasteners and glu¬ 
ing areas. One end of each support 
moulding should be located % of an 
inch from the front edge of the 
enclosure. This provides a stop for 
driver panel mounts and the foam 
speaker grille inserts at each line port. 

Cut the support mouldings to size, 
and fasten them to the side panels 
with %-inch brads and wood glue. 
When gluing be sure to clean off ex¬ 
cess glue where later assembly re¬ 
quires square internal comers. {On out¬ 
side surfaces let the glue beads harden, 
and then chip off, to prevent glue from 
getting into the wood's pores if you intend 
to use a natural finish on the birch.—Ed} 

Next cut 12 pieces of 7/8 by Winch 
moulding to 10% inch lengths. This 
moulding will attach the center ver¬ 
tical panels to the top and bottom of 
the three internal, horizontal panels. 
After the first moulding in each pair 
is nailed and glued, use a center verti¬ 
cal panel as a guide to determine prop¬ 
er spacing between the mouldings. 

Place an index card between the ver¬ 
tical panel and the installed moulding 
(the index card allows about one one¬ 
hundredth of an inch tolerance in the 
slot width to make final assembly 
easier). Now tightly fasten the second 
moulding next to the vertical panel 
with 5/8-inch brads and glue. Notice 
also that the vertical center panels are 
only 4*/i6 inches high to allow V16 inch 
tolerance for easier assembly. 
After the support mouldings have 

been fastened, assemble the side 
panels to the horizontal panels with 
1-inch brads and glue. This step re¬ 
quires some speed and confidence in 
assembly. Partially driven brads, plus 
pencil line layouts, help define glue 
areas and panel alignment. The brads 
are not intended to provide much 
structural strength, so be sure to 
liberally glue support mouldings, side 
panels and the horizontal panel edges. 
To avoid a "leaning tower" effect 

place the core unit upright on a flat 
surface, before the glue hardens, and 
check both front and sides for verticali-
ty with a large square. Place a piece 
of sturdy plywood on top of the core 
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FIGURE 2: Basic construction details: a, side view, with push terminal connector; b. front view shows driver panel mounting; c shows driver panel with 
1 m Aí inch radius cutouts. 



unit, and some weight on top of that, 
to insure that the core assembly's front 
and sides will remain squared while 
the glue hardens. 

Corner reflectors are made from 1% 
by l5/8-inch clear white pine stock 
(called Baluster by lumberyards). A 
long diagonal saw cut is tricky, so I 
bought the comer reflector material at 
a local millwork firm and they made 
the cut for me. This produces two 
lengths of triangular cross-section 
material. 
Each 4‘/ 16-inch corner reflector is 

fastened with two PA -inch # 8-wood 
screws, wood shims (I used tongue 
depressors) and wood glue to pro¬ 
vide more structural stiffness. The par¬ 
tially completed core assembly is 
shown in Photo 2. 
Cut four more 7/8 by % by 103A-inch 

center panel support mouldings and 
fasten them to the inside surfaces of 
the top and bottom panels. Assemble 
the top and bottom panels to the core 
unit with 1-inch brads and glue. 
Spread glue in the bottom slot for one 
of the vertical center panels. Add glue 
to the bottom edge of a vertical panel, 
and slide it into position using the yl6 
inch tolerance to keep as much glue 
in the slot as possible. Clean excess 
glue from the corners where driver 
panel mounts will be assembled later. 

Attach the bottom edge of all vertical 
center panels, and let the glue dry 
overnight. Then turn the core unit up¬ 
side down and glue the top edges of 
the vertical panels, using the slot toler¬ 
ance to force glue between the panels 
and mouldings. Seal the gaps left be¬ 
tween the vertical center panel's top 
edges and the horizontal panel with 
wooden shims and glue (only the ex¬ 
posed front % inches need be 
shimmed). 

DRIVER PANEL MOUNTINGS. 
Next add the driver panel mountings 
{Fig. 2b and Photo 3). These triangular 
pieces are cut from a 13A by % by 
18-inch strip of plywood (solid lumber 
could be used) by alternating 45 degree 
and square cuts. Four driver panel 
mounting blocks are cut down to 1% 
inch on one side, to allow a 2‘A inch 
opening for the ELA 4502 driver 
terminals. 
Mount the triangular blocks with 

1-inch brads and glue against the ends 
of the horizontal support mouldings 
(where available). Remember, these 
driver mounting blocks will be on the 
right-hand side for one enclosure, and 
on the left-hand side for the other mir¬ 
ror image enclosure. Drive the brads 

partially into the mounting blocks at 
an angle toward the front of the 
enclosure, so they can be driven home 
easily when glued in place. 

Fasten a 19-inch piece of 72-inch, 
half-round moulding to the front edge 
of the port opening side panel, to pro¬ 
vide a rounded corner for the grille 
cloth covering. The core unit is now 
complete up to the stage shown in 
Photo 3. 

PHOTO 2: The partially completed core. 

DRIVER PANELS. The driver panels 
are also constructed from -inch birch 
plywood {Fig. 4}. The vertical outside 
edges are quarter rounded for smooth¬ 
ness when stretching the grille cloth, 
and some diffraction reduction {Fig. 3), 
with a 3/8-inch rounding router bit. Lay 
out the center of each driver hole and 
cut l 29/32-inch radius holes {Fig. 2c). 

PHOTO 3: Core unit with triangular driver panel 
mountings. 

After the holes have been cut, and 
notches made for driver connection 
terminal clearance, place the rear of 
the driver through its hole until the 
mounting flange is seated against the 
driver panel. 
Make sure that mounting flanges 

cover and seal the terminal notches by 
at least 3/32 of an inch. Trace the driver 
flange outline in pencil on the driver 
panel. Rout these patterns to a depth 
of 3/16 of an inch so the driver flange 
will fit flush into the routed recess. Do 
this for each driver. 

Grille cloth standoffs, which provide 
clearance between grille cloth and 
drivers, are made from a 4-inch piece 
of 7/8 by Vi-inch moulding. Split this 
piece down the middle with a pen 
knife to form two 7/i6 by % by 4-inch 
strips. The standoff ends are also 
rounded to form a smooth curve for 
the grille cloth. Fasten the standoffs to 
the driver panel with s/8-inch brads 
and glue. 

DRIVER MOUNTING. The top 
Audax driver is mounted to the driver 
panel mounts with four 1-inch # 6-pan 
head, self threading screws, which ex¬ 
tend through clearance holes in the 
driver panel. The other drivers are 
fastened to the driver panel with two 
3/s inch # 6-pan head, self threading 
screws in the top driver mounting 
holes and two 1-inch # 6 screws, 
through clearance holes into the driver 
panel mounts. 

To provide a secure seal for the bot¬ 
tom three drivers, and an attachment 
for the top driver, run a bead of black 
silicone gasket material in the routed 
panel areas. Temporarily fasten the 
drivers to the panel using only 6/32 x 
1-inch machine screws and nuts, and 
3/8-inch #6-self threading screws. Do 
not fasten too tightly. The object is to 
pull up the fasteners so the gasket 
material is uniformly compressed, but 
not squeezed out. 
The gasket material between the 

driver flange and the panel helps 
dampen driver frame vibrations before 
they reach the driver panel. A view 
of the assembled panel is shown in 
Photo 4. 

DRIVER PANEL WIRING. Figure 5 
is the driver wiring schematic, and 
Photo 4 shows a view of the completed 
wiring. Postpone final woofer to 
woofer wiring until transmission line 
matching (to be described later) is 
completed. Mount solder lug terminal 
strips and small, screw mounted, wir-

Continued on page 14 
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Madisound Speaker Components 
8982 TABLE BLUFF ROAD 

BOX 4283 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711 

PHONE (608) 831-3433 

MADISOUND is now stocking PERFECT LAY WINDING audio inductors from Solen 
Engineering. These are audio grade inductors using 14 gauge wire with the 
following specifications: 

* Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding. Winding Space Factor: 86.7% 
* Oxygen Content: Less than 200 parts per million on surface. 
* Insulation: 130 degree centigrade Single coating Nylon-Polyurethane. 
* Computer Optimized Coil Dimension. 
* Encapsulation: Varnish dip coating with 4 nylon ties. 
* No Saturation distortion: Test voltage 1500 VAC. 
* No Hysteresis distortion. Test voltage 1500 VAC. 
* Inductance tolerance: within 1% of value listed. 
* Conductivity: Better than 101.5% of National Electrical and Manufacturing 
Association (NEMA) standard sample. 

* Wire Diameter: .064 inches; 1.63 mm. High Purity Annealed Copper. 

PERFECT LAY WINDING AIR CORE INDUCTORS 
Inductance Resistance Size 

L-Mh 
.22 
.33 
.47 
.56 
.62 
.68 
.75 
.82 
.91 

1.0 
1 . 1 
1.22 
1.47 

DC ohms 
.08 
. 10 
.13 
. 15 
.16 
.17 
.18 
. 19 
.20 
.21 
.23 
.26 
.28 

Height 
.56 in. 
.63 
.63 
.63 
.63 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 
.75 

Diameter 
2.25 in. 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 

Price Inductance Resistance Size Price 
Each L Mh DC ohms Height Diameter Each 
$3.70 1.52 .29 
4.60 1.82 .30 
5.70 2.0 .31 
6.40 2.22 .33 
6.80 2.47 .36 
7.10 2.75 .39 
7.40 3.0 .42 
7.80 3.3 .45 
8.10 3.7 .49 
8.50 4.0 .50 
9.00 4.5 .56 
9.80 5.0 .59 
11.00 5.5 .63 

.88 in. 3.5 in. $11.70 

.88 3.5 12.40 

.88 3.5 13.00 

.88 3.5 13.80 

.88 3.5 14.60 

.88 3.5 15.30 

.88 3.5 16.00 
1.0 4.0 16.80 
1.0 4.0 17.50 
1.0 4.0 18.30 
1.0 4.0 19.60 
1.0 4.0 22.00 
1.0 4.0 23.40 

Values between sizes listed are also available. Add 10% to cost of value larger than 
your requirement. 

Madisound also stocks audio standard inductors as well as the popular SIDEWINDER inductors 

FAST REPLY FGK20 



FIGURE 3: Basic construction details from top view and cross sections. 

EDGES ROUNDED 

DRIVER PANEL CROSS SECTION 

ROUT 
DEPTH = 3/16 

Continued from page 12 
ing cable clamps (available from in¬ 
dustrial electronics parts suppliers), at 
appropriate locations to provide sup¬ 
port and termination points for wires 
and components. 

For the driver panel use # 20-gauge 
stranded wire, and to connect the push 
terminal connector on the rear panel 
use #16-gauge stranded wire. Draw a 
pencil layout of the driver panel 
mounts on the back of the driver panel 
(Photo 4). Use this layout to make sure 
to locate the terminal strips so neither 
the strips nor the capacitor, nor resis¬ 
tor, will be obstructed by the panel 

mounts when assembling the driver 
panel to the core unit. 
Manufacturer's specifications show 

the Audax drivers as 6dB less sensitive 
than the ELA 4502s. To balance these 
differences the series parallel connec¬ 
tion, shown in Fig. 5, provides roughly 
twice the current to the less sensitive 
Audax units. 
To provide more equal driver cur¬ 

rents to both woofers and tweeters of 
the ELA 4502s, a 7.5Q, 10W resistor 
has been placed in series with the 
parallel connected tweeters. The 15^F 
capacitor serves as a low frequency 

PHOTO 4: Assembled driver panel components with gasket material between flange and panel to help 
dampen driver frame vibration. Note the pencil lines to avoid final assembly parts obstruction. 

blocking capacitor to limit low fre¬ 
quency current to the tweeters. 
The negative leads of both the 

tweeter and the woofer are combined 
in a single terminal on the ELA 4502. 

REAR PANEL ASSEMBLY. Install 
the speaker push terminal connector 
in the rear panel as shown in Fig. 2a. 
Use silicone gasket material to seal the 
terminal connector flange to the rear 
panel. Tighten the mounting screws, 
and let the silicone gasket material 
ooze around the edges. When the 
silicone material has fully hardened, 
the surplus material can be cleanly 
and easily trimmed with a razor blade. 

Install closed cell, vinyl foam, pres¬ 
sure sensitive tape (sold as weather¬ 
stripping) to all rear core panel edges 
(Fig. 2a. Fasten the rear panel to each 
corner reflector with eight 1 '/i-inch, 
# 8-flat head steel screws, located to 
avoid interference with the side panel 
screws. Tighten the screws alternately 
so the vinyl foam seal is uniformly 
compressed to roughly Ms inch. 

PAINTING. Paint all external sur¬ 
faces of the completed core unit and 
driver panel with two coats of flat 
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black paint. Extend the paint an inch 
or two into the port ends of the 
transmission lines. This makes the 
ports and drivers invisible behind the 
grille cloth. 

DRIVER PANEL SEALING. On 
each opening in the core unit mount 
the same type of vinyl foam tape used 
for the back panel {Fig. 2a}. This 
sealant should be placed carefully so 

that each driver affects only its own 
transmission line. The vinyl tape also 
seals the wiring between drivers when 
the driver panel is tightened. 

DRIVER TESTING. Figure 6 shows 
the test setup I used for driver match¬ 
ing, and the final tuning of the trans¬ 
mission lines. Although the 2x4 sys¬ 
tem could be built without this equip¬ 
ment, I strongly recommend some 

means of impedance measurement for 
optimum performance. 

The signal generator should provide 
sine wave output over a frequency 
range of at least 40-200Hz. An elec¬ 
tronic multimeter, with flat frequen¬ 
cy response over the range of frequen¬ 
cies to be covered in the test, is the 
preferred AC voltmeter reading. 

Since the drivers are relatively low 
cost units, I purchased five of each 
type for closer resonant frequency 
matching. All ten were broken-in over¬ 
night, using an all night music station 
as the signal source. 
After break-in each driver was 

labeled, and suspended in air with 
string through the driver mounting 
holes. Each driver was connected to 
the test setup in Fig. 6, and signal 
generator frequency varied from 
50-150HZ. The drivers (woofer sec¬ 
tions only for ELA 4502) were labeled 
with the frequency at which the AC 
voltmeter showed its highest reading. 

FIGURE 5: Driver wiring schematic. The series parallel connection provides roughly twice the current 
to the less sensitive Audax drivers. 

FIGURE 6: My impedance peak test setup is strongly 
recommended for optimum performance. 
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This is the free air, resonant frequen¬ 
cy for that driver. 

When all the drivers had been tested 
I selected sets of two Audax, and two 
ELA 4502s, which had free air reso¬ 
nant frequencies as closely matched as 
possible. 

LINE STUFFING PROCEDURES. 
One and one-half ounces of long-hair 
wool is required for the driver half of 
one transmission line. The long-hair 
wool must be combed out to a light 
fluffy texture, and sprayed with a 
mothproofing solution before being 
used as stuffing. Photo 5 is a rear view 
of a stuffed transmission line. 

I removed the panel of the core unit 
and placed handfuls of wool as uni¬ 
formly as possible, from the driver 
panel mounts, to the rear of the driver 
half of the transmission line. The other 
half, which ends in the line port, was 
stuffed with Poly-Fil brand, Extra-Loft 
batting, available at sewing supply 
stores from 45-inch rolls. I cut the large 
piece into 7 by 45 inch strips to get the 
initial test density of 8 ounces per 
cubic foot. I used 1% by 11 14-inch 
strips, which adjust density by 20 
percent. 

Black foam speaker grille material, 
forced fitted into the last % inch of the 
transmission lines, provides an acous¬ 
tically transparent but visually opaque 
port opening [Photo 6). By using wool 

PHOTO 5: Rear view of core unit with one stuffed 
transmission line. 

for the first half, you gain additional 
scattering and absorption as the rear 
directed high frequency sound waves 
go through the wool/polyester 
interface. 

MATCHING THE LINES. An option 
available to the speaker builder, which 
is not available to the purchaser of an 
assembled speaker, is the chance to 
fine tune the speaker system. In the 
rush to meet a gift deadline, my first 
2x4 unit was assembled without tun¬ 
ing individual transmission lines. The 
second unit with individual tuning per¬ 
formed so much better, I later dis¬ 
assembled the first unit and tuned 
each line individually. 
Tuning involves connecting only 

one driver at a time to its transmission 
line, with all the other drivers in the 
column disconnected. Therefore 1 did 
not wire the drivers to each other un¬ 
til tuning was completed. I used long 
alligator clip leads for temporary con¬ 
nections between a driver and the im-
pedance/peak test equipment. 
With one of the drivers connected 

to the test equipment, the driver panel 
was assembled to the core unit to seal 
that test driver to its transmission line. 
Then the input signal frequency was 
varied from 50-200Hz. The im¬ 
pedance peaks for that driver/trans-
mission line combination were noted. 
I tested each of the other three driver/ 
transmission line combinations sep¬ 
arately using the same method. 

The lowest frequency peaks for both 
Audax and ELA units were quite close, 
but the higher peaks were separated 
by about 10Hz. 
Line tuning involved removing a 

small portion of the polyester material 
from some of the lines until the higher 
peaks in all lines matched as closely 
as possible. I made all changes to the 
polyester side without making any 
changes to the wool side. I obtained 
the best results by removing the 
polyester material to achieve matching 
lines, rather than increasing the orig¬ 
inal 8 ounces per cubic foot density. 
When all tuning was completed I 

soldered the final wiring between 
drivers. The vinyl foam seal between 
the driver panel and the core unit had 
to be replaced. The sealing and reseal¬ 
ing, around the temporary test leads 
used for tuning, left permanent depres¬ 
sions in the seals. I soldered the leads 
from the push terminal on the rear 
panel to the driver panel wiring and 
the driver panel fastened to the core 
unit, with the seals compressed to ap¬ 
proximately */8 inch. 

PHOTO 6: The completed enclosure before final 
finishing. 

EXTERIOR FINISHING. Acoustical¬ 
ly the 2x4 was now complete, as 
shown in Photo 6, but I wanted some 
finishing touches to make it as pleas¬ 
ing to the eye as it was to the ear. One 
possibility I considered was using the 
core units as the end supports of a 
shelved wall unit. However, since por¬ 
tability was a design goal, I decided to 
finish them as shown in Photo 1. 
First I wrapped a piece of black 

plastic grille cloth around the front and 
sides. The grille cloth extended slight¬ 
ly over the top, bottom and back of the 
core unit. I fastened it to the top, front 
edge with a staple gun. The exposed 
staples on the top edge are concealed 
by the finished top. Then I pulled it 
taut over the face, and stapled along 
the bottom. 

I cut notches in the corners so the 
grille cloth would extend tightly along 
the sides of the core unit. I notched the 
back corners, and stapled the remain¬ 
ing grille cloth material to the rear 
panel. 
I mounted furniture guides, faced 

with carpeting, on the bottom of the 
core unit to provide isolation and pro¬ 
tection from my floor. 

For the finished top I used cherry *4-
inch veneer plywood, glued to another 
sheet of plywood, for a total thickness 
of 7/g inch. I covered the top's edges 
with 1-inch cherry veneer strips, 
which can be glued with an ordinary 
electric iron and trimmed with a razor 
knife. I finished the veneered surfaces 
with a penetrating oil as described in 

Continued on page 18 
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LANDES c^lUDIO 
Route 24, Chester Mall 
Chester, N.J. 07930 
(201) 879-6889 

327 Main Street 
Orange, N.J. 07050 
(201)674-4000 

Dear Reader, 
Landes Audio has been in the audio-video business 

since 1945. We still have the first moving magnet car¬ 
tridge produced some 30 years ago, an Elac from Ger¬ 
many. We have an original Motorola portable TV with 
electrostatic picture tube that I can’t date. 

We currently import the following items which we con¬ 
sider of superior quality and value: 

1. TANGENT ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKERS 

WE DISTRIBUTE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
MANUFACTURER’S AND HOBBYIST’S USE: 

1. “SPEAKER COAT:” A compound called a long chain co¬ 
polymer which when applied to the surface of a paper speaker 
cone, transforms it into a plasticized surface. This improves the 
quickness of the driver, improves its clarity and makes the lower 
frequencies more distinguishable. $ 15 

Models available: 

a. RS-4: Utilizes 8" Bextrene woofer, KEF T-27 19mm 
tweeter. 18dB/octave crossover. 12"wx24"hx 12 "d, 
39-30,000Hz in Teak or Walnut. Reflex system 42.5 
liters tuned for extended bass performance. S75O 

b. PS-6: Three-way system with bass and mid units 
loaded by separate enclosures. Bass unit is 8" high 
temp voice coil loaded in 46 liter enclosure. Mid is 
5" in 6 liter enclosure. High frequency is 1" fabric 
dome. Frequency is 32-25,000Hz. Cabinet is triangular 
and on casters. 35" x 15"w x 11 "d. Available in 
Rosewood. SI 300 

2. HELIUS TONEARM MODEL SCORPIO II: A finely 
machined double gimbal bearing in a brass block. Tapered 
straight arm with locking swivel collar at the headshell. 
Brass anti-skate. Fine viscous damped cueing. $250 

3. THE ELITE ROCK TURNTABLE: Three ball foot 
suspension with leveling. Shining polished “Black Rock” 
surface of non-resonating material. An “outrigger” at¬ 
taches to the headshell. Its paddle sits in a trough filled 
with a damping fluid that rests above the record surface 
and follows the tracking path of the arm. The damping 
action of the trough eliminates unwanted tonearm 
resonances and overswing of the cantilever. The finest 
we have heard. $800 

2. RIFA METALLIZED POLYPROPYLENE CAPACITORS: 
a. lOgF, 10%, 250V @ 50Hz, -40/ + 85C, metal case $8 

b. 12gF, 10%, 250V @ 50Hz, - 40/ + 85C, plastic case 19 
c. 50gF, 10%, 160V @ 50Hz, -40/ + 85C, metal case $19 

d. 3^F, 10%, 400V @ 50Hz, - 40/ + 85C, plastic case $5 

3 . LONG-HAIR WOOL: From Britain, used in loading the speaker 
cavity to prevent unwanted low frequency resonances. 

$12 per pound 

4 . BITUMINOUS FELT PADS: Very dense thin pads used on the 
interior surface of speaker enclosures. $7 sq. ft. 

5 . WOOL FELT PAD: A thicker, softer %" felt also used on 
speaker enclosure walls. S5 sq. yard 

6 . BERYLLIUM-COPPER BANANA PLUGS: $2.75 each 

7. FOCAL SPEAKER COMPONENTS: Call for availability and 
price. 

8 . OAKTRON SPEAKER COMPONENTS: Call for quotes. 

OUR RETAIL OUTLET MANUFACTURES 
TWO REMARKABLE PRODUCTS: 

1 . THE QT-1: A 40" h x 8"w x 10"d transmission line loaded 
two-speaker system with a three-way crossover. Uniquely box¬ 
less and live sound. $1200 

4. BRITISH LOUDSPEAKER: From Cambridge, England. 
A mini monitor of superb clarity in a quality wood finish. 

$229 

2 .THE BI-FOCAL: A 40"h x 20"w x 10"d subwoofer, using 
two incredibly fast 8" drivers. Response from 16Hz to above 
1,000Hz. $1100 each 

WE ALSO OFFER THESE FINE BRANDS: 

COUNTERPOINT 
PRECISION FIDELITY 
TANDBERG 
CAMBRIDGE 
LUXMAN 
AKG 
MOD Z GRADO 

QED 
MOSCODE 
FUTTERMAN 
MARIAH ACOUSTICS 
MOREL 
ELAC 
DYNAVECTOR 

JPW SPEAKERS 
GOLD RIBBON 
BEVERIDGE 
MITSUBISHI VIDEO 
KENWOOD SATELLITE 
PIONEER VIDEO 

FAST REPLY UGK1013 
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CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 

Old Colony's Boards are made of top quality 
epoxy glass. 2 oz. copper, reflowed solder coated 
material for ease of constructing projects which 
have appeared in Audio Amateur and Speak¬ 
er Builder magazines. The builder needs the 
original article (indicated by the date in brack¬ 
ets. i.e. 3.79 for articles in Áudio Amateur and 
SB 4:80 for those in Speaker Builder) to con¬ 
struct the projects. 

C-4: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER (DG-13R) New 
2 x 3*4" board takes 8 pin DIPs. Ten eyelets for variable 
components. (2:72] Each 4.50 
D-l: HERMEYER ELECTROSTATIC AMPLIFIER II. 
|3:73] Two sided with shields and gold plated fingers. 
Closeout. Each $5.00 Pair $9.00 
F-6: JUNG 30Hz FILTER/CROSSOVER (WJ-3) 3 x 3" 
|4:75] High pass or universal filter or crossover. 

Each $5.50 
G-2: PETZOLD WHITE NOISE GENERATOR & PINK 
FILTER. (JP-1) 2/x3/" (3:761 Each $5.00 
H-2: JUNG SPEAKER SAVER. (WJ-4) 3*4 x 5*4" (3:77) 

Each $7.00 
H-3: HERMEYER ELECTROSTATIC AMP BOARDS. 
(ESA-3) Set of three boards with plug-in edges for one 
channel. (3:77] Set $19.00 
J-6: SCHROEDER CAPACITOR CHECKER. (CT-10) 
(4:78)3*4x6" Each $7.25 
K-3: CRAWFORD WARBLER 3*4 x3% [1:79] 

Each $6.00 
K-6: TUBE CROSSOVER. 2x4/" (3:79] Two needed per 
2-way channel. Each $4.25 Four $13.00 
K-7: TUBE X-OVER POWER SUPPLY. 5 x 5%" (3:79] 

Each $7.00 
K-12: MacARTHUR LED POWER METER. 5/x8*4" 
[4:79] Two sided, two channel. Each $16.00 
L-2: WHITE LED OVERLOAD & PEAK METER. 3 x 6" 
11:80) One channel. Each $10.50 
L-6: MASTEL TONE BURST GENERATOR. 3/ x 6%" 
[2:80]. Each $8.50 
L-9: MASTEL PHASE METER 6%x2%" [4/80] 

Each $8.00 
SB-A1 : LINKWITZ CROSSOVER BOARD 5/ x 8/" [4:80] 

Each $14.00 
SB-C2: BALLARD CROSSOVER BOARD 5/ x 10" [3:82 
& 4:82] Each $14.00 
SB-D1 : NEWCOMB PEAK POWER INDICATOR % x 2" 
(SB 1:83] Each $2.50 
SB-D2: WITTENBREDER AUDIO PULSE GENERATOR 
3/ x 5" (SB 2:83] Each $7.50 
SB-E2: NEWCOMB NEW PEAK POWER INDICATOR 
lx2"(SB2:84| Each $2.50 
SB-E4: MUELLER PINK NOISE GENERATOR. 
4*/ex23/ie" [4:84] Each $8.50 

Old Colony Sound Lab 
PO Box 243. Dept. SB. Peterborough NH 03458 

To order, please write each board’s num¬ 
ber below with quantity of each and price. 
Total the amounts and remit by check, 
money order. MasterCard or Visa. U.S. 
orders are postpaid. For orders under $10 
please ada $2 service charge. Canadians 
please add 10%. other countries 15% for 
postage. All overseas remittances must be 
in U.S. funds. Please use clear block 
capitals. 

NAME 

STREET & NO. 

CITY STATE ZIP 

No. Bds. Price 
Board No. $ 
Board No. $ 
Board No. $ 

Total $ 

Continued from page 16 
Allen's excellent book on wood 
finishing.5

SPEAKER PLACEMENT. Column 
speakers are far less sensitive to room 
placement, and are often recom-

Continued on page 58 

MATERIALS LIST 
FOR ONE ENCLOSURE 

Wood Materials 
2 Side panels 18 x 161/z* 
3 Horizontal panels IOV2 x I6V2 
1 Top panel IIV2 x I6V2 
1 Bottom panel IIV2 x I6V2 
4 Center vertical panels 41/16 x 11V2 
1 Back panel 19 x IIV2 
1 Driver panel 19x6 

The above pieces were cut from one half of a 
4 x 8-foot sheet of ’/2-inch Birch plywood (See 
Cutting Guide/ 

10 Horizontal panel support strips 7/e x 1A x 
14% (lattice moulding). 

16 Center vertical panel support strips 7/8 x ’A 
x 10% 

8 Corner reflectors 4'/16 x 15/8 (right triangle) 
10 Driver panel mounts % x 1 % (right triangle) 

Other Materials 
1 8 oz. dispenser of Tite Bond Wood Glue 
1 Small box of 1 x 17-gauge galvanized brads 

24 1% x #8-flat head steel wood screws 
10 1 x #6-pan head self threading steel screws 
9 3/8 x #6-pan head self-threading steel 

screws 
1 Container of black silicone gasket material 

1 Package (17ft) closed cell vinyl foam self¬ 
sticking tape 3/8 x % 

1 Small package 1A x 3/8 3 solder lug 
terminal strips (H.H. Smith Inc. #864) 

1 Color coded 1% x 23/8 rectangular flush¬ 
mount push type speaker wire terminal 
(Madisound) 

1 Package black sculptured foam speaker 
grille (Radio Shack #30FM) 

1 8 oz. can flat black enamel 
6 Ounces long-haired wool (J. Ebbert) 
6 Ounces Poly-Fil Extra-Loft batting 
1 Spray can mothproofing 
4 Carpet bottom furniture guides 

* All dimensions in inches. 

Drivers 
2 Audax MHD10P25FSC 4SI nominal 

impedance 
2 European Loudspeakers of America Model 

4502 (Drivers available from Madisound) 

Electrical Components 
1 15pcf 200V AC mylar capacitor 
1 7.50 10W resistor (Clarostat VC-10 or 

equivalent) 

A Structured Tuning Method 
Here is a structured method for tun¬ 
ing an array of individual transmission 
lines (TLs), which provides excellent 
matching with a minimum of "false 
starts." 
I stuff the driver half of each TL 

with U/2-ounces of long haired wool. 
I stacked P/2-ounces of polyester bat¬ 
ting (Poly Fil Extra Loft® ), cut into 5-
by 16-inch strips, in the port half of the 
top TL, and inserted the port end piece 
of acoustically transparent foam to 
complete stuffing the line. 

With all the polyester strips in place, 
I measure the driver impedance peaks 
for that line/driver combination. Then 
I remove the strips one at a time, and 
measure the frequency changes in the 
impedance peak. The same process is 
repeated for each of the four TL/driver 
combinations in the array. Table 1 
shows the measurements for one 
Audax/TL combination and one ELA 
4502/TL combination in hertz with the 
number of strips used. You can deter¬ 
mine the number of strips for the best 
match by comparing tables for each 
line in the array. 

Table 2 shows the impedance peak 
frequencies for all four TLs before 
matching (six polyester strips for each 
TL's port half) and after matching 

(four strips for each Audax driven TL, 
and two strips for each ELA 4502). 
After I adjust the number of polyester 
strips, I match the high frequency 
peaks and the low frequency peaks for 
both the Audax set and the ELA set. 
In all cases, matching is accomplished 
by reducing the number of polyester 
strips. □ 

TABLE 1 

AUDAX ELA 
Strips Low High Low High 
6 63 110 79 106 
5 60 110 77 106 
4 60 115 77 109 
3 59 115 77 114 
2 60 120 73 116 
1 60 121 73 116 
0 61 122 73 122 

TABLE 2 

Before After 
Low High Low High 

Top Audax 63 111 59 115 
2nd ELA 4502 79 106 73 115 
3rd ELA 4502 none 106 72 115 
Bottom Audax 75 114 59 115 
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OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 

Old Colony Sound Lab Loudspeaker System Design Software 

The following programs are available on ö'A " disc for the Apple 
(SBK-E3A, $25 each), and the Commodore 64 (SBKE3CD, $25 
each). Also available is a cassette for the Commodore 64 (SBK-
E3CC, $25 each). 

BOXRESPONSE: This program was written to help the designer 
make tradeoffs encountered in the design of enclosures. The pro¬ 
gram asks for the driver resonant frequency, driver electrical and 
mechanical Q , driver DC resistance and the enclosure volume. 
The program also asks for the box type, closed or vented, and 
the crossover order, first or second. After these and other data 
are entered the program begins outputing relative response at a 
series of sample frequencies. Also outputted with the relative 
response is the maximum power the driver can tolerate at the 
sample frequency. The last bit of data given is the infinite baffle 
SPL (sound pressure level), at the sample frequency, with the 
driver operating at its thermal or displacement limit. The user 
may alter the sample frequency list to view the data in a finer 
or coarser sample series. 

L-PAD PROGRAM: This short program was first offered by Glenn 
Phillips in [SB 2:83]. It asks for load resistance and required at¬ 
tenuation in dB. Its output is the values of the two resistors in 
the L-PAD, required to produce the required loss. 

SERIES NOTCH: This useful program computes the effect of 
series notch filters in terms of phase angle and loss, over two or 
four octaves centered at the filter center frequency. The program 
asks for the filter capacitor value in ^F, the inductor value in mH, 
and the resistance in ohms. The first program output is the center 
frequency and the attenuation in dB at that frequency,and then 
a table is generated, showing in selected steps, frequency, net¬ 
work phase angle and attenuation. 

STABILIZER 1: This short program calculates values for the 
simplest driver shunt equalization network, and the RC series 
network. The program asks for driver voice coil inductance and 
resistance. Its output is the resistance and capacitance values for 
the compensating series network. 

AIR CORE: This program will greatly improve the odds of get¬ 
ting the right coil at first try. The basis for the program is an ar¬ 
ticle by Max Knittel |SB 1:83]. Knittel credits the algorithm us¬ 
ed in this program to Thiele. This program's value over previous 
inductance calculation aids is in its attention to wire gauge, and 
thus coil resistance. The program asks the user for the desired 
inductance in mH and the wire AWG. Program output is coil in¬ 
ductance, DC resistance, wire length, coil proportions and a 
number of turns. The user can then change AWG and note the 
effect. 

RESPONSE FUNCTION: This calculates the small signal re¬ 
sponse of a given box/driver combination. The program asks the 
user for the driver free air resonance, driver Q, volume equivalent 
to the suspension, box tuning frequency and box volume. The 
program output is relative response versus frequency. The fre¬ 
quency series and step size may be changed by the user, by alter¬ 
ing lines at the end of the program. 

VENT COMPUTATION: Here is another short program by Glenn 
Phillips for the quick calculation of vent dimensions. The pro¬ 
gram calculates the vent length for 1, 2 or 4 equal length ports. 
The user enters the box volume and the desired tuning frequen¬ 
cy. With that information, the program outputs vent length and 
area for each case. 

The following programs are available on 5'ä" disc for the Apple 
(SBK-F1A, $25 each) and the Commodore 64 (SBK-F1C, $25 each). 
A printed listing of both the two-way and three-way CAD programs 
in generic Basic is available (SBK-F1B, $2 each). 

PASSIVE THREE-WAYS: This program, implemented on the Ap¬ 
ple by Bob White from an article by Bullock [SB 2:85], calculates 
the values for two and three way passive crossover components. 
The user inputs the following: driver impedances, crossover fre¬ 
quencies, crossover order and type. The program responds with 
the network figure number (diagrams are sent with the program) 
and the values for each component in the figure. The component 
values are ideal. 

PASSIVE TWO-WAYS: This program comes directly from the ar¬ 
ticle by Bullock |SB 1:85]. It computes the values for components 
and identifies the network diagrams (supplied) for the required 
net. The user enters the crossover type APC (all-pass crossover) 
or CPC (constant power crossover), and also the driver impedances 
and filter order. Output component values are ideal. 

EQUALIZER UTILITY: Computes the values for components in 
a network used to equalize the impedance of a driver over its fre¬ 
quency range. With some change the algorithm will compute 
equalization for a closed box or driver with no enclosure. The user 
enters the driver DC resistance and the program prompts for out¬ 
put data required, driver inductance, low-pass losses and im¬ 
pedance equalizer values. 

RADIATION PATTERNS: The radiation vertical pattern from a 
multi-driver system may be explored with this program based on 
Bullock's Article |SB 1:85]. The program asks the user questions 
about the phase relation and physical separation of the drivers. 
The output is relative SPL over 180 degrees, in 5 degree steps, 
in the vertical plane perpendicular to the baffle. With this pro¬ 
gram a designer can experiment with various layouts for the 
drivers in the enclosure. 

EX-LIMIT: Computes the SPL, G force and required power in 
watts for a given excursion, piston diameter and mass. The user 
enters a range of frequencies and a step size. This is a useful pro¬ 
gram for evaluating practical limits to woofer power short of the 
voice coil thermal limit. 

CROSSOVER TRANSFER FUNCTION: The operator enters the 
filter order, first, second, third or fourth and the center frequen¬ 
cy. The program then outputs the transfer function for the high 
and low pass sections for a frequency range, above and below the 
selected crossover frequency. Functions for the high and low pass 
sections are shown in dB relative to the input. 

Old Colony Sound Lab 
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458 usa 

□ SBK-E3A SBK-F1A □ 

□ SBK-E3CC SBK-F1C □ 

□ SBK-E3CD SBK-F1B □ 

Payment by: □ Check Money Order □ C MasterCard Visa □ 

_ _/_ 
CARD NO. EXPIRES 

NAME 

STREET & NO ~ 

Ppd. USA Canada add $2 for postage Foreign add 
$4 for postage and $2.00 for each additional item STATE ZIP 



FREE VOLUME 
SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS 

BY THOMAS L. CLARKE 

The emphasis in many profession¬ 
al audio installations today is on 

high-level music reproduction with 
substantial bass content. The new 
digital program sources provide pro¬ 
gram material with considerable 
energy in the lowest octave (20-
40Hz). The usual approach to 
reproduce these sounds uses a special¬ 
ly designed subwoofer, crossed over 
to conventional drivers. 

For reliable high-level sound repro¬ 
duction the subwoofer should be effi¬ 
cient enough to reduce power require¬ 
ments and voice-coil heating. If the 
subwoofer can be made as efficient as 
the other speakers in the system, you 
can use passive crossovers to avoid 
the expense of an electronic crossover 
and separate amplifier. The price for 
efficient low-frequency reproduction, 
according to the laws of physics, is 
size. 

Richard Small established a relation 
between efficiency, enclosure volume 
and cutoff frequency, which says that 
two enclosures of the same type and 
efficiency have linear sizes propor¬ 
tional to the wavelength they repro¬ 
duce. Figure 1 shows Small's relation, 
and illustrates the proportions be¬ 
tween wavelength and enclosure size. 
The truth in Small's relation is ob¬ 
vious for horn-type enclosures, but 
holds for any type of enclosure. Thus, 
an enclosure designed to reproduce 
20Hz must be twice the size and have 
eight times the volume of one de¬ 
signed to reproduce 40 Hz. 
The Altec Model 8182 system is a 

good example of the tradeoff. It is a 
moderately efficient (92.7dB IW SPL 

V = Vg 

WHERE 
V - EFFICIENCY 

k^ =CONSTANT 

f3 = CUTOFF FREQUENCY 

V=VOLUME 

56 ft 

FIGURE 1: An illustration of Small’s relation between enclosure size, cutoff frequency and efficiency. 

at 1 meter) vented box design, with 
a cutoff frequency of 23Hz. It requires 
a substantial 24 cubic foot internal 
volume to achieve this performance. 
The maximum SPL from the 8182's 
18-inch driver is about 112dB in a 3k 
cubic foot room. Larger rooms require 
multiple systems of probably unac¬ 
ceptable size. 

FREE VOLUME. While the laws of 
physics cannot be broken, they can be 
circumvented. One way is to use ex¬ 
isting free spaces, such as a closet, as 
part of the enclosure volume. A low-
resonance frequency driver mounted 
in the closet wall is the simplest way 
to use such volume, but the resulting 
"infinite baffle” does not load the 
driver well acoustically, which results 
in poor power handling. A better tech¬ 
nique is based on a type of enclosure 

called an augmented passive radiator 
(APR) (U.S. Patent #4076097). 
Figure 2 shows an APR enclosure 

made from a vented box or an equiva¬ 
lent conventional passive-radiator 
system. The passive-radiator cone is 
enlarged into a donut shape, and a 
diaphragm placed across the hole of 
the donut is baffled by another cham¬ 
ber. If the passive-radiator cone is 
transformed further it leads to a con¬ 
venient form where the APR system 
uses two cones joined apex-to-apex. 
The box volume and system cutoff 
frequency can be kept constant in this 
progression by going to a higher com¬ 
pliance driver. The other driver 
characteristics remain unchanged. 
The donut hole can be baffled by 

any convenient volume. A rigid enclo¬ 
sure is not required because the 
system's response does not depend on 
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PASSIVE RADIATOR AUGMENTED PR APR/FREE VOLUME FREE VOLUME 

FIGURE 2: The progression from conventional passive-radiator system to an APR/FV system. My living room fireplace opening serves as the perfect free volume 
mounting place. 

stored energy in the compressed air. 
A large portion of the enclosure's 
volume can be freely hidden. In a 
vented box, this technique has the ad¬ 
vantage of heavier acoustical loading 
to boost power handling over an in¬ 
finite baffle. The free volume should, 
of course, be rigid enough to avoid 
problems with rattles and noise. 

CREATIVE ENCLOSURES. Figure 
2(c) is my APR free volume design, 
as it mounts into my living room fire¬ 
place opening. If you use this design, 
or any other vented to the outside, 
you can avoid pipe organ or Helm¬ 
holtz resonator effects by closing the 
flue or vent. The APR installation is 
limited only by the installer's imagina¬ 
tion, and can be vented to attic or 
basement spaces by adapting your 
idea to the designs in Fig. 2. Systems 
can even be mounted in windows to 
achieve a true "infinite baffle" by us¬ 
ing the entire world as a baffle. 
These enclosures are constructed 

with conventional techniques. The 
passive radiator cones can be 
mounted apex-to-apex as Fig. 2 shows, 
or in deeper enclosures you can use 
a connecting tube to join the cones. 
The individual APR cones can be 
glued directly to the enclosure to 
eliminate the need for metal baskets 
on the passive radiators. For the 
smaller cone in a passive-radiator, a 
rolled-edge gives the best combination 
of linear compliance and suspension 
linearity. 

If properly sized cones are unavail¬ 
able, you can easily build rolled-edge 
cones by spreading a flexible material 
(such as silicone rubber) over a half¬ 
round mold, coated with plastic food¬ 

wrap.1 Mine, as shown in the figures, 
is a 22-inch cone with a 15-inch ac¬ 
cordion edge cone. For cloth edge 
cones, apply sealant to avoid a leak 
through the cloth. 
The APR/free volume designs are 

always custom. You could build an 
enclosure with about half the interior 
volume of a vented box for the par¬ 
ticular driver. The two cones mount 
apex-to-apex; the smaller is the same 
size as the driver and the larger is the 
next size greater (for example 12 and 
15-inch cones for a 12-inch driver). 
Weight is then added or subtracted 
from the cones to achieve the desired 
response. 

CHOOSING DRIVERS. A better al¬ 
ternative for an optimal system would 
use the driver's Thiele/Small parame¬ 
ters together with the design exam¬ 
ples in Table 1. If you use half the 
volume of a vented box it can lead to 
a poor design for some drivers. The 
three Thiele/Small parameters are 
driver resonance frequency, fs, driver 
damping factor Qjs and the acoustic 
volume equivalent to the driver sus¬ 
pension compliance, Vas-
These three quantities completely 

characterize a driver, so that two driv¬ 
ers with the same parameters and en¬ 
closures will perform identically. The 
drivers may have entirely different 
sizes, power handling capability or 
other specifications, but fortunately 
many manufacturers and suppliers 
provide the parameters. 

Table 1 gives the designs for four 
drivers of varying Qjs- The driver 
parameters are followed by the box 
volume, Vb (in cubic feet), the cutoff 
frequency fj (in hertz) and in grams 

for properly tuning the passive radia¬ 
tor mass. Driver sensitivities, in 
dB/lW input at one meter, are also 
included. 
Below the APR designs are the cor¬ 

responding parameters for a vented 
box enclosure matched to the same 
driver. The designs use Chebyshev or 
equi-ripple alignments.2 These designs 
assume that the combination of a 
small cone equal to the driver size is 
used together with a larger cone of the 
next larger size. If non-standard cones 
are used, the larger should be 30 per¬ 
cent greater than the smaller one. 

The first design uses a 10-inch com¬ 
mercial driver with low efficiency. 
For the APR/FV system to achieve a 
23.6Hz cutoff frequency you will 
need a 1.5 cubic foot enclosure, 
whereas a vented box requires near¬ 
ly five cubic feet. A system with two 
of these drivers in the same enclosure 
would be very similar to the one 
shown in the figures. 
The second APR/FV system uses a 

larger 12-inch commercial driver to 
reach a 22.3Hz cutoff with an inter¬ 
nal volume of 8.66 cubic feet. A com¬ 
parable vented box only goes to 24Hz 
and requires 18 cubic feet, and the 
sensitivity rises to 95.2 with the larger 
volume. 

The third system uses a 15-inch pro¬ 
fessional driver to reach the very low 
19Hz cutoff. The sensitivity is a mod¬ 
erate 92.8, while the volume is only 
9.75 cubic feet. A vented box will re¬ 
quire 16 cubic feet to reach only 
23.5Hz. This system is best with the 
lowest octave reproduced with ab¬ 
solute fidelity. 

The last system uses a large 18-inch 
professional driver to achieve high ef-
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Old Colony ’s 
Audio 

Accessories 
NEGLEX2477 

SPEAKER CABLE 
For less than the price differential be¬ 
tween standard and fancy finishes on a 
pair of speakers, you can make a signifi¬ 
cant improvement in the actual sound of 
your system. This high definition Neglex 
cable is a coaxial configuration using 
Mogami OFHC wire and copolymer in¬ 
sulation. Termination kits provide two 
short lengths of wire, two gold-plated, 
W  spade lugs and an insulating sleeve 
(one kit required for each end of cable). 
The cable has extremely low capaci¬ 

tance, impedance, inductance, and eddy 
current effects. In the audio frequency 
range, impedance is virtually flat (see 
Nelson Pass’ article on speaker cables in 
SB 2/80 for a discussion of these effects). 
Small improvements in low bass, ex¬ 
treme highs, imaging, depth, distortion, 
and amplifier damping all add up to 
audibly better sound and greater listen¬ 
ing enjoyment. 

Only $2.00 per foot! 

Qty. Price 

_ Ft . Neglex Speaker Cable 
$2.00/ft. . 

_ Termination Kits 
$ 1.00 each. . 

_ Pair Gold Plated. Five-way 
Red/Black Binding Post 
$5.50 per pair. . 

Total amount enclosed: _ 

Form of payment: 

□ Check MO □ □ MC Visa □ 

Card # _ 

Expires _ I_ 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Phone Orders: (603) 924-6371 
(MC or Visa only) 9-4 EST M-F 
DISCOUNT: $25-$75 = 10% 

$75 and up = 15%. 
Old Colony Sound Lab 

PO Box 243 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

TABLE 1 

APR / FV - 1.3 DIAMETER RATIO 

Model Qrs 

Pyle 0.49 
W10C300F 

10" dia. 

Pyle 0.40 
W12C200F 

12" dia. 

Altec 0.35 
411-8A 

15" dia. 

JBL 0.27 
2245H 

18" dia. 

Vas fs 
(«’) (HZ) 

2.5 31 

20.5 25 

29.3 19 

29.0 20 

V„ fj 

(ft1) (Hz) 

1.5 23.6 
[0.59] [0.76] 

4.67 22.2 

8.66 22.3 
[0.42] [0.89] 

18 24.8 

9.75 19.0 
[0.33] [1.0] 

16 23.5 

5.9 25.6 
[0.20] [1.28] 

7.54 35.2 

Rip. fB
(dB) (Hz) 

1.4 27.9 
[0.90] 

0.1 25.1 

0.9 26.3 
[1.05] 

0 24.9 

0.7 22.3 
[1.18] 

0 21.3 

0.4 29.8 
[1.48] 

0 28.5 

Sens. 
PR Mass dB 
(gm) 1W/1M 

95 87.9 
[25] 

51 95.2 
[2.6] 

178 92.8 
[2.7] 

348 95.1 
[2.7] 

APR/FV = Bold Face; Vented Box = Italic. 

NOTE: In the table above figures for APR/FV designs are in BOLD type; the vented box design values 
are in Italic type. The values in brackets may be used to adapt the system to other drivers. 

ficiency and power handling. The 
volume is 5.9 cubic feet and the cutoff 
is a moderate 25.6Hz. The compari¬ 
son vented box is slightly larger at 7.5 
cubic feet, but has a much higher cut¬ 
off of 35.2Hz. This system should be 
used to achieve high SPLs. It clearly 
shows the advantages of an APR/FV 
enclosure over the Altec Model 8182 
system. 
These systems can be adapted to 

other drivers by using the numbers in 
brackets, below the system specifica¬ 
tions, in Table 1. Choose the example 
with Qrs nearest the target driver. 
The system's volume is found by 
multiplying equivalent driver volume, 
Vas, by the number below Vb for that 
example. Similarly, you find fj and Íb 
by multiplying the target driver's 
resonance frequency by the cor¬ 
responding bracketed numbers. 
The passive radiator mass is found 

by multiplying the driver's moving 
mass by the bracketed number below 
the mass. This mass value assumes 
that the small cone is the same size 
as the driver; if not, multiply the mass 
by the ratio of the cone diameters to 
the fourth power. You can make the 
best use of an APR/FV system when 
you must reproduce low frequencies 
at high levels. 

More complete details of how to use this 
concept together with basic computer pro¬ 
grams and licensing information are available 

from the author. Write, Thomas L. Clarke, 
5814 SW. 81 St., Miami, FL 33143. 

REFERENCES 
1. Clarke, T.L., "Build a Superthruster 

Loudspeaker," CQ [Volume 20), February 1979, 
pp. 101-104. 
2. Clarke, T.L., "Augmented Passive-Radiator 

Loudspeaker Systems," Parts I and II, JAES 
[Volume 29), June and July/August 1981, pp. 
511-516. 

If you should have a 
TECHNICAL QUERY... 
about an article appearing in this 
magazine, write it clearly, leaving 
space for a reply and referencing 
the magazine, the article and the 
page about which you are inquiring. 
Enclose a self-addressed stamped 
envelope and send these to 
Speaker Builder, Technical Dept., 
P.O. Box 494, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 

Help us by not calling in your 
question. We have neither the staff 
nor the time to respond to technical 
questions by phone. 
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designs and cabinet plans 

A full range of kits from the most simple to 
the most sophisticated designs. Send $3.00 
to FOCAL AMERICA, 1531 Lookout Dr., 
Agoura, CA 91301 for a catalog of more 
than 20 different kits including crossover 

A & S SPEAKERS 
2371 Dahlia St. 
Denver, CO 80207 

AUDIO CONCEPTS 
1631 Caledonia St. 
LaCrosse. Wl 54602 
(608) 781-2110 

AUDIO LAB 
5269 Buford Highway 
Atlanta, GA 30340 
(404) 455-0572 

JUST SPEAKERS 
3170 23rd. St. 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
(415) 641-9228 

MADISOUND SPEAKERS 
8982 Table Bluff Rd. PO Box 4283 
Madison, Wl 53711 
(608) 767-2673 

SOLEN 
5940 Bergevin 
Brassard, Quebec Canada J4Z 1Z2 
(514) 656-2759 

FAST REPLY »GK29 
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NOTCH FILTERS 
BY DAVID B. WEEMS 

Have you ever found that notch 
filters did not work the way 

theory predicted? Well, that's not sur¬ 
prising. Notch filter formulas ignore 
some practical aspects of filter be¬ 
havior, and filter discussions ignore 
areas of background information. As 
you probably know, a notch filter is 
a frequency discriminating circuit con¬ 
sisting of an inductor, a capacitor and 
usually a resistor. The inductive reac¬ 
tance equals the capacitive reactance 
at predictable frequencies to form a 
tank circuit. 
If this tank circuit is designed to 

resonate at a speaker's response peak, 
it will offer a high impedance to cur¬ 
rent flow at that frequency and reduce 
loudspeaker output. The shunt resistor 
controls a filter's impedance and Q. 
Filters can be used as sharply tuned 
notch filters or as broadband response 
shapers. 
I recently discovered how useful 

notch filters can be. After I helped a 
friend install a small double-chamber 
reflex, two-way system (ôVi-inch woof¬ 
er and 2-inch tweeter), we noticed 
some flaws. The stereo image was un¬ 
stable, with more than just a sugges¬ 
tion of shrillness on some program 
material. We began experimenting 
with various crossover networks and 
then with filters. The filters, as it 
turned out, made the biggest differ¬ 
ence. But, first we had to find the 
problem. 

PEAK TESTING. The methods de¬ 
scribed here can be used for crossover 
experiments and detecting peaks. To 
test your drivers, install them in their 
enclosures and run leads out for each 
one. You can then alter the crossover 
wiring or insert filters, while you 

monitor performance changes without 
disturbing the drivers. 

It is nice if you can test with equal¬ 
izers and analyzers, but we tracked 
down our problems with just an audio 
generator, an amplifier and a sound 
level meter. 
We used a Heathkit IG-18 (now re¬ 

numbered IG-5818) audio generator 
with a Radio Shack 40-3019 sound 
level meter (SLM: no longer available). 
We connected the audio generator to 
an old power amplifier, which fed the 
speaker through the crossover net¬ 
work. Note that the final crossover 
network should be in the system, and 
you must use an amplifier to couple 
the audio generator to the loudspeaker. 

I cannot overstate the importance of 
maintaining a constant acoustical en¬ 
vironment while testing your speakers 
with an SLM. Outdoor testing is the 
preferred way to test, but often it is not 
practical due to the weather, traffic 
noise or other influences. You can 
learn a lot from indoor experiments by 
maintaining absolute control over 
room acoustics. For example, if you 
are working alone, you will need to 
make changes in the filter wiring while 
observing the SLM. You may find that 
body movements of no more than an 
inch will change your SLM reading. 
One slight shift in your position, or an 
object in the soundfield, will give in¬ 
consistent test data. You can keep the 
soundfield clear by having an assistant 
make the wiring changes while you 
read the SLM. 

Our rough frequency response tests 
indicated some uncontrolled peaks. 
We disconnected the driver to study 
the woofer and tweeter performance 
separately. We replaced the discon¬ 
nected driver with dummy resistors to 

maintain the crossover network's 
proper termination, and we found a 
significant peak beyond the passband 
on each tested woofer. One woofer's 
response peak occurred at 3.2kHz, the 
other's at 3.7kHz. When we checked 
the tweeters, one peaked at a little over 
5kHz and the other at just under 6kHz. 
Once we brought the problem into 
focus we saw it was the filter design. 

CHOOSING VALUES. When you 
compare inductance and capacitance 
values in various notch filters, you are 
likely to be puzzled by the design 
choices. After all, the range is almost 
infinite as long as the capacitive reac¬ 
tance equals inductive reactance at 
peak frequency. You may understand 
filter action better by going back to 
basic engineering textbooks, but you 
may find you have as many questions 
as you had before. 
Some books only deal with theore¬ 

tical conditions, where each compo¬ 
nent is perfect. Those that treat prac¬ 
tical problems usually discuss the kind 
plaguing high frequency circuits, 
rather than audio bands. 
The SRA Loudspeaker Design Cook¬ 

book1 gives a formula to calculate the 
values of filter components. It is: 

C = 1
15.2f 

where (f) is the frequency of the peak. 
After finding the value for C, you can 
substitute it into the following formula 
to find L: 

T _ 0.025 

The value of C is farads, and L is 
henries. 
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The LDC formula produces a filter 
with an LC ratio near 5.8. Filters with 
low LC ratios, such as this, will theo¬ 
retically have a narrower bandwidth 
than a filter with higher LC ratios. As 
we shall see, bandwidth does not 
always follow theory. You may need 
a filter that can give greater attenua¬ 
tion for severe peaks. A rule of thumb 
for a higher impedance filter is: 

C = —— 
lOOf 

The LC ratio here is 250. 
Finally, this intermediate formula 

produces an LC ratio of 40: 

C = 40f 

The formula you choose will depend 
on the peak's amplitude and band¬ 
width. By altering the LC ratio you can 
change the theoretical Q of your filter. 
The real Q may be quite different. 

FILTER Q. You will often see or hear 
the statement that the Q of a parallel 
resonant circuit is determined by the 
Q of the coil. The capacitor, it is said, 
has little or no effect on Q. These 
assertions are probably more valid for 
high frequency circuits than for the 
audio band. I checked their relevance 
to notch filters by running tests with 
single coil filters and matching them 
to capacitors with equal value. I chose 
a commercially available ImH air-core 
coil inductor, wound with 18-gauge 
magnet wire on a plastic form, for 
each test {Fig. 1). The filter's im¬ 
pedance peaks at about 2.5kHz when 
the coil is wired into a parallel circuit 
with a 4/xF capacitor. 

Z, = Impedance of filter 
Z2 = Impedance of speaker 

Voltage ratio (VK ) = Z2 + Z2

Cut (dB) = 20log VK 

or Z2
Cut (dB) = 20log + Z2

FIGURE 1: The parallel resonant circuit used for 
notch filters. 

I used a non-polarized (NP) elec¬ 
trolytic capacitor on the first test. The 
Q for that combination was about 
seven. Next, I substituted a couple of 
2/zF mylar capacitors wired in parallel 
to maintain the same total capacitance 
and the Q jumped to 14.5. Finally, I 
tried an old Wèstem Electric capacitor 
gleaned from a piece of surplus tele¬ 
phone equipment in a salvage yard. Its 
value was apparently greater because 
it produced a lower resonance fre¬ 
quency and a Q of 14.7. 
These tests suggest an irony. If you 

want a high Q circuit, theory insists on 
a low LC, requiring a large value for 
C. Good quality capacitors, with large 
values, can be expensive. If I use a 
2.5kHz filter with an LC ratio of six, 
I will need a 26/zF capacitor. Fortun¬ 
ately, we can usually get practical 
values of Q with NP electrolytic 
capacitors. 
According to textbooks, you can 

predict the Q from the LC ratio. In this 
formula R is the shunt resistance: 

Q = R JC/L 

This formula has little practical use. 
For a better estimate of filter Q, make 
up the filter and measure its imped¬ 
ance at its resonant frequency. You 
can test the impedance of a filter in the 
same way you measure a driver's im¬ 
pedance, by the constant current 
method.2 When you find a maximum 
impedance, you can calculate Q with 
this formula where Z is the impedance 
of the filter at resonance and f is the 
frequency of resonance: 

Q = Z X 27rfC 

You can measure Q directly by record¬ 
ing the impedance, or maximum volt¬ 
age across the filter at resonance. Then 
find the two frequencies, one below 
resonance fi, and the other above 
resonance fz, where the impedance (or 
voltage) falls to 0.707 that of the value 
at resonance. Then: 

where f is the resonance frequency 
and Af is fi -fz. You can check the ac¬ 
curacy of your work by this test: 

f = ^2 

As you can see, measuring filter Q is 
not difficult. If we want to make our 
filter a mirror image of a speaker's re¬ 
sponse curve, it would be useful to be 

able to predict the Q with reasonable 
accuracy. This involves decisions a-
bout the value of R as well as the LC 
ratio. 

R VALUES. It appears to be easy to 
calculate R for any desired Q accord¬ 
ing to textbook formulas. The calcula¬ 
tions are easy, but getting a filter with 
the right Q requires bending the for¬ 
mulas a bit. Here is one formula: 

or 
R = XlQ 

I made up a filter with a low LC, 
designed to resonate at 3kHz to test 
this formula. The formula for an LC 
ratio of six showed that a 21.9/zF 
capacitor would be right. I planned to 
use a 22/xF NP electrolytic capacitor, 
but when I measured it the true value 
turned out to be 21.4/zF. I would need 
an air-core coil with an inductance of 
0.13mH to match. I then made a series 
of tests, which are reported in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

THEORETICAL Q’s vs. MEASURED Q’s 

Measured Q 
Theoretical NP Elect. Mylar 

R Q Caps. Caps. 
1.0 0.42 0.48 0.47 
1.5 0.63 0.63 0.63 
2.5 1.05 0.95 0.95 
5 2.1 1.7 1.8 
10 4.2 2.6 3.0 
15 6.2 2.9 3.9 
22 9.1 3.5 4.8 
30 12.5 3.7 5.5 
100 41.5 4.3 8.1 
510 212 5.2 10.3 
oo oo 5.4 12 

LC ratio = 6. Components: C = 21.4/xF; 
L = 0.13mH; f=3kHz. 

Check this hypothetical problem 
against Table 1. Suppose we have a 
driver with a peak at 3kHz, and a 
bandwidth peak of 800Hz. The band¬ 
width is defined as the -3dB band¬ 
width peak. The Q should be 3.75 
(3k/800). For the low LC ratio filters 
Xi as well as Xc is about 2.40. So, by 
formula: 

R = 2.4ft X 3.75 = 9ft 

Table 1 shows the closest value is 
100. It appears that the measured Q 
with a 90 resistor would be somewhat 
below 2.6. We see farther down the 
column that a real filter with an elec¬ 
trolytic capacitor and a Q of 3.75, we 
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- f (Hz) - ► 

FIGURE 2: A notch filter response with an LC ratio of six, made with a non¬ 
polarized electrolytic capacitor. 

-f (Hz)-► 

FIGURE 3: The response of the same fitter in Fig. 2, but with a mylar capacitor. 

would expect to use a parallel resis¬ 
tance of slightly more than 300: more 
than three times the calculated value. 
This is hardly reassuring for anyone 
who relies on formulas alone. For 
broadband filters the formulas work 
fairly well. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show how 
Q varies from the theoretical value 
with various LC ratios. Figures 2, 3, 4 
and 5 show the response curves of 
filters with various LC ratios and 
values of R. 

PRACTICAL FILTERS. The tests 
reported in the tables and figures show 
that for filters with Qs greater than 
one, the bandwidth is wider than 
predicted by theory. Filters with either 
very high or very low LC ratios have 
limited maximum Qs. The LC ratio 
probably limits the Q for filters with 
very high LC ratios, such as the one 
with a ratio of 8600. 

The limiting factor for low LC filters 
is likely to be large values of 
capacitance. The available Qs, even 
with electrolytic capacitors, may be 
higher than you need for most pur¬ 
poses. The ear's ability to detect devia¬ 
tions from a flat frequency response 
depends on the aberration's band¬ 
width and level. The narrower the 
bandwidth, the more prominent it 
must be to be heard. 
For a practical approach to filter 

design, refer to Table 5. If you know 
the approximate bandwidth and level 
to be eliminated, you can easily choose 
an appropriate filter from the table. 
Here is an example of how you can 
tailor a filter to meet your needs. 
Suppose you locate a 9dB peak at 

3kHz that has a 1kHz bandwidth, or 
a Q of 3. Table 5 shows us that with 
an LC ratio of 6 we can expect a cut 
of 6dB with a filter Q of 3. The cut 

would be about lOdB; much closer to 
the needed attenuation. 

If you are finicky, you may want to 
tinker with filter components to get 
the precise degree of cut and band¬ 
width. The data presented in Table 5 
is based on tests with filters using air¬ 
core coils and NP electrolytic capaci¬ 
tors. 

To estimate R, find the combination 
of LC ratio and Q that best fits your 
needs and then find the value of R in 
Tables 1, 2 or 3. If you make a filter 
with an LC ratio that is different from 
those listed, you can make a rough in¬ 
terpolation for R. Although Table 5 is 
based on a single series of tests, such 
estimates will probably be more ac¬ 
curate than finding the values of R 
from a formula. 
Once you settle on the LC combina¬ 

tion, you can test the various resistors 
by finding the desired impedance at 

TABLE 2 TABLE 3 TABLE 4 

_ THEORETICAL Q’s vs. MEASURED Q’s THEORETICAL Q’s vs. MEASURED Q’s THEORETICAL Q’s vs. MEASURED Q’s 

R Theoretical Q Measured Q Measured Q R Theoretical Q Measured Q 
15 0.24 0.28 Theoretical NP Elect. Mylar 30 0.32 0.31 
2 5 0.40 0.45 R Q Caps. Caps. 50 0.54 0 47 
5 0.79 0.8 5 0.32 0.37 0.32 100 1.08 0 82 
10 1.6 1.3 10 0.63 0.67 0.69 510 5.50 1.74 
15 2.4 1.7 15 0.95 0.88 0.88 1000 10.78 2 07 
22 3.5 2.0 22 1.39 1.18 1.33 oo x 2.73 
30 4.7 2.7 30 1.90 1.44 1.68 
100 15.8 4.5 100 6.3 3.25 4.6 
510 81 5.4 510 32.3 6 10.3 
« oo 5.8 oo oo 7 14.5 

LC ratio = 40; Components: C = 8^F N.P. elec¬ 
trolytic; L = 0.32mH; f = 3125Hz. 

LC ratio = 250; Components: C = 4/zF; L= 1mH; 
f = 2.5kHz. 

LC ratio = 8600; Components: C = 0.5/zF; 
L = 4.3mH iron core; f = 3.4kHz. 
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the resonance frequency. That will be: close enough, you would solve for the 
n desired impedance: 

Z = ——-
2lrfc Z= -—- = IL9Q 

2 X 3.14 X 1500 X 0.0000222 

For filters that work outside the 
driver's passband, you can usually 
pick just about any LC combination 
and omit R. Just make sure the filter's 
action does not overlap the passband. 

With all the filter design variables 
there is a good chance that you can 
throw caution to the wind and do an 
acceptable job using the components 
you have on hand. It's at least worth 
a try. For example, suppose you need 
a filter tuned to 1.5kHz with a band¬ 
width of 600Hz, or a Q of 2.5, and you 
have a coil with an inductance of 
0.5mH that you would like to use. The 
matching capacitor would be: 

r _ 0.025 
C f2L 

0.025 
15002 0.0005 

= 0.0000222 or 22.2gF 

This filter's LC ratio is a relatively low 
22.5. 

If you check Table 5 this filter may 
be just about right if the peak you 
want to kill is between about 5 and 
8dB. If the peak is lower in amplitude, 
say 3dB, then depending on what Q 
you choose, your filter will either pro¬ 
duce a dip at resonance or two shallow 
depressions. If the filter appears to be 

With a target impedance of 11.90 you 
would wire in various resistors and 
check the impedance at 1.5k0, until 
you find the resistance that produces 
about a 11.90 filter impedance. 

If you do not have the materials for 
coil making, or do not want to make 
them, you can buy ready-made coils. 
If you buy them ready-made, choose 
the value of the coil first and then find 
the matching value of capacitance. For 
example, one filter I tested for this ar¬ 
ticle required a 0.13mH coil. I had 
trouble finding a commercial coil with 
0.13mH inductance, but I found a 
0.14mH coil. It worked almost as well 
as the ''ideal" with a 20/zF capacitor. 

FILTER TESTING. When you have 
made your filter, wire it into the 
speaker circuit and temporarily short 
it with a test lead. With your audio 
generator, set the peak frequency and 
adjust the level so the output reads at 
a conveniently high value on your tri¬ 
pod-mounted SLM. I used +6dB on 
the SLM, the maximum mark on the 
scale. To check the degree of suppres¬ 
sion, unclip the test lead and observe 
the change in the SLM reading. This 
test double checks your impedance 
measurements. 
You should observe a couple of cau¬ 

tions when using notch filters. First, if 

TABLE 5 

q Ä() j Filter Response (dB) 

by R LC = 6 LC 40 LC 250 
0.3 -0.77 -2 -4 
0.5 -1.25 -3 -6 
1 -2.4 -5 -10 
2 -4 -8 -14 
3 -6 -10 -17 
4 -7 -12 -21 
5 -8 -14 -22 
7 — — - 24 

Typical response cut at resonance for notch 
filters with various LC ratios. These results can 
be expected for filters made with air core coils 
and non-polarized electrolytic capacitors. 

you use one with a crossover network, 
make sure the filter does not reflect a 
high impedance to the crossover. You 
can avoid this by designing an im¬ 
pedance equalizer for the driver3,4,5 

and wiring it into the system between 
the crossover and the notch filter as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

NOTCH 

FIGURE 6: This speaker circuit combines an im¬ 
pedance equalizer with a notch filter. 

FIGURE 4: A notch filter response with an LC ratio of 40. FIGURE 5: A notch filter response with an LC ratio of 250. 
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OLD COLONY'S BOOK SERVICE 

ANNOUNCES THE 
THIRD EDITION 

Of 

WALT JUNG'S 
IC OP-AMP 
COOKBOOK 

(Howard Sams—$21.95) 

This third edition is completely revised 
and updated by Mr. Jung, one of the 
world’s foremost authorities on in¬ 
tegrated circuit technology. The previous 
editions have both been regarded as 
definitive technical resources, as well as 
genuine, parts-defined cookbooks with 
usable circuits for a wide array of 
applications. 

OLD COLONY BOOK SERVICE, PO BOX 243 
PETERBOROUGH, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03458 usa 

Send me_copies of Walt Jung’s IC Op-Amp Cookbook 
at $21.95 each (paperback) 

(Please add 50C postage USA. $2.20 for Canadian postage and $4.00 
for overseas postage.) 

I enclose □ check/money order 

□charge to my □ MC I □ Visa 

CARD NUMBER EXPIReYjÃTE 

SIGNED 

NAME MY MAGIC NO 

STREET AND NO 

CITY ‘ STATE ZIP 

If you're making subjective evalua¬ 
tions of your notch filter, say A/B 
listening tests, keep the loudness the 
same with the filter in and out of the 
circuit. Broadband filters usually pro¬ 
duce significant changes in sound 
level, and most listeners will vote 
against the hook-up with the reduced 
output. 

OUR LISTENING TESTS. We made 
four filters for the two double-chamber 
reflex speakers, following the de¬ 
scribed procedures. We wired them in 
series with the drivers they were 
designed to correct. The improvement 
was striking, and much greater than 
we had expected. The surface noise on 
old records lost its bite, and highs were 
much more natural. The most obvious 
change was in the stereo image. Def¬ 
inition was also significantly im¬ 
proved. Above all, the loudspeakers 
seemed to invite extended listening 
without fatigue. 
Everyone who heard the system, be¬ 

fore and after we added the filters, 
concluded that removing the peak im¬ 
proved the quality more significantly 
than the tinkering we had done with 
the crossover and enclosure. <3 

REFERENCES 
1. Speaker Research Associates, Loudspeaker 

Design Cookbook, p. 31. [Now out of print. A new 
edition is in preparation and will be announced 
soon. Use Fast Reply No. GK84 for notification 
when the new edition is ready.—Ed] 
2. Bullock, R. M., "How You Can Deter¬ 

mine Design Parameters for Your Loud¬ 
speakers," SB 1/81, p. 12. 
3. Harms, W., "Evaluating The Zobel," SB 

4/82, p. 14. 
4. Knittel, M. R., "Impedance Compen¬ 

sating Crossover," SB 1/83, p. 11. 
5. Bullock, R. M., "Passive Crossover Net¬ 

works." SB 1/85, p. 13. 

YOUR MAGIC NUMBER 
HELPS US ANSWER FASTER 

Do you want quick service 
on orders and subscrip¬ 
tion requests? If so, make 
sure you use your “mag¬ 
ic number” when corre¬ 
sponding with us. This 
number, which appears in 
the upper left corner of 
your mailing label, is your 
key to a speedy reply. 
Use it to help us serve you 
better. 
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KITS 
OLD COLONY 

Post Office Box 243 »Peterborough, NH 03458-0243 
ORDERING INFORMATION Prices, except as noted, are prepaid in the USA and 
insured. We prefer to ship via UPS, which requires a street address. If you cannot re¬ 
ceive UPS delivery, please include an extra $2 for insured service via Parcel Post. 
We cannot accept responsibility for safety or delivery of uninsured Parcel Post 
shipments. Orders under $10 please add $2 service charge. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
CHARGE CARD PHONE ORDER SERVICE M-F 9am-4pm EDT (603) 924-6371 
MasterCard/ Visa Cards Welcome. UPS next day and 2nd day air are available to some areas. 

CROSSOVERS -
KC-4A: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, KIT A. |2:72| Single channel, 2-way. All 
parts including C-4 board and LF351 IC's. Choose frequency of 60,120, 240,480, 
Ik, 2k, 5kor 10k. Each $9.75 
KC-4B: ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, KIT B. |2:72] Single channel, 3-way. All parts 
including C-4 board & LF351 IC's. Choose frequency of 60, 120, 240,480, Ik, 2k, 
5k or 10k. Each $12.75 
• KF-7: CROSSOVER FOR WEBB TLS. [ 1:75] Passive 4-way x-over, in pairs, as¬ 
sembled. Components are included for both STC and Celestion tweeters. Made by 
Falcon of England CLOSEOUT Pair $50.00 
KK-6L: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER LOW PASS: Single channel, 18dB/oc-
tave, Butterworth, (3:79] includes 3-gang pot. Choose 1: 19-210; 43-465; 88-960; 
190-2100;430-4650;880-9600; 1900-21,(X)OHz. Each $43.00 
KK-6H: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER HIGH PASS: Single channel, 18dB/oc-
tave, Butterworth, (3:79] includes 3-gang pot. Please specify 1 of the frequencies in 
KK-6L. No other can be supplied. Each $45.00 
KK-6S: SWITCH OPTION. 6-pole, 5-pos. rotary switch, shorting, for up to 5 fre¬ 
quency choices per single channel. Each $8.00 

ordered with 2 kits above, Each $7.00 
KK-7: WALDRON TUBE CROSSOVER POWER SUPPLY. |3:79| Includes board, 
x-fmr, fuse, semiconductors, line cord, capacitors to power 4 tube x-over boards (8 
tubes), 1 stereo biamped circuit. Each $88.00 
SBK-A1: LINKWITZ CROSSOVER/FILTER. |SB4:80| 3-way x-over/filter/delay. 
24dB/octave at 100Hz and 1.5kHz and 12dB/octave below 30Hz, with delayed 
woofer tum- on. Use the Sulzer supply KL-4A with KL-4B or KL-4C. 

Perchannel $64.00 Twochannels $120.00 SBK Board only $14.00 
SBK-CIA: JUNG ELECTRONIC 2-WAY CROSSOVER. | SB 3:82| 30Hz filter with 
WJ-3 board & 4136 IC adapted as 1 channel x-over. Can be 6, 12 or 18dB/octave. 
Choose frequency oí 60,120, 250,500, Ik, 2k, 5kor 10k. Each $24.75 

SBK-C1B: THREE WAY, SINGLE CHANNEL CROSSOVER. | SB 3:82| Contains 2 
each SBK-CIA. Choose high & low frequency. Each $49.70 

SBK-C1C: TWO CHANNEL, COMMON BASS CROSSOVER. [SB 3:8?] Contains 
2each SBK-CIA. Choose 1 frequency. Each $49.70 
SBK-C2: BALLARD ACTIVE CROSSOVER. [SB 3,4:82] 3-way x-over with variable 
phase correction for precise alignment. Kit includes PC board (53/» x 9'/2"), preci¬ 
sion resistors, polystyrene & polypropylene caps. Requires ± 15V DC power 
supply—not included. Can use KL-4A with KL-4B or C. Two channel $134.00 

FILTERS & SPEAKER SAVER EE 
KF-6: 30Hz RUMBLE FILTER. |4:75| 2 channel universal filter card, 1% metal film 
resistors and 5% capacitors for operation as 18dB/octave; 30Hz, OdB gain only. 

Each $19.75 

KH-2A: SPEAKER SAVER. |3:77| Turn on/off protection & fast opto-coupler cir¬ 
cuitry to prevent damage to your system. 4PDT relay & socket for 2 channels. 

Each $40.00 
KH-2B: OUTPUT FAULT OPTION. Additional board mounted components for 
speaker protection in case of amplifier failure Each $6.75 
KH-2C: COMPLETE SPEAKER SAVER KIT. Includes KH-2A & KH-2B. 

Each $40.00 

KL-5 WILLIAMSON BANDPASS FILTER. [2:80| 2 channel, plug-in board and all 
parts for 24dB/octave 20Hz-15kHz with precision cap/resistor pairs. TL075 IC's. 

Each $31.00 

-AIDS & TEST EQUIPMENT 
KH-7: GLOECKLER PRECISION 101 dB ATTENUATOR. [4:77| All switches, 1% 
metal film and 5% carbon film resistors to build prototype. Chassis, input/output 
jacks are not included. Each $55.00 
KL-3C: INVERSE RIAA NETWORK COMPLETE. [l:80| 1 KL-3R and 1 KL-3H 
with 1% polystyrene capacitors. Alternate 600 ohm or 900 ohm R2' /C2' com¬ 
ponents for 2 channels. Each $35.00 
KL-3R: INVERSE RIAA. ( 1:80| Resistor/capacitor package complete. Contains 
stereo R2'/C2'alternates. Each 25.00 
KL-3H: INVERSE RIAA HARDWARE. 11 :80] Box, terminals, gold jacks, and all 
hardware in KL-3C. No resistors or caps. Each $13.50 
KF-4: SINE-SQUARE AUDIO GENERATOR. [4:75] Money's MOD kit for Heath 
IG- 18 (IG5218). 2 boards and parts to modify the unit to distortion levels of parts per 
million range. Each $37.00 
KJ-6: CAPACITOR CHECKER. [4:78] All switches, IC's, resistors, 4 Vi" D’Arson-
val meter, x-fmr and PC board to measure capacitance, leakage and insulation. 

Each $78.00 

KK-3: THE WARBLER OSCILLATOR. |1:79| Switches, IC's, x-fmr and PC board 
for checking room response and speaker performance w/o anechoic chamber. 

Each $56.00 
KL-6: MASTEL TIMERLESS TONE BURST GENERATOR. [2:80] All parts with 
circuit board. No power supply. Each $19.00 
KM-1: CARLSTROM-MULLER SORCERER’S APPRENTICE [2:8114 boardsand all 
parts for construction of the first half of a swept function generator with power 
supply . No knobs or chassis. Each $145.00 
KM-2: CARLSTROM-MULLER PAUL BUNYAN. |3:81| All parts except knobs, 
chassis, output connectors and wire. Includes 2 circuit boards and power supply. 

Each $85.00 
KM-3: CARLSTROM-MULLER SORCERER’S APPRENTICE/PAUL BUNYAN 
[2:81,3:81| All parts in KM-1 and KM-2. Each $225.00 
SBK-D2 WITTENBREDER AUDIO PULSE GENERATOR. [SB 2:83] All parts, 
board, pots, power cord, switches and power supply included. Each $70.00 

SBK-E4: MULLER PINK NOISE GENERATOR. [SB 4:84| All parts, board, 1% MF 
resistors, capacitors, IC's, and toggle switches included. No battery or enclosure. 

Each $27.50 

- SYSTEM ACCESSORIES 
KH-8: MORREY SUPER BUFFER. |4:77| All parts, 1% metal film resistors, NE531 
IC's, and PC board for 2 channel output buffer. Each $16.00 
KJ-3: TV SOUND TAKEOFF. |2:78|. Circuit board, vol. control, coils, IC, co-ax 
cable [1 ft.) and all parts including power x-fmr. Each $21.50 
SBK-D1: NEWCOMB PEAK POWER INDICATOR. |SB 1:83] All parts & board. No 
power supply required. Two for $10.00 Each $6.00 
SBK-E2: NEWCOMB NEW PEAK POWER INDICATOR. [SB 2:84] All parts & 
board, new multicolor bar graph display; red, green & yellow LED's for 1 channel. 
No power supply needed Twofor$17.00 Each $11.50 
KC-5: GLOECKLER 23 POSITION LEVEL CONTROL. [2:72] All metal film 
resistors, shorting rotary switch & 2 boards for a 2 channel, 2dB per step attenuator. 
Choose 10kor 250kohms. Each $36.75 
KR-1: GLOECKLER STEPUP MOVING COIL TRANSFORMER. |2:83| X-fmrs., 
Bud Box, gold connectors, & interconnect cable for stereo Each $335.00 
KL-2: WHITE DYNAMIC RANGE & CLIPPING INDICATOR. 1 1:80| 1 channel, 
including board, with 12 indicators for preamp or x-over output indicators. Re¬ 
quires ± 15V power supply @ 63 mils. Single channel. Each $49.00 

Twochannels. $95.00 Four channels. $180.00 
• KS-7: SCOTCHCAL' PANEL KIT. [2:84] One 10 x 12" sheet each of 4 types of 
pressure sensitive panel material (blk on aluminum, blk on transparent poly, blk 
on white poly, matte clear overlay), one pint of developer plus pads, and instruc¬ 
tions. Requires a simple frame and a light source: ultraviolet, photofloods or the 
sun, plus your own press-on lettering materials. Postpaid. Each $34.50 

• CLOSEOUT: KITS NOT AVAILABLE AFTER PRESENT STOCK IS GONE. 

What'S Included? Kits include all the parts needed to make a functioning circuit, such as circuit boards, semiconductors, resistors and ca¬ 
pacitors. Power supplies are not included in most cases. Unlike kits by Heath, Dyna and others, the enclosure, face plate, knobs, hookup wire, 
line cord, patch cords and similar parts are not included. Step by step instructions usually are not included, but the articles in Audio Amateur 
and Speaker Builder are helpful guides Article reprints are included with the kits. Our aim is to get you started with the basic parts—some of 
which are often difficult to find—and let you have the satisfaction and pride of finishing your unit in your own way. 



BI-WIRING THE LS3/5A 
BY LEN HUPP 

The following modifications are 
an outgrowth of my experimen¬ 

tation with the technique of bi-wiring 
loudspeaker systems. Mr. Fulton of 
FMI (Fulton Music Industries) has 
stated that bi-wiring provides about 
70 percent of the sonic improve¬ 
ments of bi-amplifying, while using 
only one stereo power amplifier. 

BI-WIRING. Bi-wiring, as proposed 
by Mr. Fulton, is a simple procedure. 
It requires the inputs to the woofer 
and tweeter sections of the crossover 
be separated so each driver (and its 
associated crossover section) will 
have its own set of input connectors, 
accessible from inside or outside the 
enclosure. Separate two-conductor 
cables are then run from the power 
amplifier outputs to each of the 
drivers. This means each driver gets 
its own speaker cable from its own 
respective amplifier channel. Basical¬ 
ly, this is all there is to bi-wiring, and 
I believe it has made sonic improve¬ 
ments to every system on which I 
have tried it. 
The LS3/5A Mini-Monitor is one of 

the speaker systems that has greatly 
benefited from the bi-wiring tech¬ 
nique. I removed the crossovers from 
the enclosures and mounted them in 
a stacked array in their own separate, 
shielded enclosure. I mounted separ¬ 
ate terminals for the woofer and 
tweeter on the backs of the enclo¬ 
sures, with 18-gauge wire running 
from the drivers to their terminal 
connectors. The power amplifier was 
connected to the pair of crossover 
networks with short and heavy-gauge 
cables. I also ran heavy-gauge cables 
from each crossover output to the 
proper drivers. 

IMPROVEMENTS. The system 

now sounds firmer and less boomy 
on the bottom end, cleaner and more 
transparent in the midrange and top 
end, has better depth and imaging 
and significantly less veiling from top 
to bottom. This dramatic improve¬ 
ment was accomplished without 
changing anything else in the chain 
of audio components. 
Those of you who may be thinking 

that merely doubling up your speaker 
cables, instead of bi-wiring, will get 
the same results may like to know 
that it will not. If you want the im¬ 
provements of the bi-wiring method, 
you must bi-wire the speaker sys¬ 
tems. Bi-amping or tri-amping will 
give you even better results, but at a 
higher price. 

The reason I tried bi-wiring origin¬ 
ally was to improve the sound of my 
LS3/5A system. In its stock form the 
LS3/5A has its virtues, but with limi¬ 
tations. These limitations are due, as 
its designers know, strictly to cost 
constraints and application factors. 

FLAWS & LIMITATIONS. The 
LS3/5A's BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation) designers intended it to 
be a small, consistent studio voice 
monitor. The humble LS3/5A suc¬ 
cessfully reached this goal. Even with 
its flaws and limitations, this Mini¬ 
Monitor manages to reproduce the 
important middle octaves of the audi¬ 
ble frequency spectrum more ac¬ 
curately than speaker systems selling 
for many time its price. 
Its flaws and limitations are not 

lessened just because it sounds bet¬ 
ter than many other speaker systems. 
Since the BBC determines its speci¬ 
fications, the three British licensed 
manufacturers cannot change or im¬ 
prove the units or they will certainly 
lose their licenses. However if you 

own a pair of LS3/5As, and are not 
afraid of voiding the warranty, you 
can dramatically improve their over¬ 
all sound accuracy. It only requires 
a bit of time, patience and care. 

The first modification is to bi-wire 
as previously described. The next 
step is to permanently remove the 
grille covers, or replace them with a 
thin reticulated foam material. The 
stock grilles cause as much as a 2dB 
loss in the mid- and high-end. The 
next step is to pry off the black, per¬ 
forated metal tweeter grilles without 
cutting the T-27's tweeter leads or the 
domes. The perforated grilles in¬ 
crease the treble by increasing the air 
pressure between the dome and 
grille, and give the tweeter its slight¬ 
ly raspy sound. The treble is flat and 
smooth with the grilles removed, and 
the glitches and peaks are eliminated. 

ENCLOSURES. The next and last 
step is to seal the inside of the 
enclosures with a layer of mortite, 
rope caulk or silicone, and stuff them 
with a 672 by 11 by 6-inch piece of 
high-grade fiberglass insulation. This 
lowers the LS3/5A's resonant Q and 
eliminates part of the upper-bass 
hump. It will also extend the lower-
bass limit a bit and improve tautness, 
impact and control in the bass region. 
For the ambitious, it is a simple 

procedure to disconnect the cross¬ 
over entirely and bi-amplify the 
LS3/5As, since the crossovers are 
now mounted in their own external 
enclosure. The woofer and tweeter 
sensitivities are fairly close, which 
makes it possible to use the same 
model amplifiers for both sections. 
The LS3/5A enclosure, because it 

was designed as a voice monitor, is 
too small and weak for good bass. Its 
walls are only about a centimeter 
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thick, and insufficiently dead. You 
may want to build a new enclosure 
of at least 2 to 2'/2-centimeters (%-
1-inch) thick fiber board to improve 
the bass. 
If you bi-amplify and build new 

enclosures, the only original parts of 
the LS3/5As you will have left are the 
T-27 tweeters and the B-l 10 mid/bass 
drivers. It would be much cheaper to 
buy just the raw drivers and build or 
purchase the other necessary items. 
But if you want to improve your 
original system, without discarding 
any of the original components, you 
can still get dramatic results by bi¬ 
wiring, removing the crossovers, re¬ 
moving the enclosure and tweeter 
grilles, sealing the enclosure and add¬ 
ing damping material. 

SOUND QUALITY. Your fully 
modified LS3/5As should show the 
following improvements: the high-
end should be airier, less spitty and 
metallic; the midrange should sound 
more transparent; and the bass 
should be tauter, firmer, deeper, 
without boom and more controlled. 
Overall each section will be cleaner, 
smoother, more detailed and better 

defined. You will also notice a more 
three-dimensional stereo image, bet¬ 
ter instrumental and vocal position¬ 
ing, and a sonic stage that has 
significantly better depth, height and 
width. 
The improved LS3/5As have better 

top-to-bottom coherency, a more 
linear amplitude response and sound 
less dark and distant than their stock 
brethren. They also sound more 
open, and project into the listening 
room with better clarity and rendi¬ 
tion of delicate "fleeting transients." 
Not surprisingly, you will hear 
lowered distortion throughout the 
frequency range and a reduced sense 
of dynamic range compression. 
You may find yourself playing your 

improved LS3/5As much louder than 
before. The T-27 and D-110 have 
limited power handling and can be 
easily blown, so remember they are 
still small monitor loudspeakers in¬ 
tended for moderate listening levels 
in small rooms. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Len Hupp has a B.S. in Business Administration 
from the University of Missouri. He was reviewer/ 

consultant for The Audiogram, and wrote for and 
published five issues of Audio Horizons. In re¬ 
cent years he has been designing and marketing 
audio products and accessories under the 
trademark Music-Link. 9
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SEVEN TRANSMISSION LINE 
MIDRANGE DRIVERS 

BY GARY GALO 
Contributing Editor 

This second installment in my survey 
of loudspeaker components (see SB 

2/85, p. 40 for my report on ten-inch 
woofers) is the result of a two-year search 
for an improved midrange driver for my 
transmission line loudspeakers (see SB 
1/82 and 2/82). The midrange is normal¬ 
ly defined as the area covering approx¬ 
imately 300Hz-5kHz. The actual range 
covered by a midrange driver will vary 
depending on the characteristics of the 
woofer and tweeter you choose to accom¬ 
pany it. The accuracy of midrange repro¬ 
duction is crucial for a successful loud¬ 
speaker for two reasons. First, this is the 
area where the ear is most sensitive and 
second most of the musical information 
lies in the midrange region. 
An accurate midrange driver will have 

a uniform response across its operating 
range, low distortion and low coloration. 
It must be able to reproduce the complex 
inner detail heard in live music. I am a 
believer in the potential of quality dy¬ 
namic drivers. My ultimate goal is to 
achieve the clarity found in electrostatic 
loudspeakers, without the artificial "plas¬ 

tic" colorations inherent in many elec¬ 
trostatic designs. 

Cones and Domes_ 
Two choices face speaker builders when 
selecting a midrange driver: cone drivers 
and dome drivers. Both have strengths 
and weaknesses, and their advocates. 
Cone drivers generally have low reso¬ 

nant frequencies, allowing crossover fre¬ 
quencies in the 100-400HZ range. This is 
desirable when using large (12-inch or 
greater) woofers. Normally, large woofers 
cannot operate linearly at midrange fre¬ 
quencies. However, cone drivers often 
exhibit a somewhat "harsh" sound in the 
upper midrange region (2-5kHz), and 
many have a rising response in the 
l-3kHz region. 
The best cone drivers are now manu¬ 

factured with plastic cone materials, such 
as Bextrene or polypropylene, and usual¬ 
ly feature a rubber or polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC) surround. Most cone midranges, 
including the four surveyed here, are not 
rear sealed and make sub-enclosures 
necessary. The advantage here is that you 

can choose an enclosure design according 
to your own philosophies. The common 
choices are sealed (acoustic suspension), 
pressure release (aperiodic) or transmis¬ 
sion line designs. I prefer the transmis¬ 
sion line (if you haven't noticed). 
Dome drivers have higher resonant fre¬ 

quencies, and most cannot operate below 
600-700HZ. The woofer, therefore, must 
cover higher frequencies than some may 
prefer, and virtually rules out using 12-
inch (or larger) woofers in quality three-
way systems. A well designed 10-inch 
woofer can usually operate up to 700Hz 
without serious problems. Even so, some 
may object to putting a crossover point 
in such a sensitive region. 
Well designed domes are usually free 

of the upper midrange harshness ex¬ 
hibited by cone drivers. Two-inch units 
usually perform well up to 5kHz. Dome 
midrange drivers have better dispersion 
than cone drivers at higher frequencies. 
This dispersion is not, as is commonly 
believed, due to the shape of the dome, 
but rather due to the smaller diameter of 
the dome driver (most cone midranges 

TABLE 1 

MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS 

Nominal Resonant Dia. of Total Q Sens. dB Voice-coil Voice-coil Usable Voice-coil Voice-coil Nominal Notes Price 
Imp. Q Freq. (Fs) C/D (Qts) 1M/1W Dia. (d) length (h) Freq. Res. layers Ind. (Le) Power 

Dynaudio D-76 8 220 3" NA 88 3" 6mm 300-5kHz 2 0.2 180W $50 
75mm 75mm 6dB/oct. 

Philips AD0211/SQ8 8 340 2" NA 96 2" 3.3mm 550-5kHz NA NA 50W $21 
12dB/oct > 800Hz 

Philips AD02160/SQ4 4 360 2" NA NA 2" NA 550-10kHz NA NA 60W $29 
12dB/oct > 800Hz 

Audax HD13B25H4C12 8 30 4%2" 0.18 84.4 1" ’%2" 60-3kHz 4 NA 40W * $22 
107mm 25mm 12mm 

Audax HD13B25H2C12 8 35 " 0.29 84.2 " " 60-3kHz 2 NA 30W * $50 
KEF B-100 8 35 4%'' 0.31 96 1" NA 55-3kHz NA 0.45 NA $50 

110mm 26mm 
Madisound M5102 8 71 3" 0.37 89.9 NA NA 75-9kHz 2 0.23 50W ** $15 

76.5mm 
Notes: 'Usable response not specified by Audax. Data interpreted from manufacturer’s actual response curve. 

"Diameter (D) not specified by Madisound. Measured by author. 
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have 3-41/z-inch diaphragms). Many 
dome drivers are also manufactured with 
their own sub-enclosure. 
Some designers complain about colora¬ 

tion problems in dome units near the 
lower end of the operating region. I 
believe these problems can be overcome 
if the manufacturer has properly designed 
the sub-enclosure, and if the crossover 
frequency is high and the roll-off steep. 
Choosing a cone or dome will depend 

on your requirements and philosophies. 
Many designs have surfaced, both good 
and bad, that use both types of drivers. 
The quality of the individual units and 
how they are used in a complete design 
is extremely important. 

The Cone Drivers 
Table 1 shows the manufacturer's speci¬ 
fications for the drivers I tested. The 
measured harmonic distortion is given in 
Table 2. I made measurements using an 
ElectroVoice CO-15P omni-directional 
condenser microphone, Heath/Morrey 
IG-18 generator, Heath IM-5238 AC volt¬ 
meter and a Heath IM-5258 harmonic 
distortion analyzer. The residual distor¬ 
tion of the generator and analyzer is 0.015 
percent. The distortion and frequency 
response measurements were made in 
the near-field and, unless otherwise in-

TABLE 2 

MEASURED HARMONIC DISTORTION (1W) 

500Hz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz 
Dynaudio D-76 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.35 
Philips AD0211/SQ8 1.25 0.85 0.7 1.2 
Philips AD02160/SQ4 1.1 0.55 0.5 0.65 
Audax HD13B25H4C12 0.95 0.4 0.45 0.4 
Audax HD13B25H2C12 0.56 0.45 0.28 0.4 
KEF B-110 Sample 1 0.9 1.0 0.4 0.34 

Sample 2 1.0 1.9 1.0 NA 
Madisound M1502 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.18 

FIGURE 1: The tree-field response of the Madisound M5102. 

dicated, are free-field measurements 
(without enclosures for the cone units) 
and without baffle board mounting. 
The frequency response of the Madi-

sound M5102 driver is shown in Fig. 1. 
It is listed as a 5-inch driver, but the frame 
diameter is 4‘/2-inches. It has a clear 
polypropylene cone and a treated foam 
surround. The M5102 had the most er¬ 
ratic frequency response of all the drivers 
I tested, with 15dB rise centered around 
2kHz. I fear the performance of this 
driver, despite its bargain price of $ 15, is 
not acceptable for high fidelity use. 
Larry Hitch of Madisound informs me 

that this driver is frequently used in 
automobiles, and I believe with a proper¬ 
ly designed crossover that may be an ac¬ 
ceptable application. I should add that my 
negative comments on this driver in no 
way reflect on other Madisound drivers. 
My favorable comments on their Ml054 

10-inch woofer in SB 2/85 still hold, and 
I have used some of their 8-inch drivers 
with great success. 
The KEF Bl 10 driver is a 5-inch unit 

with a plastic cone and a rubber sur¬ 
round. This driver is also disappointing. 
Figure 2 shows its 9dB rise centered 
around 1.5kHz, and another 15dB peak 
around 4kHz. The most disappointing as¬ 
pect of its performance is harmonic 
distortion. 
My two samples exhibited very dif¬ 

ferent distortion, with sample "B" ex¬ 
hibiting twice that of sample "A" at 1kHz 
and 2kHz. This is surprising because KEF 
claims to have extremely tight quality 
control standards. Its high price (about 
$50 each) makes it even less attractive. 
In fact, even if the Bl 10s equaled the per¬ 
formance of the Audax drivers, their price 
would need cutting in half to make them 

FIGURE 2: The free-field response of the KEF B110. 

competitive. Therefore I do not recom¬ 
mend the Bl 10. 
The Audax HD13B25H driver series 

consists of four 5-inch Bextrene units 
with PVC surrounds. The PVC surrounds 
are very similar in appearance and per¬ 
formance to butyl rubber surrounds, but 
I prefer the PVC. The Bextrene cones are 
treated with Plastiflex.® 
Audax's driver numbering system can 

be confusing. The HD13B25H designa¬ 
tion is followed by numbers such as 2C12 
or 4C12. These designations indicate, in 
the 2C12 for example, a 2-layer voice coil, 
12mm in length. The 4C12 has a 4-layer, 
12mm voice coil. Audax also has 2C9 and 
4C9 versions of these drivers. The "H" 
indicates a ceramic magnet 96mm in 
diameter. Audax's "J" series (82mm 
magnet) consists of four units ranging 
from a 2C9 to 4C12. The remaining 
designations refer to a 25mm voice coil, 
"B" for Bextrene, a 13cm overall 
diameter, and "HD" indicates the series. 

I tested the 2C12 and 4C12 drivers. 1 
have used both units with success in my 
TL-5 loudspeakers since 1982, and I've 
become well acquainted with their 
characteristics. The driver's free-field 
response is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respec¬ 
tively. Both show response irregularities 
above 1kHz, which is common in many 
5-inch cone drivers. However, both are 
superior to the KEF Bl 10 in the 3-4kHz 
region. The 4C12 is superior in this 
region, and the 2C12's response falls off 
below 1kHz. 

Mounting the drivers in the TL-5 trans¬ 
mission line enclosure smooths out the 
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response peak above IkHz (as shown in 
Fig. 5 and 6). The 2C12 errors are on the 
high side, while the 4C12 shows a dip in 
l-3kHz response. You will need to decide 
which errors are the least offensive to 
your taste and design requirements. I 
prefer the 4C12. 
Both Audax drivers sound very clean, 

and with transmission line loading they 
have an open-transparent character. 
Neither have perfect tonal balance, but 
I prefer the more "laid back" character 
of the 4C12. Both also exhibit a slight 
harshness in the l-3kHz region, which is 
typical of many cone drivers. 

I prefer transmission line enclosures for 
the Audax drivers. My second choice 
would be aperiodic enclosures, with 
acoustic suspension (sealed) being my last 
choice. I recommend 2kHz as their upper 
limit and 100Hz as the low. These driv¬ 
ers are capable of a 60Hz low response 
(Audax calls them "Bass-Midrange" 
drivers), but at greatly reduced power 
levels. When they are used strictly as 
midranges, 100Hz is a reasonable low fre¬ 
quency limit. I also believe the band¬ 
width of the driver, in actual use, should 
not exceed a 10:1 frequency range. This 
means if your upper crossover point is 
2kHz you should also choose a low end 
crossover at 200Hz. 
These drivers will operate at up to 

3kHz, but I prefer a 2kHz crossover 
frequency for the cleanest reproduction. 
Of course, the builder must then select 
a tweeter which can operate as low as 
2kHz without problems. The Audax 
HD100D25 1-inch dome tweeter is an ex¬ 
cellent choice. In my opinion, the Audax 
tweeter is one of their best products, and 
at around $12 each they are a bargain. 
The Audax midrange drivers, while not 

perfect, are far better than most of the 
competition and are also an excellent 
value. I am still searching for an "ideal" 
5-6-inch midrange driver. If any of you 
are manufacturers, I would like to see a 
midrange driver with a polypropylene 
cone, rubber surround, and a rear-vented 
pole piece. 

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 

FIGURE 4: The free-field response of the Audax HD13B25H/4C12. 

Dome Drivers 
Two Philips dome drivers are covered 
here. My experiences with the AD-0211/ 
SQ8 go back to 1978 when my original 
TL-10 loudspeaker was in its formative 
stages. Among its users, the AD-0211/SQ8 
is considered the "classic" Philips dome. 
It is an updated version of the AD-0211. 
I have been using it in a modified version 
of my TL-8 loudspeaker for about two 
years. 
Both Philips drivers contain 2-inch 

domes manufactured from a textile ma¬ 
terial. The AD-0211 is mounted on a 
slightly concave front flange. A plastic 
grille protects the dome from mishaps. 
The AD-02160 is mounted on a flat 
flange, and the dome is completely ex¬ 
posed. Each is supplied with a sub-enclo¬ 
sure. The AD-02160 is also available in 

FIGURE 5: The response of the Audax HD13B25H/2C12 in a TL-5 enclosure. 

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 

FIGURE 6: The response of the Audax HD13B25H/4C12 in a TL-5 enclosure. 
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an 8Í2 version. The 4Í2 driver is tested 
here. 
The frequency responses and imped¬ 

ance curves for the two drivers are shown 
in Figs. 7 and 8. It should be obvious that 
these drivers are free of the response ir¬ 
regularities that the cone drivers exhibit. 
The newer AD-02160 is exceptionally 
smooth in the l-5kHz region. The older 
AD-0211 is better below 1kHz. Table 2 
shows the newer design to have lower 
harmonic distortion. 
Subjectively, the Philips dome drivers 

possess many of the qualities which have 
attracted loudspeaker designers to dome 
units. Their response is usable to 5kHz, 
and in this region they are smooth and 
well detailed. Coloration is low from 
l-5kHz, but increases somewhat ap¬ 
proaching the lower crossover frequency. 
I have a few recommendations for op¬ 

timum performance. Do not cross these 
drivers over to the woofer below 700Hz, 
and the roll-off must be at least 12dB per 
octave. First order (6dB per octave) cross¬ 
overs are unacceptable, and using a lower 
crossover frequency, with or without a 
first order filter, will result in unaccept¬ 
able coloration and limited power 
handling. 

Despite Philips' claim, the satisfactory 
upper limit on both of these drivers is 
5kHz (they claim 10kHz for the AD-
02160). Again I recommend a second 
order ( 12dB per octave) crossover. I pre¬ 
fer even order, all-pass crossovers. If you 
are tri-amping, a fourth-order all-pass 
(24dB per octave) is the best solution at 
the low and high crossover points. I urge 
you to refer to Robert Bullock’s landmark 
crossover series in SB 1, 2, 3/85, and 1/86 
as the definitive source on crossover 
design. 
These drivers perform well if properly 

integrated into a complete system. 
Although they probably do not represent 
the newest technology in 2-inch domes, 
they are a good value at their normal sell¬ 
ing prices. If you want significantly bet¬ 
ter performance in a two-inch dome, 
you'll probably spend around $50 for a 
Dynaudio D-52. 
Philips, unfortunately, provides in¬ 

complete data with their units. They omit 
a number of common specifications, 
shown in Table 1 as NA (not available). 
I would like to see Philips use Audax and 
Dynaudio data as examples of what 
designers and builders need when selec¬ 
ting components for integration into a 
complete system. 
I have saved the best for last. The 

3-inch Dynaudio D-76 dome driver is the 
newest member of their line. The large 
diameter, combined with a fairly large 
sub-enclosure, results in a very low reso¬ 
nant frequency, which the manufacturer 
specifies as 220Hz. 
My measured frequency response is 

shown in Fig. 9a. The D-76's most note¬ 
worthy feature is its incredibly smooth 
response between l-3kHz, which is the 

FIGURE 9: The frequency response and impedance curve of the Dynaudio D-76. 

flattest of any driver I have tested. The 
response does exhibit a dip below 1kHz. 

Another feature of this driver is its well 
damped impedance peak at resonance. 

Impedance is 6Q across most of its 
operating range, with a broad peak of 8Q 
between 300 and 400Hz, as shown in Fig. 

Continued on page 38 
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Proven Pair precision drive units 

Madisound Speakers in cooperation with 
France Filieres, manufacturers of Focal Loudspeakers, 

is proud to present Focal ProvenPair drive units. 

Example of 5N 302 ProvenPair Response documents: 

ProvenPair units for the first time offer drive units that are carefully 
matched and shipped with individual response information. This 
can insure that the serious speaker constructor can turn his design 
into reality. ProvenPair drivers offer the following: 

1. Frequency response matched to within 1dB throughout the 
range of desired use (typically one octave above resonance to 
the frequency where the nominal impedance is doubled). 

2. Units sold only in pairs. 
3. Each unit is accompanied by a signed and dated individual 

response curve from France Filieres. Measurement system is by 
Bruel & Kjaer, including a BK 4133 microphone and a BK 2307 
chart recorder. 
Madisound is offering the ProvenPair option on several of Focal’s 
midranges and woofers. It is our feeling that the high frequency 
units do not show significant unit to unit variation, but bass and 
midrange speaker construction involves many hand operations 
and parts from several subcontractors. The quality control advan¬ 
tages of ProvenPair design results in a very good value for the 
purchaser. 

MODEL PRICE per pair 

5 N 302 Neoflex midrange ProvenPair.$ 65 
5 N 402dB dual voice-coil 5" woofer ProvenPair. 68 
7 N 402dB dual voice-coil 6.5" Neoflex ProvenPair 88 
7 N 303 Lower mid 40mm flat wound coil, 93dB ProvenPair. 130 
7 N 501 Neoflex 6.5" woofer; 40mm flat wound voice-coil ProvenPair 101 
8 N 511 Neoflex 40mm flat wound voice-coil, cast frame, ProvenPair 106 
8 P 511 Polypropylene 40mm flat wound voice-coil, cast frame, ProvenPair 110 
10 N 501 Neoflex 10" woofer, 40mm, cast frame, ProvenPair 122 

Madisound Speaker Components 
8982 TABLE BLUFF ROAD 

BOX 4283 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711 

PHONE (608) 831-3433 

ORDERING INFORMATION: All speaker orders will be shipped promptly. If 

possible by UPS. COD requires a 25% prepayment and personal checks 

must clear before shipment. Adding 10% for shipping charges facilitates 

shipping procedure. (Residents of Alaska and Hawaii, and those who re¬ 

quire Blue Label air service, please add 25 %.) There is no fee for packag¬ 

ing or handling, and we will refund to the exact shipping charge. We ac¬ 

cept MasterCard and Visa on mail and phone orders. 

FAST REPLY HGK20 



Continued from page 36 
9b. With such a broad peak it is difficult 
to pinpoint the exact resonant frequency, 
but is does appear to be higher than the 
specified 220Hz. 
For comparison see the impedance 

curves of the Philips domes in Figs. 7b 
and 8b. Not only is their impedance at 
resonance higher than that of of the D-76, 
but in both cases it is sharply centered on 
one frequency. Note that the tested 
AD-02160 is a 4Q unit. 
The smooth and well-damped imped¬ 

ance curve of the D-76 is due, in part, to 
aperiodic loading of the driver. Because 
of the well controlled dome movement, 
and low-phase shift at resonance, the 
manufacturer claims that crossover 

FIGURE 10a: The Dynaudio D-76's step function.* 

FIGURE 10b: Notice the 1W tone burst of the D-76.* 

FIGURE 10c: A 1kW tone burst of the D-76. The up¬ 
per trace is generator output and the bottom trace 
is driver response.* 
* Manufacturer's photo 

points as low as 300Hz and 6dB per oc¬ 
tave may be employed. I am not an ad¬ 
vocate of odd-order crossovers for the 
same reasons specified by Siegfried 
Linkwitz, and others (see SB 4/80, p. 14). 
I am convinced that this driver, like other 
domes, would be better off with a second 
or higher order filter. 
In my tri-amped TL-10 (revised) I use 

this driver with a fourth-order (24dB per 
octave) all-pass crossover (per Linkwitz). 
I am also experimenting with a second-
order, all-pass, passive crossover for this 
driver. Since fourth-order passive cross¬ 
overs are very cumbersome to design and 
implement, I believe second-order, all-
pass crossovers are best for those who do 
not wish to tri-amplify. Incidentally, if 
you bi-amplify your system, design your 
electronic woofer-to-midrange crossover 
with the same roll-off as the passive 
midrange-to-tweeter crossover to avoid 
phasing problems between drivers. 

Table 2 gives the harmonic distortion 
measurements for the D-76. While they 
are not as low as claimed by Dynaudio 
(less than 0.3 percent), they are signi¬ 
ficantly lower than the Philips domes. 
Dynaudio claims a usable response to 
5kHz and, although the distortion is quite 
low above 3kHz, it no longer exhibits 
smooth response in this region. There¬ 
fore, I recommend 3kHz as the upper fre¬ 
quency limit for the driver. 
The sound quality of the D-76 is ex¬ 

traordinary. In many ways it combines 
the best virtues of cone and dome drivers. 
The l-3kHz region is detailed, and free 
of cone-type harshness. At the same time, 
between 400Hz and 1kHz, the driver does 
not exhibit the colorations often found in 
dome drivers. In this region, its sound is 
remarkablely "open." 
What is particularly attractive about a 

300-400HZ crossover frequency is that a 
midrange dome can now be crossed over 
to a larger woofer (i.e., 12-inch) without 
the usual problems encountered when 
such woofers are forced to operate up to 
700-800Hz. Of course, the quality of the 
woofer is extremely important here and 
preference should be given to polypropy¬ 
lene or other synthetic materials of 
similar performance. 
The D-76 is a "fast" driver, with ex¬ 

cellent transient response and dynamic 
capabilities. Dynaudio's data sheet shows 
remarkable oscilloscope photos of step¬ 
function response, and 2kHz tone bursts 
at IkW power levels (reproduced in Figs. 
10a, 10b and 10c}. Note that the IkW tone 
burst is virtually indistinguishable from 
the one at IW. I did not confirm these 
measurements, but the D-76 is audibly 
superior to the other drivers listed here 
in transient detail and clarity on very loud 
material. 

In short, the Dynaudio D-76 is my first 
choice among midrange drivers—as of 
this writing. It is a clean, smooth, natural 
sounding driver, with excellent detail and 
clarity even at loud listening levels. To an 

opera lover like myself, vocal accuracy 
is extremely important. Here the D-76 is 
also excellent. Voices are reproduced 
with their natural harmonic characteris¬ 
tics intact, free of strain or edginess. 

For speaker builders, the ability to cross 
a dome midrange to the woofer, as low 
as 300Hz, opens up previously unrealiz¬ 
able possibilities. I hope many readers 
will explore them. 

SOURCES 
Madisound Speaker Components 
8982 Table Bluff Rd., Box 4283 
Madison, WI 53711 

Meniscus Systems 
3275 Gladiola SW 
Wyoming, MI 49509 
I All except Madisound M5102I 

Why Your Magazine 
Doesn't Arrive 

If you move and do not send us your 
new address in advance, Speaker 
Builder is sent to your old address. 
Speaker Bulder is a quarterly and may 
arrive after the Postal Service's six¬ 
month time limit on forwarding in¬ 
structions has expired. If this happens, 
the Postal Service sends us a notice 
saying, in effect, they have forgotten 
where you now live, along with a bill 
for 25<t to pay for this information. 
Meanwhile, they have trashed your 
Speaker Builder. 

Since we have already paid for your 
destroyed copy, paid postage to at¬ 
tempt to deliver it to you and put a 
holding code in your computer record 
saying that we have no idea where you 
are, and further since we routinely act 
on the assumption that Murphy is 
overactive within most offices of the 
Postal Service, we send a first-class let¬ 
ter to your old address to determine 
whether you have, in fact, moved. We 
do this because from time to time 
some clerk mistakenly supposes a 
subscriber has moved and he or she 
has not. Then we write a nasty letter to 
the postmaster suggesting the clerk is a 
vandal of sorts and how about paying 
for the magazine? So far, not one has 
sent any postage or even a repentant 
letter. Replies usually range from form 
to frowning to foaming. 
So please inform us early when you 

move. Peel off your label, put it on a 
post card, write in your new address 
and send it to us. We cannot afford to 
send you a duplicate, unfortunately. If 
your copy becomes a Postal Service 
casualty, the replacement copy will 
cost $4. 
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TEST RECORDS 
PERFORMANCE TESTS WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS 
CBS LABORATORIES' STR PROFESSIONAL TEST RECORDS 

For over ten years, the original series of these high-precision test 
records set a standard for the audio industry. The new series sets an even 
higher standard. It's been revised, recut and expanded. 
The new series consists of eight records for professionals and one for 

non-professional audiophiles. 
Each record contains a complete series of easy-to-use tests to help you 

rapidly and accurately evaluate components and systems. Even one of 
these records can eliminate the need for costly, additional equipment. 
Each will find productive use and save you hours in the laboratory, on the 
production line and in field testing. 
TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT THIS ESSENTIAL TESTING SERIES CONTAINS: 
STR 101 SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING. For only $6.98, you can improve 

your system with CBS Laboratories' "Seven Steps to Better Listening." This high-precision 

test record enables you to make sure that your equipment functions properly... to tune 

your system to your ears and your room acoustics. Included is a detailed 16-page booklet by 

Audio's Edward Tatnall Cane, explaining how to use the record to improve your system's 
performance. With the record you can perform the following "ears alone” tests: left-right 

identification, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control setting, alternate phasing, buzz 

and rattle elimination, lateral tracking, and vertical tracking. 

STR 100 STEREOPHONIC FREQUENCY TEST RECORD. Designed for the evaluation 

of pickups and systems. Provides a constant amplitude characteristic below 500Hz and a 

constant velocity characteristic above 500Hz. Tests include: Sweep Frequency-with the 

sweep rate synchronized for use with a graphic level recorder; Spot Frequency-with voice 

announcements; Channel Separation; Wavelength Loss and Stylus Wear-to pinpoint over¬ 

size or worn-out styll, and excessive pickup tracking force; Compliance; Phasing; Vertical 

and Lateral Tracking: Tone Arm Resonance—to check system performance at low and 

subaudible frequencies and thus reveal undamped resonance which may cause equipment 

overloading. 

STR 112 SQUARE WAVE, TRACKING AND INTERMODULATION TEST RECORD. 

Enables detailed study of tracking capabilities of stereophonic phonograph pickups. The 

square wave modulation allows a rapid appraisal of stylus-tip mass, damping, and tracking. 

Low frequency compliance and tracking are determined by means of 300Hz bands of pro¬ 

gressively increasing amplitude. Intermodulation distortion measurements are made possi¬ 

ble by graduated 200Hz intermodulation test bands. The STR 112 has been cut with vertical 

angle approximately 15? which is representative of current recording practice. 

STR 120 WIDE RANGE PICKUP RESPONSE TEST RECORD. Makes possible the 

measurement of pickup response at frequencies far beyond the audible range, where 

elusive distortion elements can cause audible distortion. The low-frequency range includes 

glide-tones at twice normal level for the detection and elimination of arm resonance, 

loudspeaker cone and cabinet rattles. Other tests include: silent grooves for measuring rum¬ 

ble and surface noise characteristics; and standard level bands at OdB for overall system S/N 

measurements. This record is suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to provide per¬ 

manent, visible records for precise evaluation. 

STR 130 R1AA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD. Provides R1AA frequency 

characteristics for the calibration of professional recording equipment and for testing the 

response of professional and consumer record reproduction equipment. This record is 

suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for 

precise evaluation. Spot frequency bands for use without automatic equipment are included. 

STR 140 RIAA PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD. Designed for acoustical 

testing of systems and loudspeakers and for psychoacoustic tests on reproduction equip¬ 

ment. With the STR 140 it becomes possible to test loudspeakers in the room in which they 

will be used. Spot frequency tones with voice announcements facilitate the testing pro¬ 

cedure. Continuous glide-tones in ‘/¡-octave bands cover the frequency range from 30 to 

15,000Hz and are synchronized with a graphic level recorder. 

STR 151 BROADCAST TEST RECORD. Developed especially to meet the needs of 

broadcast engineers, audiophiles, and other professionals seeking a convenient signal 

source for the testing and adjustment of all audio equipment. Tests include: phonograph 

pickup response and separation, speed accuracy at 33'/¡ and 45 rpm, wow and flutter, rum¬ 

ble and hum detection, ballistic test of VU meters and many others. 

STR 170 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 318 MICROSECOND TEST RECORD. Provides 

pickup designers and recording studios with a high-level, easily-equalized signal for fre¬ 

quency response and channel separation measurements. The STR 170 employs a 318 

microsecond characteristic corresponding to the "test” or "flat" mode common to most 

disc recording equipment. Constant amplitude recording is employed in the region below 

500Hz with constant velocity recording in the region above. The transition is smooth, in 

contrast with the STR 100 which employs a sharp breakpoint at 500Hz. The record is 

suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for 

precise evaluation. 

SQT 1100 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD. Designed for calibration, verification, 

and adjustment of SQ® decoding equipment. The record provides test bands for pickup 

measurements, for adjustment of decoder electronics and for channel identification and 

balance. Each band is described in terms of recorded characteristics and its intended use. 

SQ is a Trademark oí CBS Inc. 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458 
□ Check □ Visa/MC 
Credit Card # 

Expiration Date_ 

Name_ 

Street_ 

City_ State_ Zip _ 

Phone Orders (VISA/MC only) 
(603) 924-6371 9-4 EST, M-F 

Quantities are limited. Be sure to order enough for many years of use. 

Send me the following test records: 

.copies (STR 101) Seven Steps to Better Listening at $6.98 ea. 

.copies (STR 100) Stereophonic Frequency at $10. ea. 

.copies (STR 112) Sq. Wave, Tracking and Intermodulation $15. ea. 
_ copies (STR 120) Wide Range Pickup Response at $15 ea. 
_ copies (STR 130) RIAA Frequency Response at $15 ea. 
_copies 
_copies 

copies 
_copies 

(STR 140) RIAA Pink Noise Acoustical at $15 ea. 
(STR 151) Broadcast Test at $15 ea. 
(STR 170) 318 Microsecond Frequency Response $15 ea 
(SQT 1100) Quadraphonic Test at $15 ea. 



Tools, Tips & Techniques 

SMALL DRIVER 
ARRAYS-FLEXIBLE 

& EFFICIENT 
Using an array of small, identical drivers 
in a series or parallel arrangement allows 
you to obtain the efficiency and power 
handling of a single large driver, while re¬ 
taining the high-frequency performance 
of a small driver. This allows nearly full¬ 
range performance without crossovers, 
and added flexibility in choosing cabinet 
dimensions. Using this array of small 
drivers may result in restricted high-fre¬ 
quency dispersion and lobing problems 
in the vertical or horizontal plane, de¬ 
pending on their configuration (vertical 
line, horizontal line or "bunched”). 
To obtain the uniform dispersion of a 

single small driver, you may design a 
"crossover" (Fig. 2) that allows all drivers 
to function at low frequencies (so that 
power handling is not compromised), but 
only one driver to function at high 
frequencies. 

For example, suppose you are using an 
array of four 3-inch full-range drivers in 
a very narrow, ported enclosure. The 
Audax HIF78BÍSM and AM78GSM look 
excellent. From tables for vented en¬ 
closures, 1 it appears that an f3 of 65Hz is 
possible, with about IdB ripple. Figure 2 
shows the driver configuration and 
"crossover" design for a simple system. 
The required capacitor value C can be 

obtained by calculating the equivalent 
values of RI and R2 in Fig. 1. In our case, 

FIGURE 1: This crossover arrangement allows all 
the drivers to function at low frequencies, but only 
one driver to function at high frequencies. 

FIGURE 2: This configuration will have the same 
frequency response, dispersion and sensitivity as 
a single 3-inch driver, but four times the impedance 
below t, four times the efficiency and four times 
the power handling. 

RI corresponds to the impedance of 
driver 1 (e.g., 80), and R2 corresponds to 
the impedance of drivers 2, 3 and 4 in 
series (240). To eliminate drivers 2, 3 and 
4 above fc (1kHz is probably a good cut¬ 
off point), you can determine C as 
follows: 

C = —R1 + R2— (1)

2irfcRlR2 

The system in Fig. 2 will have the same 
frequency response, dispersion and sen¬ 
sitivity as a single 3-inch driver, but four 
times the impedance below fc, four times 
the efficiency, and four times the power 
handling. In other words, the maximum 
sound-pressure level (SPL) obtainable is 
12dB higher. /Note that the load on your 
amplifier is changed radically, and you must 
take this into account.—Ed.) 

Note that in the series arrangement ad¬ 
ditional drivers increase power handling, 
not sensitivity, below fc. Sensitivity re¬ 
mains the same for the single driver 
above fc. You can further increase power 
handling and efficiency by inserting addi¬ 
tional drivers and adjusting C correspond¬ 
ingly. Incidentally, this "crossover" is of 
the "constant-voltage" sort, so it does not 
impair the linear-phase characteristic of 
the system. 

Another interesting arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 3. Here, drivers 1 and 2 
operate above fc and are crossed over, 
with first-order slopes, to a dome tweeter 
at about 5kHz for added high-frequency 
smoothness and dispersion. The 3-inch 
Audax driver's response becomes some¬ 
what irregular, and its off-axis response 
deviates above 8kHz. Placing the tweeter 
between drivers 1 and 2 provides a sym¬ 
metrical vertical dispersion pattern 
around the crossover frequency. 2

A narrow cabinet face relegates diffrac¬ 
tion effects to higher frequencies, where 
the wavelength is comparable to or 
smaller than the cabinet width. Since a 
small tweeter has good dispersion at high 
frequencies, you should take steps to con¬ 
trol its diffraction. You may do this by 
rounding adjacent cabinet edges or re¬ 
stricting its dispersion with acoustic foam 
on the cabinet face. If fc is chosen suffi¬ 
ciently far (two octaves or more) below 
the tweeter crossover frequency (fr), you 
may use the parallel arrangement in Fig. 
3a, with the following values: 

C2 = --- (2) 
ZttÍtRt 

L = 0.5 Rf 
2irfr 

where Rr is the tweeter's nominal im¬ 
pedance, Rf is a full-range driver's im¬ 
pedance, and 0.5Rf is the impedance of 
the two full-range drivers operating in 
parallel above fc. (See box—Ed.} If 
necessary use impedance compensation 
circuits for the tweeter, or drivers 1 and 
2.3

Referring again to Fig. 1, you now have 
RI = R2 = the impedance of two drivers in 
parallel (equals 4Q if each driver is 8Í1). 
Determine Cl from equation (1) for the 
desired fc. 

The resulting system will have all four 
full-range drivers operating at low fre¬ 
quencies: this time with a net impedance 
equal to that of a single driver, 6dB higher 
sensitivity and four times the power 
handling. At frequencies between fc and 
fr, impedance falls to one-half that of a 
single driver, while sensitivity remains at 
low frequencies. Above fr, impedance is 
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C2 

FIGURE 3: The series (a) and parallel (b) arrangements of this circuit allow drivers 1 and 2 to operate 
above L. They are crossed over, with first-order slopes, to a dome tweeter at about 5kHz. 

with the tweeter, which must have 6dB 
higher sensitivity than a single full-range 
driver for proper integration. Due to the 
increased power handling and efficiency, 
SPLs may be 12dB higher than with a 
single driver. 

If fe is close to fr, the series arrange¬ 
ment in Fig. 3a can be solved for an ex¬ 
act solution, but in this case little is gained 
from t's existence. You may omit Cl in 
Fig. 3 and use an ordinary series/parallel 
arrangement of the full-range drivers. 
This still allows a 6dB increase over the 
sensitivity of a single full-range driver, 
but all four now operate up to the tweeter 
crossover frequency, impairing midrange 
vertical dispersion. 

To eliminate polar axis wander around 
fc, you may reconfigure driver arrange¬ 
ment as shown above.—Ed. 

Finally, note that you may use the 
techniques described here to increase a 
midrange's or tweeter's power handling, 
without compromising its dispersion, by 
using several drivers and a suitable fc. It 
helps if the drivers' flanges are small and 
can be packed closely. Again, if is close 
to a "real" crossover frequency, the 
changing impedance may complicate the 
crossover. Perhaps someone can come up 
with suitable impedance compensation 
circuits. Note that you must use the im¬ 
pedance of the entire array to calculate 

the high-pass filter for a midrange or 
tweeter array. I would be interested in 
other readers' experiences with these 
methods. 

Ralph Gonzalez 
Philadelphia, PA 19143 

REFERENCES 
1. Bullock, Robert M., "Thiele, Small and 

Vented Loudspeaker Design," SB 4/80, p. 7. 
2. D Appolito, Joseph, "A High-Power Satel¬ 

lite Speaker," SB 4/84, p. 7. 
3. Knittel, Max R., "Impedance Compen¬ 

sating Crossover," SB 1/83, p. 11. 
• See also: Bullock, Robert M., "Passive 

Crossover Networks, Part I," SB 1/85, p. 13. 

TWO 
CROSSOVER CUES 

Whenever more than one inductor is to 
be mounted on a crossover board, their 
magnetic fields may interact and cause a 
significant change in their normal induc¬ 
tance value. Iron-cored inductors with 
open magnetic circuits are especially sen¬ 
sitive. To minimize the possibility of such 
interactions, place the inductors on the 
board so their axes are at right angles and 
space them as far apart as practical. 

Until recently I used silicone to secure 
capacitors and inductors to crossover 
boards and lived with the nuisance of its 
long curing time. Now I use a glue gun, 
which lays down a thick, fast drying bead 
that makes it easy to hand position parts 
while the adhesive sets. 

David J. Meraner 
Scotia, NY 12302 

SHY AUTHORS 
SEND YOUR LETTER TO 
THEM VIA US—with your 
STAMPED ENVELOPE 
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Craftsmans Corner 
Webb Hybrid 

After much planning and an enormous ef¬ 
fort, my idea for a combined B.J. Webb 
transmission line speaker/RTR ESR-6 
system has become a reality. Figure J is a 
drawing of my modification of the Webb 
system using only the woofer (KEF Bl39) 
and the midrange (Bl 10). Figure 2 shows the 
ESR-6 power supply and coupling circuitry. 
I plan to bi-amplify the system using my 
modified Stereo 70 for the ESR-6 sup¬ 
plies—with a passive, high-pass input filter 
so that the ESR-6 units may be driven direct¬ 
ly. Now I drive the system's full range with 
the modified Stereo 70 from the 442 taps. The 
results are quite good, with a decent 
dynamic range. To do this, I had to modify 
the Webb crossover. (See Fig. 3.) 
Figure 4 shows the almost-finished 

speaker. When I snapped the picture, I had 
not yet constructed a grille cloth frame or 
applied wood veneer to the sides and front 
edges of the enclosure. I did install 
Stereophile-inspired cork baffling in the 
ESR-6 units. I consider this essential. I also 
used open-pore foam to absorb rear radia¬ 
tion and obtained long-fiber wool for stuff¬ 
ing from a local handweaving shop. I 
ordered the KEF drivers from Wilmslow 
Audio in England. 

Construction was delayed by my inability 
to find an adequate grille cloth. I had ad¬ 
mired Dynaco's light-colored, open-weave 
fabric for years, but the company would not 
sell it in bulk, uncut quantities. Consequent¬ 
ly, I decided to do without a grille cloth. 
The results with the new speakers are 

phenomenal. Overall detail is excellent, 
with deep, clean bass and fine midrange and 
high-frequency reproduction. Stereo imag¬ 
ing and dynamic range are equally superb. 
The speakers also reveal gain riding, 
limiting and compression on recordings 
more clearly than ever before. 
These speakers represent one of the more 

satisfying construction projects I have 
undertaken. My experience with this proj¬ 
ect leads me to believe that the original 
Webb design [TAA 1/73, p. 7) using all 
dynamic units is astonishingly good, and I 
would recommend it to anyone not wanting 
to deal with electrostatic speakers. 

Robert K. LeBeck Jr. 
Mountain View, CA 94040 

FIGURE 1: Plans for the modified B.J. Webb transmission line speaker design for use with the RTR ESR-6 
power supply. 
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L1, 0.5mH (4S2); I.OmH (8Í2) 
T1, 1:83 (ESR-6); 1:50 (ESR-15) 
SVP, Surge Voltage Protector 

Note: For 3,500Hz crossover, RTR recommended 5 to 6;<F for C1. 

FIGURE 2: Schematic of the ESR-6 and ESR-15 power supply. 

cz 

FIGURE 3: Mr. LeBeck modified the Webb crossover to use with the ESR-6s. 

Dimensions of the Webb Hybrid Enclosure 
(See Figure 1) 

VC Board 

1—39 V2 X 127„ 
2—33% X 12% 
3—16% X 12% 
4A—17 X 12% 
11A & 11B—43% X 17% 

% " Board 

5A—9 X 12% 
5B—11% X 12% 
6—9% X 12% 
8—14% X 12% 
9—14% X 12% 

10—13% X 12% 
13 & 14—5% X 12% 
12—6% X 12% 

4—% " dowels, 12% " each 

T-brace made from 2x2, 12% " & 8" 

Width of finished speaker: 14" 
Standing on 1 % " square feet (4): % " thick 
Total height with ESR-6: 59" 
The original spacing between B110 & B139 
is preserved, relative to foam slot at top. FIGURE 4: The author removed the grille cloth panel 

on the ESR-6 for photographic purposes only. 
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CORRECTION: EDGAR 
MIDRANGE HORN 

Some confusion has resulted due to an er¬ 
ror on page 14 of the 1/86 issue, in "The 
Edgar Midrange Horn" article. The first 
two lines of the last paragraph at the bot¬ 
tom of column three, the words "Putting 
the Polydax dome on Vz-inch standoffs 
helped somewhat, but filling" should be 
the last two lines at the bottom of that col¬ 
umn with the sentence completed in col¬ 
umn one of p. 15. Please make a note of 
the change in your 1/86 issue for future 
reference. 
We apologize for any confusion that 

may have resulted from this error. 

CORRECTION: 
SZEKERES T,T & T 

In my Tools, Tips and Techniques, SB 1/86, 
p. 34 submission, an additional capacitor, 
C9, must be installed between R12 and the 
bridge, with the positive end toward R12. 
This capacitor may be the same value as 
C6, 47gF, 10 to 15V. Also, when using the 
optional LED (light emitting diode) meter 
use a separate isolated battery supply. 
Some question may arise about the 

value of this meter versus some commer¬ 
cially available meters (i.e. Radio Shack). 
When this meter is used with the Pana¬ 
sonic mike element it provides a flat 
response versus one with only weighted 
scales. No conversion corrections are 
needed to account for response variations. 
The readings are responsive to peak levels, 
however, this is not to be taken as instan¬ 
taneous due to a slight time delay. 

Greg Szekeres 
Pittsburgh, PA 15236 

ON COMPOUND 
WOOFERS 

The compound woofer configuration (see 
SB Mailbox 4/85, p. 51) was invented by 

Dr. Harry Olson, sometime before 1951. 
It was extensively investigated by Olson 
and his colleagues John Preston and E.G. 
May, at RCA Laboratories, both by analog 
computer simulation and by building and 
measuring a number of prototypes. Ol¬ 
son's classic textbook, Acoustical Engineer¬ 
ing (D. Van Nostrand, Princeton, 1957; see 
section 6.11, pp. 157-159), contains a com¬ 
plete analysis of this design. 
In the 1940s, direct-radiator woofers 

were usually mounted on baffles or in 
open-back boxes and, accordingly, they 
had very large values of Vas- For instance, 
a 12-inch RCA woofer (similar to that 
shown in Olson's drawing on p. 158) pro¬ 
duced the Qrc = 2.5 alignment with 
resonance frequency about 113Hz, when 
mounted in a 2 cubic foot undamped 
closed box. 
To achieve the B2 alignment, the box 

volume must be increased to something 
like 23 cubic feet and the maximum¬ 
power-handling Qrc=ll alignment, 
which is what Olson wanted, still requires 
a box volume of 8.4 cubic feet. To incor¬ 
porate a closed-box woofer into a "hi 
fidelity" console, requires a way to great¬ 
ly increase the effective volume of the 
closed box. 
Mounting a second identical auxiliary 

driver on an internal baffle, with the two 
voice-coils connected in series, greatly 
reduces the stiffness presented to the cone 
of the radiating driver by the air behind 
it, and is therefore, essentially equivalent 
to mounting the radiating driver, alone, in 
a very large box. 

To obtain the desired response, it is now 
necessary to decrease the effective volume 
of the box, down to the required 8.4 cubic 
feet. Olson accomplished this by reducing 
the size of the auxiliary driver. His final 
optimized design used a special high-
compliance 5-inch auxiliary driver and 
produced the desired Qrc = 1-1 alignment 
in a box of 2 cubic feet total volume, with 
a 3dB down frequency below 40Hz. 

Olson's only design aim was to increase 
the effective volume of the enclosure. 
Olson evaluated the performance charac¬ 
teristics of his compound woofer design 
and found these as regards response, effi¬ 
ciency and distortion to be the "same" as 
those of the radiating driver, operating 

alone in a much larger closed box. The 
power handling ability of this design is, 
however, displacement-limited by the aux¬ 
iliary driver, which, in the specific exam¬ 
ple of the 12-inch radiating and 5-inch aux¬ 
iliary drivers, makes four times the excur¬ 
sion of the radiating driver. Thus, the en¬ 
tire practical effect of Olson's compound 
woofer design is to exchange reduced box 
size for reduced power handling ability. 
The purported aim of Ivor Tiefenbrun's 

design (which is protected by US Patent 
#4,008,374, February 15, 1977) is entire¬ 
ly different. This design has two essential 
features. First, the two drivers are to be 
operated in such a way that the pressure, 
in the chamber between them, remains 
"substantially constant." Although the 
figures suggest that the two drivers are to 
be identical, Tiefenbrun tells us that the 
"salient feature of the ... system is that the 
bass drivers respond in such a way as to 
maintain the "Isobarik" Chamber free 
from sound pressure and it is conceivable 
that this can be done with dissimilar bass 
drivers...," and in other ways, and that 
"full-potential of the .... system is realized 
when the relative sizes of the various 
chambers are optimized." This would, of 
course, require simulation, based on 
Olson's analysis. 

Second, the two drivers are to be separ¬ 
ated by an "absorptive curtain," mounted 
between them oran "Isobarik" Chamber 
is to be filled with "absorbent material." 
This is supposed "to absorb distortion 
components resulting from the different 
response characteristics" of the two 
drivers. "Any distortion components, 
which the rear driver produces from its 
front face, will constitute virtually the only 
sound pressure in the "Isobarik 
Chamber." Tiefenbrun tells us, contrary 
to what Olson found by measurement, 
that "virtually all of the output of the rear 
bass driver is absorbed in creating "ideal" 
conditions for the front driver. The resul¬ 
tant effect is the production of pure and 
undistorted sound which is extended 
downward to the free air resonance of the 
front bass drivers and even below that 
level. The sound is also virtually free from 
coloration and anti-phase effects.” In his 
review of this patent (see Journal of the 

Continued on page 46 
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Continued from page 44 

Acoustical Society of America (64)3, Sept, 
1978, p. 971), George L. Augspurger 
summed it all up by saying "If you believe 
that, let me tell you about this bridge I 
have for sale." 

Dr. Eugene Zaustinsky 
E. Northport, NY 11731 

RIBBON TWEETER 
QUESTIONS 

I would like authors Lampton and 
Primbsch to comment on my questions 
concerning their "Simple Ribbon Tweet¬ 
er" article in SB 3/84 (p. 7). It is known 
that decreasing the mass of a ribbon 
tweeter's diaphragm by making it thinner 
will increase the sensitivity of the 
transducer. Will I also be able to increase 
sensitivity by using stronger magnets ex¬ 
erting a stronger magnetic force on the rib¬ 
bon's diaphragm, and will this sensitivity 
manifest itself by a noticeable increase in 
response to transients and sound quality, 
or will it just increase the speaker's effi¬ 
ciency to the input power? 

I own a pair of Strathearn midranges. If 
I replace the existing magnets with power¬ 
ful somarium cobalt magnets, or other 
powerful magnets, will the sound quality 
improve in any way? The most powerful 
form of magnet is an electromagnet with 
the greater current used, or the more 
ampere-turns of wire used, to increase the 
magnetic strength. If such a powerful form 
of this type of magnet is used in place of 
a permanent magnet to produce a high 
concentration of magnetic flux, what im¬ 
provements will occur? 

Thomas Perrera 
Ozone Park, NY 11420 

Mr. Lampton replies: 

Mr. Perrera is correct to identify the magnetic 
field as a prime area for improvement in the 
efficiency of ribbon loudspeakers. As Henry 
Primbsch and I pointed out in our article, the 
factors to be concerned with are conductor 
mass, total moving mass, area and magnetic 
field. Adopting a more powerful magnet 
should not only increase the midband efficien¬ 
cy, but should also extend the amplitude 
response to higher frequencies. 
High-technology magnet materials like 

somarium cobalt offer two to three times 
more coercivity and flux density than ordinary 
ferrites. However, they cost ten to fifty times 
more than ferrites. So they are best used 
where a physically tiny magnet is called for, 
such as in phono cartridges, and where cost 

is not very significant. If you are trying to 
maximize the magnetic energy per dollar 
(rather than the magnetic energy per cubic 
inch) then you are better off with ferrites. For 
this reason, we suggested that experimenters 
build up a structure out of iron plates (as 
shown in the article) that allows a variety of 
big block magnets to be installed. Space is 
not usually critical in loudspeaker structures. 

Electromagnets are also a possibility; they 
allow even more magnet energy to be put in¬ 
to the working gap. The limit is set by the 
saturation of the pole pieces (iron normally 
saturates at 18k gauss—very large). One can 
also combine a permanent magnet and elec¬ 
tromagnet into a common structure. I have 
not experimented with these however. 

JBLs IN AN 
SOBARIK 

I am in the process of building an Isobarik 
system using JBL 15-inch drivers (#2235H| 
and would like to have John Cockroft's 
comments on two questions. First, In 
selecting \box for the inside driver, if I use 
the Thiele/Small closed box equations 
what is the relationship between Qrsi, for 
the inside driver (VBOx) using the conven¬ 
tional calculation Qrs2 for both drivers and 
box? 
Second, Cockroft's design uses a 

Qrs2 > 1. For closed box, normal one driv¬ 
er systems, Qjsi=0-5-0.7 has worked 
well. Is this Mr. Cockroft's preference for 
underdamped systems, or with Isobariks 
0rs2—1 is "critically" damped (Qrs2 = 
0.7)? I would also like to know Mr. 
Cockroft's "push-pull" design. 

Stephen E. Hluchan 
Woodbridge, CT 06525 

Mr. Cockroft replies: 

When I wrote my Isobarik article I was under 
the impression that the outer speaker of the 
pair behaves, at least partially, independently 
of the inner speaker. However, many SB 
readers have stated and shown otherwise. It 
would seem that the compound pair have ap¬ 
proximately the same characteristics as a 
single speaker, certainly close enough to use 
in calculating a closed box. In view of this, 
my Project 2 probably is closer to 0.88 (Qrc) 
than the 1.13 I stated in my article. 
I have no preference for any particular 

Qrc- It is a matter of what can be done to 
provide the best possible environment for a 
given raw driver. This includes considering 
a whole Pandora's Box full of possible 
parameters and adjustments besides just Qic-
It all depends on the parameters of the woofer 
in relationship to the parameters one desires 
in the system (or as is usually the case, the 
best possible compromise). 
It is true that closed box systems with 

Qrc = 0.5-0.7 work well. It is also true that 
closed-box systems with higher Qrcs are also 

successful. Roy Allison states that his systems 
have a Qrc of 1.0. When the AR 9s first came 
out, an AR representative told me they had 
a Qrc of 0.8. 

Incidentally, critical damping occurs at Qr 
0.5 not at 0.7 as you stated in your letter. 
Qr = 0.7 is the curve with the longest straight 
line section. Compared to the critically 
damped curve, which is 6dB down at Fc, 
Qr=0.7 is 3dB down. This is because Qr (ac¬ 
tually the figure is 0.707) is underdamped 
enough to cause the curve to "peak" 3dB 
above the - 6dB position, thus straightening 
out the curve a little, giving a longer straight 
line. As this is a function of Qr only, it would 
be the same with any kind of system. 

Regarding my push-pull system, SB has my 
manuscript. I believe it will be published soon. 
[Scheduled for 3/86.—Ed] 

DALINE DESIGNER 
WRITES 

When an envelope postmarked Puerto 
Rico, addressed with magnificent calli¬ 
graphic artistry, dropped on our doormat 
there was much excitement in our 
domestic quarters. To the UK, that's a long 
way. The letter asked if I had any objec¬ 
tions to the eventual publication of an ar¬ 
ticle which described grafting an LS3/5A 
baffle onto the Bl 10 Daline. Objections? 
Certainly not. It sounded like an excellent 
idea (why didn't I think of it first?). Carlos 
Bauza wrote this letter, of course, and I 
am pleased that he found the Daline 
worthy of such treatment. {SB 4/85) 
The Bl 10 Daline is now about 15-years 

old. The whole thing was born out of two 
things: frustration and a long-lived dream. 
The frustration was caused by the inability 
of compact loudspeaker systems to repro¬ 
duce the lowest fundamentals of bass in¬ 
struments. The dream? I suppose I did not 
think I could have realized it. I simply 
wanted to create a speaker system that 
would be compact and able to reproduce 
20Hz at high volume. Ah, yes, that is not 
difficult is it? But I also wanted no bass 
resonance in the audio range. 

I came to the conclusion after studying 
the then conventional forms of bass load¬ 
ing-sealed boxes, reflex, horn and trans¬ 
mission line—that there seemed to be no 
possibility of realizing the objectives us¬ 
ing any of those systems. That was in 1971 
and, to be brutally frank, I do not believe 
that any other development in speaker 
system design since then has made suffi¬ 
cient progress to change my mind. 
The R & D took about a year and the 

system displayed some extra benefits— 
acoustic reinforcement of the bottom oc¬ 
tave and a half of the working range, 
much improved power handling in the 
deep bass and significantly improved 
midrange clarity. Whatever else was 
achieved, just removing the bass reso¬ 
nance would have been enough on its 
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own. I could not understand then, and I 
cannot understand now, why audiophiles 
are quite happy about having a resonance 
right in the middle of the bass in their 
loudspeakers, but would be mortified to 
have the slightest indication of anything 
resembling it in the cartridge, amplifier, 
CD player or whatever. 

Circa 1971, the bass midrange unit that 
showed the most promise in terms of clari¬ 
ty and definition was the then fairly new 
Bl 10. The fact that it has endured 16 years 
or so and still earns respect is a worthy 
testament to its designer. In the original 
Bl 10 Daline I used the KEF T15 tweeter 
and Coles 4001 Supertweeter. The very 
month the Daline + Bl 10 article was 
published in Hi-Fi News, KEF announced 
cessation of production of the T15. This 
put me under pressure to find an alter¬ 
native unit for the 3-way Daline, which 
led to the Peerless K010DT. To my mind 
it never matched up to the performance 
of the T15. 
Did I meet the original design objec¬ 

tives? Apart from the maximum SPL 
(sound-pressure level) capability, yes. 
However, during the last two years or so, 
I have been able to develop the system still 
further, primarily for the power speaker 
market. Incidentally, this is a particularly 
interesting area of the market for the 
designer who likes a challenge. We are all 
familiar with the inadequate sound pro¬ 

duced by a lot of power loudspeakers, and 
also impressed by the hi-fi-like sound of 
the top quality systems. Getting this sound 
quality from a power speaker is a lot more 
difficult than it is from a hi-fi speaker. 

The amplification of synthesizers, elec¬ 
tronic drums and bass guitar presents 
some interesting problems. (Did you know 
the majority of bass guitar speaker systems 
do not reproduce the fundamentals of the 
bottom E string of the instrument?) Do you 
know of a loudspeaker system that is com¬ 
pact and able to move as much air as a 
bass pedal drum, and without losing the 
sound character in uncontrollable 
"boom?" Synthesizers can produce sounds 
that extend out of the hearing range at 
both ends. They need speakers that do the 
same. However, I have not forgotten the 
home constructors, so it is likely a new 
"son-of-Daline" may be published in the 
not too distant future. 

Robert Fris 
Hampshire, England 

Mr. Bauza replies: 

It is a pleasure to build and hear the Daline. 
We have it because of Mr. Fris' generosity 
in sharing the design published in Hi-Fi 
News, and Editor John Atkinson's permis¬ 
sion to publish the revised version. 

The slight emphasis of the upper bass is not 
part of the Daline loading. It results from the 
intentionally large resistance and inductance 
values of the LS3/5A crossover, and is suffi¬ 
ciently mild to be a builder's choice. In any 
case, the Daline + Bl 10 is a true full-range 
design, which is very gratifying in the power 
context of a miniature speaker. 

“AND RE-VIS TED” 
REVISITED 

Mr. D'Appolito's letters in SB 4/85 were 
excellent, but he made one statement 
without much explanation. In his letter 
"And Re-Visited” he stated, "these results 
[same fs, Qm, Qe and reduced No| are true 
regardless of the voice-coil interconnec¬ 
tion, which may be series or parallel.” 
Assuming both drivers in the composite 
are identical they will have the same flux 
density, B, and equal lengths of wire in the 
magnetic field. When placing the voice¬ 
coils in series, B is constant, L doubles and 
Re doubles causing (BL)2/Re to double. So 
far, so good. 

But when the voice-coils are placed in 
parallel, B is still constant and L (the length 
of the wire in the magnetic field) doubles, 
but Re is one-half of its value for a single 
driver. This would imply (BL)2/Re for the 

LIQUIDATING OVER $500,000 WORTH OF INVENTORY 
ALL BELOW MANUFACTURERS COST 

Woofers 6" to 15" 
Ltd. Qty. of 41/2 SR10B by CTS 
Midrange 
Tweeters 
Complete Crossovers 
Front Grilles 
Terminals 

N.P. Capacitors 
Chokes 

Trim Rings 
Speaker Cones 

Gaskets 
Passive Radiators 

Voice Coils 

CALL OR WRITE FOR CURRENT COMPUTER LIST 

INTERNATIONAL SURPLUS ELECTRONICS 
355 Cowan Terrace West, Brownsville, TX 78521 Telephone: (512) 831-9341 or (512) 546-4820 

FAST REPLY HBK1O62 
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composite driver would be eight times that 
of a single driver. Thus: 

Qe' = Qe/4 

and 

No' = 2No 

using your notation. 
My only assumption has been that the 

source is a constant voltage source with 
a small internal resistance compared with 
Re. 

Charles Smith 
Champaign, IL 61821 

Mr. D'Appolito replies: 

Q: is a measure of the electrical self-damping 
of a loudspeaker driver. This damping is 
caused by the back voltage generated by the 
voice-coil velocity, which in turn causes a 
damping current to flow that is limited only 
by the voice-coil resistance Re by Mr. Smith's 
assumptions. When a driver is analyzed from 
its electrical side, you must look into its ter¬ 
minals to find both its equivalent internal 
resistance and voltage source causing the 
damping current. 

For a single driver the internal voltage 
source is BLv, where V is the cone velocity. 
The internal resistance is, of course, Re. This 
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. la, with 

a ) 

c) 

FIGURE 1: The equivalent circuit (a), with two voice¬ 
coils in series (b) and the paralleled voice-coils (c). 

two voice-coils in series, both internal sources 
and resistances are in series as shown in Fig. 
lb. The equivalent circuit, thus, has an in¬ 
ternal voltage generator of 2BLv and an in¬ 
ternal resistance of 2Re so that /BL)2/Re 
doubles. 

The situation is quite different when the 
voice- coils are parallelled as shown in Fig. 
1c. The separate internal generators no longer 
add. The equivalent voltage source is just 
BLv, but the internal resistance has dropped 
to Re/2, which causes the motor factor to 
double. The equivalent BL product does not 
double in the parallel connection due to the 
way the two internal voltage sources interact. 
The net result of all this discussion is that Qe 
is the same for either voice-coil connection 
and the same as that of a single driver. 

SATELLTES UNDER 
SCRUTINY 

Mr. D'Appolito states in his satellite arti¬ 
cle (SB 4/85, p. 7), that the best type of 
crossover to use in the three driver two-
way design, for the desired spherical radia¬ 
tion pattern, is the odd-order Butterworth 
18dB/octave, which would cause a 90 per¬ 
cent phase shift between the drivers. This 
means the sound from one driver, will ar¬ 
rive sooner than the others on axis. 

To correct this error one of the drivers 
must be arranged ahead of the other on 
the baffle so both the woofers and the 
tweeter will be acoustically in phase with 
each other on axis, which is also known 
as Time Alignment? Why doesn't Mr. 
D'Appolito do this in his design? Does this 
phase shift not cause distortion or some 
type of unnatural presentation of program 
material? How much distortion does the 
Butterworth crossover produce as com¬ 
pared to a first-order crossover, which is 
known as "transient perfect?" I have 
heard there is some ringing on transients, 
is this very noticeable? 

I would like to build a three-way loud¬ 
speaker using the D'Appolito configura¬ 
tion in the following manner: one or two 
modified Panasonic Leaf tweeters flanked 
on both sides by two or three 50mm Jor¬ 
dan Modules, also flanked by two 
Dynaudio 8-inch woofers, one on top and 
the other at the bottom with the same 
driver arrangement as the satellites. 
The Jordan Modules are small 4-inch 

midrange drivers, the Panasonic Leaf 
tweeter is also small, so the two outer 
Dynaudio woofers will not be too far from 
each other in this arrangement. I also in¬ 
tend to tri-amp using the odd-order But¬ 
terworth 18dB/octave slope as suggested. 
Each driver's sound pressure level can be 
adjusted by using an active crossover and 
eliminating the need for equal sensitivity. 
Will I still be able to produce the desirable 
spherical radiation pattern in this arrange¬ 
ment? Would an odd-order 36dB/octave 
crossover produce this spherical pattern? 

My last question is that Mr. D'Appolito 
states he wanted his satellites to produce 
a SPL of at least 1 lOdB, why would he 
want such a loud playing unit for home 
use? 

Thomas Perrera 
Ozone Park, NY 11420 

Mr. D'Appolito replies: 

Time Aligned® phase-coherent loudspeakers 
are a Holy Grail which is rarely, if ever, 
achieved in practice. Most loudspeaker sys¬ 
tems displaying flat frequency response are 
over all non-minimum phase, and thus have 
phase distortion. This non-minimum phase 
response is caused by the summing action of 
the crossover network. 

No definitive evidence exists that this type 
of phase distortion is audible. (This includes 
the so-called "ringing" that many under¬ 
ground press reviewers love to conjure up.) 
Quite the contrary, all published experiments 
of which I am aware indicate that the all-
pass phase response of these systems cannot 
be detected on program material. (See the 
early Linkwitz articles in SB 1980 for more 
detail on this point.) 

With regard to your first question, a 90° 
fixed interdriver phase shift does not imply 
that the drivers are out of alignment with 
reference to time. In building a loudspeaker 
system, the drivers are first Time Aligned® 
and then the amplitude and phase character¬ 
istics of the crossover network are imposed 
upon the individual drivers to obtain the over 
all desired frequency response from the com¬ 
bination. All odd-order Butterworth 
crossovers (6, 18, 30 etc. dB/oct.) produce a 
90° interdriver phase shift. This includes the 
first order, "transients perfect" crossover. 

Once the drivers are aligned with respect 
to time, the constant 90° phase shift between 
the drivers coupled with the attenuation of 
6dB/octave is just what is required to have 
the individual driver responses add to the 
transient-perfect response. The wavefronts 
from the drivers do not arrive at the same 
time, they arrive in the proper Time Align¬ 
ment® to add up to the original input signal. 
Although drivers aligned thus are acoustically 
in phase, the crossover network puts the 
drivers out of phase in just the correct pro¬ 
portion to add up to the transient-perfect 
response. 
Due to the limited bandwidth of most 

drivers, it is almost impossible to achieve the 
first-order transient perfect response. Since 
my satellites should have an interdriver phase 
shift of 90°, I had to go to the next higher 
odd-order Butterworth crossover which is 
18dB/octave. More justification for my 
crossover choice is well covered in my original 
article. 

The vertical dimension of the system you 
propose spans more than one wavelength at 
frequencies above 700Hz, and thus looks like 
a line source with a cylindrical radiation pat¬ 
tern above this frequency. Many authors con¬ 
sider this a desirable pattern. Due to driver 
placement symmetry, the pattern will be 
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stable, i. e. no lobing error. The absence of 
lobing error is more important in my opinion 
than the spherical versus cylindrical 
wavefront issue. 

A 36dB/octave crossover is even-order, not 
odd. The drivers will be 180° out of phase 
at the crossover frequency producing a large 
response null. Due to the large vertical dimen¬ 
sion of your proposed system at 12kHz, even¬ 
order in-phase crossovers will produce multi¬ 
ple off-axis nulls in the frequency region 
around crossover. I suggest that you try odd¬ 
order Butterworths. 

Many sources of live music produce short 
term SPLs of llOdB, and most audiophiles 
are interested in producing these levels 
realistically. Even if you prefer lower levels, 
however, the stable radiation pattern of my 
system coupled with the lower distortion levels 
achieved due to reduced driver excursion re¬ 
quired when multiple drivers are used is, I 
believe, sufficient justification for the design. 

BUGS IN MY 
STRATHEARNS 

I was so excited by the Strathearn ribbon 
article in SB 3/85, p. 22, I ordered a pair 
of them despite having never seen or 
heard them. Mr. Spangler's and Mr. Mc¬ 
Kenzie's article is lucid and informative 

and I am grateful for the benefit from their 
research. However, I see a couple of small 
flies in the ointment. 1 hope the authors 
can swat them for me. 
The disclaimer in the Author's Note at 

the end of the article filled me with 
trepidation. When I asked the folks at 
Audio Concepts about quality control and 
DC resistance problems with the Strath-
earns, they told me that none of the units 
they had received in some time were up 
to 0.5Q, and the best they could do was 
to match units for resistance before ship¬ 
ping me a pair. I figured that some 
Strathearns would sound better than no 
Strathearns at all, so I bought a pair in 
hopes of using the modification even if it 
meant adjusting the LC values to optimize 
the prefilter. 
When the units arrived, I measured 

their DC resistance (0.28-0.309), and AC 
impedance for the driver/transformer 
combination (approximately 69 using the 
"middle" tap). I then attempted to 
measure their (more-or-less) near-field 
response. Not having a computer, let alone 
an IQS 401, I improvised with Vs octave 
pink noise bands from a Denon compact 
disk. The measuring apparatus consisted 
of an electret condenser microphone bor¬ 
rowed from my Audio Control C101 to 
feed a venerable GR 1554-A analyzer, 
reading in all-pass mode. After correcting 
for the 1554's response, I received the 

response curve in Fig. 1, which indicates 
a tremendous peak centered at 13kHz, a 
wider trough at about 3kHz and a smaller 
peak at about 1.5kHz. Varying the micro¬ 
phone's position caused some changes in 
the response, but the basic pattern is pret¬ 
ty much the same. 
1 hope Spangler's and McKenzie's 

modifications will work on these beasts if 

FIGURE 1: The 1554’s response curve after cor¬ 
rections. 
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I play with the values in the prefilter un¬ 
til I get the high end right. Before I void 
the warranty by tearing into them, I would 
like to know whether the modifications 
will work and whether the units may be 
defective. They will play loudly, but not 
very loudly. 
Through an 18dB active 300Hz cross¬ 

over, they will play loudly enough to make 
spoken conversation difficult in the room, 
but will begin to crackle and distort bad¬ 
ly with the cleanest signal at volume levels 
far below the threshold of pain. Is this nor¬ 
mal? Am I asking too much from 
0.000080-inch thick plastic-wrap dia¬ 
phragms? This is not a problem for me, 
just a matter of concern before I begin to 
rip, tear and glue. 

Jack W. Brent 
Seattle, WA 98102 

Mr. Spangler replies: 

I have been curious whether Strathearn* was 
back in business and producing good units. 
As for Mr. Brent's loudness problem, from 
my experience his units are doing fine. The 
single panels, which are preferred for smooth 
response, do not produce levels capable of 
splitting eardrums. I have not found it 
necessary to have any higher sound levels 
with the sources I listen to, however, and I 
like loud music. 
One must use care when playing the 

Strathearns loudly, and I was surprised that 
Mr. Brent has not melted a trace, if he heard 
crackling. I would suggest Mr. Brent use the 
outside taps on the transformer since they 
measure better when passing square waves. 

Mr. McKenzie replies: 

In addition to Mr. Spangler's comments, the 
crackling you heard could be caused by the 
diaphragms excursing so far as to touch or 
slap against the magnet structure. This would 
represent the maximum design sound pressure 
level achievable if the diaphragm is properly 
centered. To check for proper centering, 
remove the rear fiberglass panels and peer in¬ 
to the magnet gaps with a flashlight to check 
for equal clearance on the front and back side 
of the driver. Also check for equal spacing 
at the center of the magnet structure and at 
the two ends of the magnet gaps. If the spac¬ 
ing is equal to naked eye tolerances, then the 
driver is not defective. It is a good idea to 
check each unit for proper spacing and clear¬ 
ance before you modify them, and remember 
how the spacing should look after you have 
installed the foam pieces. 

The lower than specified DC resistance is 
not a problem to properly load and operate 
the prefilter. The prefilter component changes 
will not be needed to give good and effective 

results. We mentioned some of the drivers' 
low resistance, not because the low resistance 
was a problem, but because those low resis¬ 
tance drivers also had frequency/resonant 
problems which were not changed by our 
modifications. 

The data Mr. Brent generated is very close 
to the expected response of a "good" 
Strathearn. I do not expect the prefilter net¬ 
work will need trimming, but he seems to 
have the right equipment to do so if he wishes. 

'Note: The Strathearn Company's assets and patents 
have been purchased by a West German firm, hifi-
sound, Lautsprecher Vertrieb, Saerbreck & Moravia, 
Judefelderstrasse 35, 4400 Munster. They will market 
the driver under the name Stratek SLCII MRHF. List 
price is DM698. Presumably these will still be 
available from current U.S. distributors.—Ed. 

EXAMINING THE ESL 
Over the past several years, I have been 
doing considerable research on the subject 
of electrostatic loudspeakers (ESL). While 
I do not consider myself an expert in the 
field of acoustics, perhaps you will permit 
me to comment on Mr. James Rice's con¬ 
cerns in SB 4/85, p. 58. 
His first question concerns the round 

versus the square ESL. Although not too 
many round ESL drivers have been built, 
the two most notable are the Voght and 
the Malme units. Information about the 
Voght unit, designed in Germany, can be 
found in Wireless World, May 29, 1929. 
The capacity of the Voght unit, which 
seems to be one of several, was IkpF and 
the polarizing voltage was between 
500-700V. Based on these details the spac¬ 
ing between the diaphragm and the plates 
should be approximately 0.02-inches. 
A more up-to-date ESL was designed 

and built by Charles Malme, a research 
assistant at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The results of his efforts were 
reported in the Journal of the Audio 
Engineering Society, January 1959 (Vol. 7, 
No.l), and patented on December 19, 1961 
(#3,014,098). 
Malme's most interesting design 

features %-inch diaphragm-to-plate spac¬ 
ing. This is probably the largest spacing 
ever used and it created some special re¬ 
quirements for the amplifier. The driver, 
20-inches in diameter, had a capacity of 
270pF. With the amplifier directly coupled 
to the speaker (no transformer) it delivered 
a voltage output of 4.5kV RMS (root mean 
square). It necessitated the use of special 
high-voltage tubes. 
Mr. Rice also expresses concern about 

the performance of a round versus a 
square radiator. If two speakers (a round 
and a square) are of equal size with the 
same mass and diaphragm tension, then 
the configuration, as a radiator, should not 
make a difference. One way to determine 
whether this concept is valid is to calculate 
the resonant frequency for each type of 
driver. 

The formula for the resonant frequen¬ 
cy of a circular diaphragm is: 

Fr = (0.382/r) x (T/M) 1/2 (1)

where: 

Fr = resonant frequency in hertz 
r = the diaphragm radius in centimeters 
T = tension in dynes 
M = mass in grams. 

As an example, suppose a 20-inch circular 
diaphragm has a mass of one gram. If the 
diaphragm tension is 10 to the sixth dynes 
than the resonant frequency is: 

Fr = (0.382/25.4) x (106)l/2 = 15Hz. 

For a square speaker to provide the same 
results it must have an equal area. The 
area of the round speaker mentioned 
above is 314 square inches. A square 
speaker of equal area will be 17.72-inches 
on each side. The formula for calculating 
the resonant frequency of the square 
diaphragm is: 

Fr = (0.705/a) x (T/M) ,/2

where: 

a = one side of the unit in centimeters 

With the same tension and mass, as the 
round ESL, the square diaphragm's reso¬ 
nant frequency is: 

Fr = (0.705/45) x ( 106)1/2 = 15.7Hz 

Due to the two results being almost iden¬ 
tical, the calculations indicate the shape 
of the driver is not important. As further 
evidence of this, Olson states in his book 
on electrical engineering, "in the study of 
sound sources the sound waves depend 
upon the amount of air that is moved and 
not on the shape of the radiator." 

I do not know of any specific investiga¬ 
tion which covers Mr. Rice's question 
about the relationship between a speaker's 
frequency response and the diaphragm 
spacing. Drivers that are intended for bass 
reproduction generally have a large plate 
to diaphragm spacing. The KLH-9 for in¬ 
stance, had a spacing of 0.012-inches for 
the tweeter and 0.100-inches for the bass 
panels. 

I have not found literature to indicate 
that spacing directly alters the frequency 
response. It does affect the bass region 
sound pressure, as well as the efficiency, 
capacity and amplifier loading. Some of 
this was reported by RJ. Matthys in his 
article, "Telstar Shaped Electrostatic 
Speaker," Audio, May 1961. 

Mr. Rice also raised the question of ESL 
distortion. If the speaker uses the push-
pull technique this should not be a signifi¬ 
cant problem. The distoriton level of most 
and perhaps all ESLs of this type is under 
one percent. I have measured the distor-
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tion from my own ESLs, using a B & K 
condenser microphone and a Hewlett-
Packard selective level voltmeter, and the 
results show a distortion level which is 
about the same as the source. 

In this case the value was 0.03 percent 
for both the second and third harmonic. 
Perhaps if I had used another oscillator, 
which had lower harmonic distortion, I 
may have been able to separate the 
speaker's distortion from the generator's. 
However, since the measured value was 
far below any detectable audio level I did 
not believe it necessary to pursue this any 
further. 
In reference to Mr. Rice's concerns 

about beaming versus driver size; all 
drivers have a tendency to beam as the 
frequency is increased. The actual point 
where beaming occurs is a function of the 
speaker's diameter and the highest fre¬ 
quency that it must radiate. Most books 
on acoustics will show a directivity curve 
as a function of a parameter called "kr." 
The value of "r" is equal to the radius of 
the speaker while "k” is equal to the 
wavelength (speed of sound/frequency). A 
plot for different values of kr is shown in 
Fig. 1. The critical point is the one at which 
kr = 2. Above this point the speaker is no 
longer mass controlled, and more energy 
is fed to the radiation resistance. 
Commercial manufacturers use dif¬ 

ferent techniques to extend the perfor¬ 
mance of their drivers. One method is to 
reduce the size of the cone area. This is 
usually a mechanical function that is 
designed into the driver. The second 
method is similar except it uses a separate 
driver, with a suitable crossover network, 
to maintain an acceptable kr value. 
Malme's design reduced the radiating 

area of his ESL by a factor of two for each 
doubling of the frequency. Other de¬ 
signers have maintained the width at a 
value equal to or less than 1.3 of the 
speaker's uppermost frequency wave¬ 
length. 

While the above explanation is related 
to the speaker, it is not the only factor 
which affects directionality. In Martin Col-
loms' book, High Performance Loud¬ 
speakers," he indicates on pages 11-15 that 
directionality is also a function of the type 
of baffle. Another factor which must be 
considered is the measuring distance. 
Close to the speaker the test results can 
show extreme directionality. However, 
sound spreads out as it disperses from the 
source, so the directionality may be much 
less in the far field. 

The last two items I would like to com¬ 
ment on for Mr. Rice are the use of passive 
crossovers and the concept of curved 
speaker. Most commercial ESL speakers 
use passive crossovers (see the article on 
the Quad Model 63 in SB 1/82, p.10). The 
Malme article also mentions that he used 
resistors as a crossover to the various sec¬ 
tions of his loudspeaker. 
As far as a curved unit is concerned, 

although I am not familiar with John 
Civitello's speaker, the Pickering Com¬ 
pany manufactured a speaker called the 
Isophase during the late 1950s. This 
speaker never seemed to succeed com¬ 
mercially; perhaps due to its vertical direc¬ 
tionality. When you were seated the unit 
sounded fine, but when you stood up the 
output dropped considerably. The curved 
concept, however, has been used suc¬ 
cessfully by many horn designers as well 
as those designing tweeter arrays. Usual¬ 
ly these devices are curved so the sound 
radiation is projected both horizontally 
and vertically. A tall ESL, which uses a 
planar array does not need vertical cur¬ 
vature. You can achieve horizontal disper¬ 
sion by using more than one driver panel. 

Some of the above information is taken 
from my book on ESLs, to be published 
later this year by TAB Books. In addition 
to the theory of how an ESL works, the 
book provides information on how to 
build an ESL as well as where to obtain 
some of the materials. 

Continued on page 52 

FIGURE 1: A plot for different kr values. 
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[John Civitello's curved electrostatic to be 
announced at the summer CES in June is cov¬ 
ered by U.S. patent #4,289,936, issued Sept. 
15, 1981. The driver consists of triangular 
elements making up a geodesically curved 
surface.—Ed.] 

Robert Wagner 
Fremont, CA 94539 

REFERENCE 
1. Gayford, M.L., Acoustical Techniques, Mac¬ 

Donald and Evans Ltd., 1961, pp. 50-51. 

BASS MUFFLERS 
I was wondering whether any readers have 
ever experimented with coupling a bass 
driver to an auto exhaust muffler(s)? Any 
results or behavior predictions would be 
appreciated. 

James Y. Pann 
5818 Santa Cruz Ave. 
Richmond, CA 94804 

Why don't you build one and take it out for 
a test spin.—Ed 

TWIN DRIVERS 
I originally thought that Thiele/Small-
aligned cabinets were far too complicated 
for my precalculus mind. After some heavy 
number-crunching and a very good calcu¬ 
lator purchase, however, I have found the 
alignments to be relatively easy. 

One item I have failed to find is a sim¬ 
ple formula for Thiele/Small alignments us¬ 
ing two identical drivers in the same 
cabinet space. The current rage in some 
circles is to use twin drivers, usually 6'/2 
inches with high power-handling capabili¬ 
ty, with one crossed over at about 350 to 
500Hz. Designs based on this concept by 
B&W, Polk and others seem to sound very 
good. 

I would like to be in contact with anyone 
who has information about this interesting 
concept. 

Robert Conner 
Omaha, NE 68131-2404 

Robert M. Bullock replies: 

You can achieve the Thiele/Small alignment 
of a multidriver woofer system by replacing 
the array with a single equivalent driver. 
This means that the model predicted re¬ 

sponse will be valid only at those frequen¬ 
cies low enough for you to treat the array 
as a single, simple source. If you plan to 
cross this system over at a high frequency 
(i.e., to a tweeter), you must treat it as a 
multiple source and deal with the complica¬ 
tions that entails. To avoid this problem, I 
suggest crossing the system over at no more 
than a few hundred hertz. 

Mr. Conner's idea of crossing over all but 
one driver at a low frequency alleviates the 
problem of multiple sources, but it also 
creates a sensitivity matching problem. A 
commercial manufacturer is likely to use a 
comprehensive trial-and-error design strat¬ 
egy to deal effectively with either of these 
problems, but the home builder usually must 
settle for the more conservative strategy of 
problem avoidance. 

The most direct method for determining 
the Thiele/Small parameters of the equiva¬ 
lent driver is to connect the component 
drivers in the arrangement you plan to use 
and treat the resulting array as a single 
driver accessible only at the input terminal 
pair. Then measure its parameters as de¬ 
scribed in my article in SB 1/81 [p. 12). This 
technique is not always practical, however, 
especially when you are trying to measure 
Vas, and it does not allow you to make pre¬ 
liminary pencil-and-paper feasibility studies 
based on a manufacturer's driver specifica¬ 
tions. You must be able to infer the equiva¬ 
lent driver parameters directly from those of 
the array elements. 

When all the drivers in the array are iden¬ 
tical, this is quite easy to do. Regardless of 
how the component drivers are electrically 
connected and how many there are, the 
equivalent driver resonant frequency, elec¬ 
trical Q and mechanical Q are the same as 
those of one array element. If the array con¬ 
tains N identical drivers, the . volume 
equivalent acoustic compliance of the 
equivalent driver is N times that of one ele¬ 
ment. Thus, you can use the same target 
alignment for the N-driver system as you 
would for one component driver and simply 
increase the box volume by a factor of N. 

Using identical drivers in a multidriver 
woofer not only simplifies system alignment, 
but also produces the best performance in 
two and four-driver systems, as the work of 
Greiner and Allie shows [“Acoustical and 
Electrical Interaction in Multi-driver Ar¬ 
rays," Preprint No. 1818 (B-6), presented 
at the 70th Convention of the AES, October 
30 to November 2, 1981). In practice, "iden¬ 
tical drivers" probably means all of the same 
make, model and size. Parameter values will 
inevitably vary from sample to sample, so it 
is best to use their average value in deter¬ 
mining the corresponding parameter of the 
equivalent driver. 

If you want to equalize the impedance of 
the equivalent driver, you must know its 
voice-coil resistance and inductance. These 
depend on how the component drivers are 
connected and follow the usual series/ 
parallel rules for combining resistances and 
inductances. With two drivers in parallel, the 
equivalent resistance and inductance are half 

those of one driver. If the drivers are in 
series, the equivalents are twice those of one 
driver. If four drivers are used, the factor is 
four for series connection, one for series¬ 
parallel or parallel-series, and one-fourth for 
parallel. 

The sensitivity of the equivalent driver also 
depends on the electrical connection. For a 
series connection of two drivers, the equiva¬ 
lent sensitivity is the same as for one driver, 
while it is 6dB more for a parallel connec¬ 
tion. With four drivers, series connection 
leaves sensitivity unchanged, series-parallel 
or parallel-series increases it by 6dB, and 
parallel increases it by 12dB. 

If you are interested in studying the large-
signal response with BOXRESPONSE, an 
Apple program of the Thiele/Small models 
[SB 1/84, p. 13), you should know that the 
equivalent thermally limited input power and 
cone area are additive, and the linear excur¬ 
sion limit is the same as for one driver, 
regardless of the electrical connection. For 
example, two drivers of 100W input power, 
5mm linear excursion and 500cm2 cone area 
are equivalent to a single driver of200W in¬ 
put power, 5mm linear excursion and 
1,000cm2 cone area. It follows from the cone 
area relationship that the equivalent 
diameter for two identical drivers is J2 times 
the diameter of one driver, while for four 
drivers, the factor is 2. 

HP PROGRAM 
FOR SIXTH-ORDER 
T/S ALIGNMENT 

My program for the HP-41C will provide 
the design information you need to build 
a filter-assisted, vented-box speaker, given 
the Thiele/Small parameters for a particular 
driver. It calculates each of the three classes 
in the Chebyshev to Butterworth to sub¬ 
Chebyshev line of sixth-order alignments. 
To use the program, your HP-41C must 
have three memory modules and a printer 
(or you may use a printer with an 
HP-41CV). 
The program asks for the following 

parameters: 

fxs—the driver resonance frequency 
in hertz; 

Qts— the driver total Q; 
Vas—the equivalent volume of the 

driver's compliance in liters; 
Qe— the driver's electrical Q; 
Sy—the area of the diaphragm in 
square meters; 

Xmax—the maximum displacement of 
the diaphragm in millimeters; 

Qb— the total Q of the box. 

The calculator then calculates the driver's 
reference efficiency, as well as the 
following: 

K—the Chebyshev constant; 
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R—the amount of ripple (if any) in the 
pass band; 

Vb—the box volume, in cubic inches 
and cubic feet; 

fa— the frequency to which the box 
should be timed; 

Dv—the minimum diameter of the 
vent to prevent wind noise; 

tux—the frequency to which the aux¬ 
iliary filter should be tuned; 

Qaux—the Q of the needed auxiliary 
filter; 

aaux—the damping of the filter (1/Q); 
fpk— the frequency of the peak in the 

auxiliary filter response (if any); 
Mpk—the magnitude of the peak |if 

any); 
Par — the estimate of the acoustic 
power output available; 

fj—the frequency at which the com¬ 
posite response of the filter and 
speaker is 3dB down; the cutoff 
frequency. 

The program should be available soon 
from the Hewlett-Packard Users Library on 
magnetic cards or bar code with further 
documentation. It is derived from the work 
of R.A.R. Bywater and HJ. Wiebell [JAES 
(Volume 30, Number 5), May 1982, pp. 
306-317] and J.E. Benson [AWA Tech Re¬ 
view (Volume 14, Number 4), 1972, 
pp. 369-484]. 

For details about the program, write to 
me at the address below. 

Dan T. McGillicuddy 
34 Shears St. 
Wrentham, MA 02093 

STIFFER, LIGHTER 
ENCLOSURES 

I enjoyed Siegfried Linkwitz's "Excursion-
Limited SPL Nomographs" (SB 4/84, p. 24) 
very much. In the last paragraph of his ar¬ 
ticle, Mr. Linkwitz touches on the problem 
of cabinet resonances excited by high SPLs. 
He suggests the use of very stiff panels or 
extremely well-damped boxes. 
Many speaker builders use %-inch high-

density particle board for speaker cabinets 
and apply heavy coats of damping material 
to the interior. While this works, I think 
it is a "brute force" solution. A 2-cubic-foot 
cabinet built as above is almost impossible 
to move without a forklift. 

For reasons I do not understand, I know 
of no one who is making any serious at¬ 
tempt to make enclosures stiffer and 
lighter. I know from my own experience 
as a cabinetmaker that it is possible to con¬ 
struct a corrugated panel out of V2 or 
7s-inch plywood that is many times stiffer 

than %-inch particle board (for the same 
area) and is a fraction of the weight. 
Assuming that I built an ultralight, ultrastiff 
speaker enclosure, would there necessari¬ 
ly be any adverse sonic effects from such 
a box? 

Kenneth P. Miller 
Mexico, MO 65265 

Mr. Linkwitz replies: 

Mr. Miller raises some important questions 
about the construction of cabinets with reduced 
panel resonances. I have done some ex¬ 
perimentation in this area, and here are my 
findings. 

Initially, I built some LS3/5A size boxes out 
of3A-inch mahogany. (See SB 4/81 , p. 32, for 
a report on the LS3/5A.—Ed.) The side 
panels showed resonances at about 430Hz 
with a rather high mechanical Q of around 
40. A 430Hz tone took 180msec to decay by 
60dB after I shut off the electrical signal. This 
is a slow decay. I then applied thick layers of 
roof-patching tar thickened with sand to the 
inside of the cabinet. This lowered the 
resonance frequency to 300Hz because of the 
increased mass of the panels. The decay time 
decreased to 60msec, corresponding to a Q of 
8.4. The whole approach was rather messy 
and the result not completely satisfying because 
a Q of 8 is still high, at least to an electrical 
engineer. The problem was that the tar's stiff-
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Precision inductors (chokes) are our specialty. We offer ferrite bobbin core devices through 19.0 Mh with 
negligible DC Resistance and compact sizes for easy mounting. For those who insist upon air core units, 
we do win ¡ those to 10.0 Mh. We can give you the precise values you require! 

We offer a full program of L-Pads, L.E.D.’s, 5-way binding posts, rear terminals, resistors, and more! Occa¬ 
sionally we offer closeouts at exceptional savings. 

Our car stereo program is superb, and is available in a wide range of polypropylene drivers from 4” through 
10”. 

Who could ask for anything more? 

Don’t delay. Write to us now for complete 
details and catalogs. You’ll be glad you did. 

T M. 
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ness was too low to restrain the vibration of 
the wood panel. 

You can achieve a better match in stiffnesses 
by using ‘A-inch plywood panels instead of the 
thicker particle board. Without the damping 
layers, such a box is unacceptably transparent, 
but with a '/¿-inch coat of tar and sand on the 
inside, the enclosure is acoustically quite dead. 
The damping layer dominates the motional 
behavior of the walls, while the plywood pro¬ 
vides the outer skin. Again, the construction 
of such a box is messy. Getting the thick tar 
layer to adhere to the walls can be a problem, 
particularly when the temperature rises. Also, 
the effectiveness of the damping is temperature 
dependent. For these reasons, I have gone to 
a different enclosure design. 

The idea is to raise the panel resonance fre¬ 
quencies by making the enclosure extremely 
stiff so that the resonances occur either above 
the frequency range of the drivers or fall into 
a frequency range where it is easy to decou¬ 
ple the driver from the enclosure. For the 
enclosure mentioned above, with a midrange-
to-tweeter crossover at 1,600Hz, the reso¬ 
nances are pushed to 1,800Hz and above. 
They are, therefore, not excited by the mid¬ 
range driver. The tweeter does not transmit 
significant vibrational energy to the enclosure 
because the kinetic energy decreases with the 
square of frequency for constant SPL from the 
driver. 

To achieve the desired high-resonance fre¬ 
quencies using 3A-inch particle board, I use the 
following rule of thumb based on actual 
measurements: keep all unsupported panql 
areas to less than 20 square inches. I use 
3Aanch particle board walls for internal brqc-

, mg of the enclosure, forming separate inter¬ 
nal chambers with openings between them . 
This makes for a very stiff enclosure. Knock-
ing on it with my knuckles makes a pinging 
sound like a brick. A better test is to apply 
shaped tone bursts and observe the panel mo¬ 
tion with an accelerometer. 
I would imagine that you could push the 

resonances even higher using a plywood con¬ 
struction, as Mr. Miller suggests. Using at 
least ‘/¡-inch plywood would not make a light 
box because of the internal walls. Since I have 
not worked with plywood, I cannot advise how 
small the unsupported panel areas must be. 

I have one final but very important point. 
When you mount a driver by its basket in the 
standard fashion of screwing it to the front 
panel, it will exhibit a nasty resonance. This 
resonance is caused by the springy-ness of the 
basket and the mass of the attached magnet. 
With the basket clamped to the panel, the 
spring-mass system is free to resonate. The 
resonance occurs in the 150 to 250Hz region 
far typical woofers and midranges. The Q is 
extremely high, and the system rings like a bell 
when excited. Further, the mechanical im¬ 
pedance is so high that you cannot dampen 
the ringing even when holding the magnet 

firmly with your hand. You can avoid the 
resonance by mounting the driver from the 
magnet and having only a compliant air seal 
between the basket and the front panel. The 
magnet should rest in a half-circle support 
structure, which is part of the internal brac¬ 
ing, and be firmtysTrdppedJo h, 

This has tumedout to be a rather lengthy 
reply, but I hope it provides some useful in¬ 
formation. After all, hobbyists can use some 
construction techniques that are unfeasible 
commercially. 

REAR-LOADED 
HORN CABINETS 

I am interested in designing and building 
my own rear-loaded horn cabinets using 
either a 12 or 15-inch driver similar to the 
JBL 4530.1 don't see many rear-loaded bass 
cabinets around. Is there some drawback 
to this design concerning performance? Can 
anyone recommend available books or in¬ 
formation explaining the criteria involved 
in determining proper dimensions for rear 
panels, angles, and so on? I would ap¬ 
preciate any help. 

Gilles R. Grignon 
Hogansburg, NY 13655 

Bruce Edgar replies: 

The rear-horn-loaded enclosure, such as the 
JBL 4530, is an attempt to get around the 

bandwidth restrictions of front-horn-loaded 
enclosures. With a front-loaded bass horn, 
you are lucky to get response up to 400Hz, 
but with a rear-loaded cabinet, the front of 
the driver is radiating into free space and can 
provide response up to several kilohertz. As 
the theory goes, the sound coming off the 
back of the driver propagates through the 
horn to produce the bass. 
The reason you do not see many rear-

loaded enclosures on the market /JBL no 
longer lists the 4530 in its current profes¬ 
sional catalog) is that the design has some 
drawbacks. First, at some frequency in the 
upper bass, some sound cancellation will oc¬ 
cur because the sound coming out the bass 
horn will be 180 degrees out of phase with 
the sound wave being radiated from the front 
of the driver. Generally, you can live with 
that problem. A second and more severe 
criticism is that to match the output from the 
front radiator with the horn output, you must 
shorten the horn. And by shortening the 
horn, you introduce some horrible resonant 
peaks into the bass response. 

The JBL design does attempt to deal with 
these problems by using one or two 15-inch 
drivers to provide a large front radiator sur¬ 
face area and a large mouth on the rear-
loaded horn. I would recommend using the 
JBL drivers ¡2205, E-140) in the enclosure 
because they have the large magnet size and 
low-mass cones required to drive the horn. 
A typical 12 or 15-inch driver designed for 
a box will produce poor results. 

You can find the plans for the JBL 4520 
¡two 15-inch drivers) in Electronics World 
/January 1962, p. 40) as a sidelight to an ar-

FIGURE 1: Plans for the JBL 4520 enclosure (two 15-inch drivers). From a rough scaling of these draw¬ 
ings, Mr. Edgar has determined that the rear horn is 70.5 inches long with a flare rate of approximately 
26Hz. Reprinted, with permission, from Electronics World. Copyright 9 1962 Ziff-Davis Publications. All 
rights reserved. 
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tide by George Augspurger. From a rough 
scaling of the drawings (Fig. 1), I have deter¬ 
mined that the rear horn is 70.5 inches long 
with a flare rate of approximately 26Hz. 
When placed against a wall, the 4520 en¬ 
closure has a mouth cutoff frequency of ap¬ 
proximately 60Hz. In an old catalog, JBL 
states that the 4520 has a maximum loading 
down to 50Hz and is usable to 30Hz. These 
figures agree somewhat with my calculated 
response parameters. The 4530 is only half 
the width of the 4520 and has only half the 
mouth area, so I suggest using the 4530 in 
a corner to obtain the best bass response. 

I have not heard the JBL rear-hom-loaded 
enclosures, but the dynamic range and effi¬ 
ciency ought to be very good. I can only sug¬ 
gest that you try building an enclosure and 
report to SB how the experiment fares. 

BOX DESIGN 
ROADBLOCKS 

I have read Bob Bullock's articles in SB, 
especially those regarding box design, with 
great interest. In trying to comprehend the 
physical relationship among several of the 
design parameters, however, I have come 
to several logic roadblocks. I could use 
some clarification on these items to 
alleviate my confusion. 

The first area of confusion is compliance 
(Vas) versus box volume (Vb). Both Small 
alignment tables and the formula from 
David Weems' book (Designing, Building 
and Testing Your Own Speaker System, 1st 
Edition^ indicate a direct relationship be¬ 
tween these two parameters, but my logic 
(which has been known to be wrong on oc¬ 
casion) indicates the relationship should be 
indirect. For example, for a given driver, 
increasing the compliance also increases 
the damping. This should require a smaller 
box volume with its increased air stiffness 
to compensate for the increased damping 
and maintain optimum control over the 
driver diaphragm. Where am I missing the 
boat in this cause-and-effect description? Is 
my understanding of compliance wrong? 
Doesn't high compliance always mean high 
damping? 

My second problem is with the computa¬ 
tion of Vb. According to the information in 
Mr. Bullock's article in SB 4/80 (p. 7), Vb 
equals VasIcx, where a is defined in the 
Small alignment tables for various values 
of Qts- This formula produces results that 
are significantly less than those achieved 
when using the formula from the Weems 
book, where Vb equals 15(Qrsj 2 87 (Vas)-
For example, for the Dynaudio 

21W5406, Qts equals 0.29 and Vas equals 
82 liters. Using Mr. Bullock's formula and 
the Small alignment table for Or = 10, for 
a Qts of 0.29, a equals 3.1843. Therefore, 
VB equals 82 liters/3.1843, which equals 
25.75 liters. Using the Weems method, Vb 
equals 15|0.29)2'87 (82 liters), which equals 
35.24 liters. Since the h values from the 

Small alignment tables correlate exactly to 
the Weems tuning factor chart, I assume 
that both methods are based on the same 
mathematical concepts. Bob White used 
the Weems formula in the follow-up arti¬ 
cle to BOXRESPONSE in SB 1/85 (p. 28). 
Where am I going wrong here? Am I us¬ 
ing the Small alignment tables incorrectly? 

Finally, when determining a driver's Vas 
using the test procedures described in Mr. 
Bullock's article in SB 1/81 (p. 12), should 
the volume of air trapped under the in¬ 
verted driver cone in the test setup be in¬ 
cluded with the known test box volume 
(Vtb), or is it inconsequential? 
Why is the formula 

Vas = Vib [(fcQ£c)/(fsQfs)- 1] 

better than 

Vas = VrB [1.15(k/fs)2-1] 

as stated in the same article? 

Robert E. Davis 
Belle Mead, NJ 08502 

Mr. Bullock replies: 

Mr. Davis' analysis of the relationship Vas/ 
Vb = a is not incorrect, but it misses the point 
because he treats a as a constant. With this 
constraint, an increase in Vas must be adjusted 
for by a decrease in Vb—íc., an indirect rela¬ 
tionship. But in practice, a is treated as a 
variable and Vas as a constant. The objective 
is to choose Vb so that the value of a is the 
one specified by the target alignment. In this 
context, higher damping (lower Qts) is accom¬ 
panied by larger a values—i.e., higher damp¬ 
ing requires smaller box size. You can see this 
in the relationship between Qts and a in the 
alignment tables and formulas. 

High compliance in and of itself does not 
necessarily imply high damping. Driver damp¬ 
ing depends on several driver parameters. For 
example, doubling Vas with no other changes 
will decrease Qts by a factor of J2, but dou¬ 
bling both Vas and Mms will leave Qts 
unchanged. 
I mention the formulas found in Weems's 

book in my SB 4/80 article (last paragraph of 
Small Alignments section, p. 13), but I at¬ 
tribute them to Hoge. Saffran also presented 
them in a letter in SB 1/81 (p. 34). Alignment 
formulas for vented boxes are necessarily ap¬ 
proximations to the table values, since there 
is really no elementary relationship between 
the alignment parameters. The usual pro¬ 
cedure is to take table data and fit an elemen¬ 
tary function to it by least squares. The ac¬ 
curacy of the fit depends on how many data 
points are used and what type of function is 
fitted. Using too few data points or an inap¬ 
propriate function can lead to large errors. I 
presume this is the cause of at least part of 
the discrepancy Mr. Davis found. Part of it 
could also be due to the formulas assuming 
a different Qi value than Mr. Davis used. 

What you must keep in mind is that formula 
values are not "incorrect" in any sense; they 

merely produce a different alignment than the 
tables. To decide whether it is a good align¬ 
ment, I would run it through BOXRESPONSE 
/SB 1/84, p. 13) and look at the response 
curve. Generally, I think that the table 
alignments should produce flatter responses, 
but the differences may be negligible even with 
a sizable difference in box volume. The excess 
box volume in the test box with the drivers in¬ 
verted is probably insignificant, but it would 
not hurt to include it. 

The first formula Mr. Davis gives for com¬ 
puting Vas is exact, while the second is based 
on an estimate. When you mount a driver in 
a box, the effective moving mass increases 
because of an additional air load. The amount 
of mass increase depends on what proportion 
of the baffle area the driver occupies. The first 
formula incorporates the actual mass increase 
into the calculation, but the second formula 
assumes an "average driver" that occupies 
about one-third of the baffle area. Cobb gives 
a derivation of this approximate formula in the 
JAES (Volume 19, Number 1, pp. 53-55). 

PHASE INFORMATION 
I ran across Siegfried Linkwitz's reply to 
John Kasowicz's inquiry in SB 1/84 (p. 37) 
for the second time. But this time, because 
of my recent experiments, it had a special 
significance for me. 

I am referring to the symmetrical driver 
configuration (W-T-W) and its ability to ex¬ 
hibit a stable, on-axis direction of the radia¬ 
tion pattern's central lobe, regardless of in¬ 
terdriver phase differences. Mr. Linkwitz 
tested for audible effects of different 
crossover networks. I wanted to do an ex¬ 
periment from which I might calculate in¬ 
herent interdriver phase differences. My ex¬ 
periment proceeded as follows. 

With my sound-level meter 3 feet in front 
of the tweeter and on its axis, I measured 
the response of the tweeter alone (without 
a filter); the woofers, in parallel, alone 
(without a filter); and the woofers and 
tweeter in parallel, phased either way 
(without filters). 
Mr. Linkwitz has made several subjec¬ 

tive evaluations of the perceptibility of 
nonlinear phase behavior and has con¬ 
cluded that only in very special cir¬ 
cumstances and/or only with very special 
kinds of signals is nonlinear behavior 
perceptible. He seems to have been the on¬ 
ly person to point out that if the drivers are 
not excited by in-phase signals, the main 
radiation lobe axis will wander as a func¬ 
tion of frequency. Has Mr. Linkwitz evalu¬ 
ated the perceptibility of such behavior, 
and if so, what conclusions has he reached? 

My intuition tells me that stable lobe axes 
and uniform magnitude are important at 
listening positions where the direct sound 
waves are dominant because that supports 
correct spatial perceptions. On the other 
hand, where the reverberant contribution 
is dominant, the sense of directionality is 
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essentially lost. Consequently, stable radia¬ 
tion axes contribute only trivially, and 
constant-power output may be the most 
important characteristic. 
I calculated an apparent phase angle 

from the following formula: 

S2 = T2 + W2 + 2TW cos 0 

From one phasing, I calculated 0 as 77 
degrees, with a total variance of 8 degrees 
over seven frequencies. From the other 
phasing, I calculated 0 equal to 124 degrees, 
with a total variance of 15 degrees. I ex¬ 
pected the sum of these angles to total 180 
degrees instead of 201. Can anyone explain 
this? 
Then I postulated a 180-degree sum and 

used both sets of data to calculate 0 from 
the relationship 

cos0 = (SD2-|S2)2 

4TW 

I obtained 117 degrees, with a total 
variance of 11 degrees. Is this a valid ap¬ 
proach to the evaluation of inherent inter¬ 
driver phase differences? My reason for be¬ 
ing interested is my growing conviction 
that without this information, designing 
crossovers rationally is a hopeless task. 

David Meraner 
Scotia, NY 12302 

Mr. Linkwitz replies: 

It surprises me that the results of Mr. 
Meraner's phase measurements show such in¬ 
consistency because the theory is certainly cor¬ 
rect. For example, if the measured SPLs had 
been T' = 82dB, W' = 87dB, and Si ' = 89dB, 
then the phase between T and W would be 
77 degrees. Reversing the polarity of T should 
produce an S2' of 87.3dB. I assume that Mr. 
Meraner converted the decibel readings into 
linear terms. If you normalize to T' by 
subtracting 82dB, you obtain T=l, 
W=1QW-W™ = 1.78, 51=2.24, and S2 = 
1.84. With these values, the phase becomes 
77 degrees. 
As far as the perceptibility of nonlinear 

phase is concerned, I have come to the follow¬ 
ing conclusions. There are no audible effects 
from first or second-order all-passes such as 
18dB or 24dB/octave acoustic crossovers, pro¬ 
vided that the main radiation lobe axis does 
not wander. I derived this conclusion from ex¬ 
periments with W-T-W and W-T driver ar¬ 
rangements, and 18dB, 24dB and delay-
derived crossovers where the crossover is at 
1.5kHz. The phase behavior at the low-fre¬ 
quency roll-off is, however, quite important for 
natural-sounding bass reproduction. Since 
there is no way around the high-pass behavior 
of loudspeakers, the roll-off should be as 

gradual as possible. I think that 12dB/octave 
with a Q of 0.5 is probably as good as you 
can do. 

Finally, if the reverberant contribution is 
dominant for the sound balance, a constant¬ 
power output would seem important. But I 
cannot see how such a system could reproduce 
stereo sound accurately. 

ECONOMICAL 
UPGRADES 

Upgrading an old pair of speakers can be 
an inexpensive way to get high-quality 
sound. I paid $5 for my first pair of 
Zenith speakers. They came with a cheap 
6-inch woofer (5-ounce magnet, stiff 
cloth surround) and a large paper-cone 
tweeter |2 ounces) with a single capacitor 
crossover. The small 0.65-cubic-foot 
enclosure did not limit the woofer's ex¬ 
cursion enough to prevent bottoming, 
which resulted in audible distortion and 
very limited power handling. 
A few years back, I decided to replace 

the drivers to see what sort of reasonably 
priced upgrade I could get. I purchased a 
ô'/z-inch, butyl-surround woofer (20-
ounce magnet, vented voice coil). Then I 
replaced the peaky paper-cone tweeter 
with an Audax tweeter and the 3.3gF 
capacitor with a second-order crossover 
with air-core inductors. I then mounted 
%-inch-thick strips of wood on the in¬ 
terior of the cabinet to reduce panel 
vibration. The magnets mounted on the 
baffle and on the grille frame hold the 
screen tight and look attractive. 

Later, I mirror-imaged a pair of L-pads 
and mounting plates on the baffle. I read 
about diffraction rings in SB and have 
found that they work well and are easily 

constructed. The little rubber feet on the 
bottom of my speakers protect the ven¬ 
eer from scratches and are available 
from Radio Shack (Cat. No. 64-2342). 
Now I have tight, clean bass and 

smooth, crisp extended highs. The sys¬ 
tem would benefit from a subwoofer, but 
I do not have room for it. The other 
equipment in my setup is a Mitsubishi 
DP-EC 10 turntable, a Carver M-400 am¬ 
plifier and a Great American Sound 
preamp. 

Greg Cahill 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

CERWIN-VEGA 
SYSTEM 

It would be nice if A.B. Krueger [SB 4/84, 
p. 38) supplied details of his 17Hz woofer 
using the Cerwin-Vega D-189. Cabinet di¬ 
mensions, port dimensions and other de¬ 
tails would be most welcome. Incidental¬ 
ly, I question his ability to obtain U5dB 
out of an AR-1W speaker with 50W of in¬ 
put power. 

Dick Nelson 
Simi Valley, CA 93063 

Mr. Krueger replies: 

Building a Cerwin-Vega D-189 subwoofer is 
pretty easy and straightforward. First get a 
D-189E from Empirical Sound (1234 East 
26th St., Cleveland, OH 44114). They sell 
rebuilt units for about $185 each. DLC 
Design (24166 Hagerty Rd., Farmington 
Hills, MI 48024) measured the Thiele/Small 
parameters of my rebuilt D-189, set in a 

Continued on page 58 

PHOTO 1: Mr. Cahill paid S5 for this pair of Zenith speakers, which he then upgraded by replacing the 
drivers, adding a crossover and making a few other inexpensive modifications. 
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14-cubic-foot box. We obtained the follow¬ 
ing results: 

Fs = 23.8Hz 
DCR = 4.67^1 
Qms = 4.14 
Qes = 0.36 
Qts = 0.33 
Vas = 24,489 cubic inches 
Eff. = 1.45 percent 

Plugging these values into DLC proprietor 
Dave Clark's computer, we obtained the fol¬ 
lowing possible applications: 
• B4 alignment: box = 7.3 cubic feet; port 
area = 58.5 square inches; impedance 
"saddle point"=29Hz; 3dB point = 31Hz. 

• B4 alignment: box = 13.5 cubic feet; port 
area = 64.1 square inches; impedance 
"saddle point"=24Hz; 3dB point = 24Hz. 

• B6 alignment: box= 13.5 cubic feet; port 
area = 64.1 square inches; impedance 
"saddle point"=20Hz; unequalized 3dB 
point = 30Hz. Equalizer: second-order 
high-pass, Q=2, design frequency=20Hz. 
Resultant 3dB point: 20Hz. 

Because these 3dB points are so low, "in-
the-room " response will depend a lot on the 
listening environment. 
Some risk factors are involved when us¬ 

ing rebuilt loudspeakers. They are not con¬ 
sistent, and they are not always available. 
You might, therefore, wish to consider the 
JBL 15 and 18-inch subwoofers. They are 
very good and are more consistent than 
D-189E rebuilds, although the latter are 
lovely and will generally be less expensive. 
Once you have obtained your subwoofer, 

build a sturdy box with a volume of between 
7 and 14 cubic feet and a hole in it for the 
loudspeaker and one port. Line the box with 
4-inch fiberglass batts. The required port 
area is satisfied by an 8-inch square hole. 
Port length will vary between 8 and 14 
inches. Be aware that if the inside end of the 
port comes near a cabinet wall, it will ex¬ 
tend the effective length of the port. 
Tune the port for an impedance curve 

"saddle" around 20 to 250Hz. The better 
woofers, such as those recommended here, 
have a low Qt of between 0.25 and 0.35, 
which allows considerable latitude in box 
design and tuning. Beware of high-Qr 
woofers sold in the mass market. Radio 
Shack sells a 12-inch polypropylene unit with 
a Qt of about 0.9. No reasonable box is 
really suited for it. For about the same price, 
Madisound will send you a Peerless 
TA-305F, which is quite nice. 
Find an amplifier with a working 200W 

channel. At really low frequencies, nothing 
is perceived until things get quite loud. The 
ear is logarithmic, but the gut, hams and feet 
must be log-log. Several of us have remarked 
that music below 25Hz seems to be ignored 

until it gets to a certain loudness, and then 
it "snaps in. " 

Consulting Don Lancaster's Active Filter 
Cookbook, build a high-pass filter with a 
corner frequency of about 20Hz and a Qof 
around 2. As you are probably aware, this 
is a B6 alignment equalizer. Some builders 
fret unnecessarily over the phase and power 
effects of a B6-aligned woofer. First, no 
sources of music below 100Hz are phase 
coherent unless operated in a very large 
anechoic chamber. That just never seems to 
happen. Second, the power savings from cut¬ 
ting things off sharply at 10 to 12Hz more 
than offset the extra power required at 20Hz. 
Phase incoherence at low frequencies is 

common in the real world. One demonstra¬ 
tion of the audibility of phase shift at low 
frequencies used 40Hz tone bursts of four 
cycles, lasting one tenth of a second each. 
Forty-hertz musical tones last several 
seconds. The demonstration proves only that 
if you distort the time frame of music by a 
factor of ten, without distorting the frequency 
domain equivalently, you will have prob¬ 
lems. Phase matching between audible 
sources is important, but that only means 
that you must be phase consistent, not phase 
perfect. 

The filter might need some tuning of its 
Q, depending on how the standing waves 
line up in your listening situation. Connect 
a Panasonic P-5532 microphone I$1.95 from 
Digi-Key, PO Box 126, Thief River Falls, 
MN 56701; fiat ±ldB from 20Hz to 20kHz) 
to a voltmeter with a ImV range and a pink¬ 
noise source such as a CD player and bands 
80-82 of Denon Audio Technical CD 
38C39-7147. This allows you to verify that 
things are essentially flat, perhaps a decibel 
or two up at 25Hz. That means output at 
16.66Hz will be within 3dB or so. The ear 
only notices variations of response on the 
order of 5 to 8dB at that frequency, so close 
hits score. 

Use a 24dB/octave crossover at 100Hz for 
subwoofing. This frequency is not too high 
with sharp cutoffs. Suitable devices are 
available at a very reasonable price from 
Alpha Electronics (1415 Yorkshire, Grosse 
Pointe Park, MI 48230). The owner, Bob 
Klazca, is a friend, so take my recommen¬ 
dation with a grain of salt, but I think his 
circuit cards are first rate. He has a card for 
building 24dB/octave, phase-aligned Link-
witz-Riley-D'Appolito crossovers, two-way 
and up. One card is needed for a two-way 
subwoofer crossover. The phase corrector is 
not needed with a two-way unit and can be 
wired into a B6 filter. 

The Cerwin-Vega has a sensitivity of about 
98dB/watt, and 200W is 23dBw. Figure on 
U5dB down to 20Hz, including the effect 
of the 6dB or so boost for the B6 alignment 
and depending on the listening room. The 
Cerwin-Vega woofer is thermally limited to 
around 300W continuous, and my experi¬ 
ence has been that it just will not bottom. 
With the volume all the way up and 105dB 
plus peaks, maximum voltage across the sub¬ 
woofer voice coil was 6V, leaving 16dB 
headroom before amplifier clipping at 42V. 

Mr. Nelson questions the output of my 
AR-1W speakers. The 11 OdB output with a 
50W input is an actual measurement using 
my entire system, which consists of two 
AR-1 Ws, two Morel MDM-75 3-inch dome 
midranges and two Morel MDT-27 tweeters. 
Amplifier power for the subwoofer was one 
channel of200W, for the woofers two chan¬ 
nels of 50W, for the midranges two channels 
of200W, and for the tweeter two channels 
of 50W. For the measurements, I used a 
Radio Shack SPL meter at my listening loca¬ 
tion, with C weighting, slow meter response, 
musical program material and no amplifier 
clipping. As you can see, more than just the 
AR-lWs were contributing to the meas¬ 
urement. 

Many people are surprised to find that old 
AR-1 Ws like mine are quite efficient by con¬ 
temporary standards, measuring out at 
around 96dB/watt. Fifty watts is 17dBw, for 
a maximum output of U3dB at 1 meter. 
There is an approximately 3 to 4dB loss as 
the sound travels back to my listening loca¬ 
tion, which is about 10 feet away. A UOdB 
output from one AR-1W is possible, but I 
was not claiming that. 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
Continued from page 18 

mended for "difficult" rooms. How¬ 
ever, since the radiation pattern is 
designed to be narrow vertically, 
preferred placement is to raise the 
tweeters to ear height of the seated 
listener. 

BUILDER REACTIONS. The stereo 
array of twenty sound sources (eight 
woofers, eight ports, and four tweet¬ 
ers) provides a delightfully diffuse, 
"speakerless" quality to the sound. 
Sometimes a multitude of sound 
sources also produces a clouded, in¬ 
distinct effect. However, in the 2x4, 
the column sources, and cone loading 
by matched transmission lines, 
resulted in sound with striking clarity 
and crisp definition. The clean sound 
extends across a range of music, from 
folk songs to pipe organ. When the 
music calls for sound power, this two 
cubic foot system easily delivers more 
than my ears can handle with no 
noticeable distortion. 

All in all, the listening pleasures 
have closely matched the original 
goals. 4 
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Madisound Speaker Components 
8982 Table Bluff Road 
Madison, Wl 53711 

J. Ebbert 
431 Old Eagle School Road 
Strafford, PA 19087 

Albert Constantine & Son Inc. 
2050 Eastchester Road 
Bronx, New York, NY 10461 

SOMETHING NEW 
Lots of magazines—most of 
them, in fact—offer readers 
special information services for 
products mentioned in news 
columns and advertisements. 
Usually only large magazines of¬ 
fer such services. We think we 
are one of the first small pub¬ 
lishers to do so—and on our 
own computer. 

But we need your help to 
make it all work. Remember to 
write your subscriber number 
(what we are calling your “mag¬ 
ic number’’) on the FAST RE¬ 
PLY cards you mail in—and on 
any other correspondence 
about your subscription or ord¬ 
ers for other items. That “mag¬ 
ic number" is actually your 
record number on our comput¬ 
er. We have designed our little 
system to use that number in 
addition to the number of the 
vendor or vendors from which 
you wish to hear. Our clerk will 
enter only the numbe's from 
your returned card, and our 
computer will do the rest. 

If you have a friend who 
wishes to use the second FAST 
REPLY card, that’s fine with us, 
even though your friend is not a 
subscriber. Just ask the person 
to check the non-subscriber 
box at the top, and we will take 
care of the rest. 

WHO WE ARE — WHAT WE DO! 

MasterCard 

318 MAIN ST. (RT. 28) 
STONEHAM, MA 02180 

1. RFCONE SPEAKERS WITH FACTORY PARTS 
2. WARRANTY STATION FOR ALTEC-LANSING, BOSE, 
CELESTION, ARTEC-GAUSS, ELECTRO-VOICE, JBL, 
CERWIN-VEGA, P.A.S., TOA, AND YAMAHA. 

3. PARTS AND SERVICE FOR ANY BRAND OF SPEAKER 
YOU CAN THINK OF. 

4 REPLACEMENT DIAPHRAGMS AND CABINET 
HARDWARE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. 

5. WE SELL NEW AND REBUILT SPEAKERS AND 
CABINETS. 

6. WE SHIP ANYWHERE. 
7. WE OFFER GOOD SERVICE, FAST TURN AROUND 
TIME, AND LOW LOW PRICES ON PARTS AND 
SPEAKERS. 

PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER SALES AND SERVICE 
FREE SPEAKER TESTING 

PRO-AUDIO • HOME • COMMERCIAL 

> NEW ENGLAND SPEAKER 
> INC. (NEST) 

FAST REPLY HGK702 

CRAMOLIN 
How many times have you “fixed" equipment by rocking a printed circuit 
card in its edge connector? Have you ever taken an eraser to gold plating? 
These methods don’t get at the heart of the oxide contamination problem. 
CRAMOLIN does. CRAMOLIN is a product carefully formulated to insure 
good and lasting electrical contact in electronic equipment of all types. 
CRAMOLIN pays for itself in reduced down time. It takes very little 
CRAMOLIN to protect every wiping contact even in a large system. If you've 
ever spent hours tracking down an open ground in a connector CRAMOLIN 
belongs in your toolbox. The kit comes with instructions for use, two two-
dram containers (red for old contacts and blue for new contacts), applicator 
brush and lint free cloth. Each $18.00 
Postpaid USA. Canada add $1.50 postage and $.50 for each additional item. Foreign add 
$3.00 and $1.00 for each additional item. Please remit in US funds. 

Discount: $25-$75 =10% 
$75 and up =15% 

Please send me_Cramolin Kits. Payment by:MC □ □ VISA Check □ □ M.O. 
Card #_/ I I_ _ 

Visa/MC Telephone Orders: street & No. 

(603) 924-6371 _ 
City State Zip 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243 
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TRADE 
SPEAKERS, CROSSOVERS and accessories 
We carry home, auto and professional speakers, 
we also feature Performance Sound Points. Free 
catalog MARKEL PERFORMANCE SPEAK¬ 
ERS 18602 Kewanee Ave., Cleveland, OH 
44119. T2/86 

LONG HAIR WOOL carded, cleaned for stuff¬ 
ing speakers. $13.50/lb. including shipping. J. 
EBBERT 431 Old Eagle School Rd Strafford. 
PA 19087, (215) 687-3609. TTF 

FALCON ACOUSTICS is one of the largest in 
dependent manufacturers of crossover networks 
and speaker system accessories in the UK, sup¬ 
plying manufacturers, retailers and export. We 
have outlets in both the USA and Canada. Your 
guarantee is the trust our manufacturing 
customers put in the quality and reliability of our 
networks Inductors: Ferrite (up to 200W). air¬ 
cored and transformer Capacitors: Reversible 
electrolytic 50V/100V, polyester, polycarbonate 
and polypropylene; Networks: choice of over 
70 for different unit combinations Components 
& Accessories: most except for the wood1 If 
you have supply problems, please send for 
details, $2 air. $1 surface, to our mail order retail 
outlet FALCON ELECTRONICS Tabor 
House. Norwich Rd., Mulbarton, Norfolk, 
England NR14 8JT. TTF 

This publication 
is available 
in microform 
from University 
Microfilms 
International. 
Call toll-free 800-521-3044. In Michigan. 
Alaska and Hawaii call collect 313-761-4700. Ch-
mail inquiry to: University Microfilms International. 
300 North Zeeb Road. Aim Arbor. MI 48106. 

ULTRA HIGH-END SPEAKER SYSTEMS us¬ 
ing the best drivers from Europe: Dynaudio, 
VIFA, Siare, Audax, M.B....Low prices on kits or 
fully assembled systems for home—car—truck. 
Save $$. For free info-pak write DNL SOUND 
CO., 10 Bellam Blvd.. San Rafael. CA 94901. 

T3/86 

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER 24dB/octave 
fourth order, in-phase, low noise preamp. Power 
amplifier. More. Bare boards, kits. Free catalog. 
MARCHAND ELECTRONICS, 1334 Robin 
hood Lane, Webster, NY 14580. T2/86 

ALPHA ELECTRONICS active crossovers: 
24dB/octave. amplitude, phase correct. Two 
through six way, perfect for subwoofers. Boards, 
$39.95; kits. $97.50; complete systems. $199. 
ALPHA ELECTRONICS Box 15026. Detroit. 
Ml 48215. T4/86 

“IN PHASE” 24dB/octave electronic crossover 
minimizes irregularity in radiation pattern through 
crossover region. 0.0008% distortion, 5 year 
warranty. Single frequency with power supply 
(specify) $523. DB SYSTEMS Mam St.. 
Rindge. NH 03461. TTF 

PYLE DRIVERS. America's finest, most com¬ 
plete line of raw speakers for stereo, car or guitar. 
Always discounted at the SPEAKER SHOP 
318 South Wasatch, Colorado Springs, CO 
80903, (303) 475-2545. T2/86 

AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES 
DBP-2J (5) SWITCH BOX..59.95. AU (5) gold jacks.$71.95 
Selects between up to 5 phono inputs Used with DBP-6 or 6MC allows for 
selectable loading ol cartridges 

DBP-6 PHONO EQUALIZATION KIT.$36.95 
Allows adjusting the input capacitance of the phono input of every preamp 
and receiver with low loss Polystyrene Capacitors 

DBP-6MC RESISTIVE LOADING KIT $36.95 
Allows adjusting load resistance from 10 to 200 Ohms lor moving coil car¬ 
tridges Gold plated phono plugs in both kits 

DBP-9AU BANANA PLUGS Eight gold plated, solderless $16.50 
DBP-9H BANANA HANDLES Four red, four black.$5.50 

DBP-9P GOLD PLATED DUAL BANANA PLUGS 2 pk $17 95 

DBP-9J GOLD PLATED DUAL BANANA JACKS 2 pk $17 95 

DBP-10 PHONO ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR .24.95 
Allows adjusting the lateral tracking error ol a mounted cartridge to within 
Vi ol one degree Non technical instructions & case included 

DBP-12 AUDIO CABLE 10 meter (33 ft.). $70 00 
Low capacitance (400pF) stereo interconnect cable terminated with rugged 
gold plated phono connectors Custom lengths available 

DBP-12X AUDIO CABLE 10 meter (33 ft.).$95 00 
Low capacitance (400pF) stereo interconnect cable, terminated with premium 
OBP 13PX phono connectors Custom lengths available 

DBP-13J GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS (’/<") 8 pk $14 95 

DBP-13JR GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS (’/.") 8 pk $19.95 
DBP-13P GOLD PLATED PHONO PLUGS 8 pk $9 95 

DBP-13PM GOLD PLATED PHONO PLUGS, 4red.4blk $21.95 
DBP-13PX GOLD PLATED PHONO PLUGS 2 pk $14.95 

DBP-14 GOLD PLATED SPADE LUGS 8 pk $5 95 

DBP-15 GOLD PLATED "Y” ADAPTORS 2 pk $12.95 

DBP-CK CRAMOLIN AUDIO KIT contact treatment $16 50 

DBP-SC SOUTHER RECORD CLAMP.$10 00 

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS .6, 12. 18. 24dB Inquire 

At your dealer or direct Orders under $45 add S2 50 Handling 
MC/VISA 

DB SYSTEMS 
Main St., Rindge. NH 03461 (603) 899-5121 

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SPACE up to 50 words in 
length /s open to Speaker Builder's subscribers without charge for per¬ 
sonal, non-commercial sales and for seeking information or assistance. 
The publishers reserve the right to omit any ad. Any words beyond 50 are 
20 cents per word. Please type or neatly print ad copy on a separate 
sheet or card with your full name and address. 

TRADE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES: 45 cents per word in¬ 
cluding name, address and zip code—prepaid only. 10% discount for 
four insertions. Speaker Builder cannot accept responsibility for the 

k claims of either the buyer or the seller. 
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SIDEREALKAP. Not just another generic 
capacitor with a wonderful name, the Sidereal-
kap was designed from its inception to be the 
finest sounding capacitor available for audio to¬ 
day. Find out what the music lover's capacitor 
doesn't sound like. Free literature and price in¬ 
formation upon request. Dealer inquiries invited. 
SIDEREAL AKUSTIC 1969 Outrigger Way. 
Oceanside, CA 92054, (619) 722-7707. T2/86 

CLUBS 
Space in this section is available to audio 
clubs and societies everywhere free of 
charge to aid the work of the organization. 
Copy must be provided by a designated 
officer of the club or society who will be 
responsible for keeping it current. Send 
notices to Audio Clubs in care of the 
magazine. 

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA AUDIO¬ 
PHILES. Audio constructors society for the ac¬ 
tive, serious music lover. We are dedicated, 
inventive and competent. Join us in sharing 
energy, interest, expertise and resources. 
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope to S. 
Marovich, 300 E. O'Keefe St., East Palo Alto, 
CA 94303 for newsletter. 

CONNECTICUT AUDIO SOCIETY is an ac¬ 
tive and growing club with activities covering 
many facets of audio—including construction, 
subjective testing, and tours of local manufac¬ 
turers. New members are always welcome. For 
a copy of our current newsletter and an invita¬ 
tion to our next meeting, write to PO Box 346, 
Manchester, CT 06040 or call Mike at (203) 
647-8743. 

CENTRAL FLORIDA AUDIO SOCIETY 
meets monthly in Orlan¬ 

do. Come and meet 
others who share 
your interest in 

music reproduction 
as we audition equip¬ 

ment and recordings or 
discuss audio related topics 

Contact: Bill Boswell (305) 678-3724 
P.O. Box 579, Orlando, FL 32802 

THE COLORADO AUDIO SOCIETY is a 
group of audio enthusiasts dedicated to the 
pursuit of music and audiophile arts in the 
Rocky Mountain region. We offer a com¬ 
prehensive annual journal, five bimonthly 
newsletters, plus participation in meetings and 
lectures. For more information, send SASE to: 
CAS, 4506 Osceola St., Denver, CO 80212, or 
call Art Tedeschi, (303) 477-5223. 

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES 
YOU to join and receive the monthly B.A.S. 
SPEAKER with reviews, debates, scientific 
analyses, and summaries of lectures by ma¬ 
jor engineers. Read about Apogee, Nytal, 
Conrad-Johnson, dbx digital, Snell, music 
criticism and other topics. Rates on request. 
PO Box 7, Boston, MA 02215. 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST AUDIO SOCIETY 
(PAS) consists of 50 audio enthusiasts meeting 
monthly, second Wednesdays, 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. at 4545 Island Crest Way, Mercer Island, 
Washington. Be our guest, write Box 435, 
Mercer Island, WA 98040 or call Bob 
McDonald, (206) 232-8130. 

AUDIOPHILES IN CENTRAL PENNSYL¬ 
VANIA (also eastern Pennsylvania and 
Delaware): Interested in forming a serious 
audio organization? Contact Steve Gray. 625F 
Willow St., Highspire, PA 17034 or phone (717) 
939-4815. 

YOUR 50 WORDS 
in our private classifieds 

ARE FREE 
OVER 50: Send money 

(20 cents/word) 

MINNESOTA AUDIO SOCIETY. Monthly pro¬ 
grams, newsletter, special events include tours 
and annual equipment sales. Write Audio Soci¬ 
ety of Minnesota. PO Box 32293. Fridley. MN 
55432. 

THE INLAND AUDIO SOCIETY IN THE SAN 
BERNADINO-RIVERSIDE AREAS, recently 
formed, is now inviting audiophiles in the San 
Diego, Los Angeles and Orange Counties to 
join us. Our goal is to share common interests, 
ideas, construction points, modifications and 
system changes, and share with other 
members equipment at every meeting. Plans 
for the future are to invite audio luminaries to 
lecture, and to incorporate and include “live” 
music occassionally. We are presently meeting 
every 5-6 weeks (subject to change). Audio¬ 
philes interested contact Frank Manrique, 
President. IAS. 1219 Fulbright Ave.. Redlands, 
CA 92373, (714) 793-9209. 

THE ATLANTA AUDIO SOCIETY started in 
October 1983 and has regular meetings on the 
third Sunday of each month as well as special 
programs with leaders in the industry, such as 
Mr. William Conrad of Conrad-Johnson and 
Mr. William Johnson of Audio Research. We 
are currently looking for additional members 
in the Southeast, all members receive the 
minutes of each meeting and program, as well 
as other relevant announcements and cor¬ 
respondence. For full information and member¬ 
ship packet, write Atlanta Audio Society, PO 
Box 92130, Atlanta, GA 30314, or call Howard 
Royal in Newnan, GA, (404) 253-6419. 

ORGAN MUSIC ENTHUSIASTS: If live re¬ 
cordings of fine theatre pipe organs or elec¬ 
tronic organs are your thing, I have over two 
thousand of them. I lend you the music on reels 
or cassettes. All operation is via the mail. A 
refundable dollar will get you more information. 
E.A. Rawlings, 5411 Bocage St., Montreal, 
Canada H4J 1A2. 

THE VANCOUVER AUDIO SOCIETY pub¬ 
lishes a bimonthly newsletter with technical in¬ 
formation, humor and items of interest to those 
who share our disease. We have 40 members 
and meet monthly. Six newsletters per year. 
Call (604) 251-7044 or write Dan Fraser, VAS, 
Box 4265, Vancouver. BC. Canada V6B 3Z7. 
We would like to be on your mailing list. 

MEMPHIS AREA AUDIO SOCIETY being 
formed. Serious audiophiles contact J.J. 
McBride, 8182 Wind Valley Cove, Memphis, 
TN 38115. (901) 756-6831. 

SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN WOOFER 
AND TWEETER MARCHING SOCIETY 
(SMWTMS). Detroit area audio construction 
club. Meetings every two months featuring 
serious lectures, design analyses, digital audio, 
AB listening tests, equipment clinics, recording 
studio visits, annual picnic and audio fun. The 
club journal is LC, The SMWTMS Network. Cor¬ 
responding member's subscription available. 
Call (313) 477-6502 (days) or write David 
Carlstrom, SMWTMS, PO Box 1464, Berkley, 
Ml 48072-0464. 

FOR SALE 
Apt Holman HP preamp $495: Apt 1 Holamn 
amplifier, $495: mint condition, original boxes 
and manuals. Kenneth Mark, (703) 938-7220. 

Pair Peerless TX255F 10" woofers; pair Audax 
HD13B25H4C12 5" Bextrene midranges; pair 
Peerless TP165R 6’/z" poly mid/woofesr; pair 
Panasonic EAS 400 leaf tweeters. All unused. 
$135 firm. Micro-Seiki MA505L transcription 
length tonearm, excellent, $125. Dean Carl 
Johnson, 370 E. Tratebas Rd.. Valparaiso, IN 
46383, (219) 462-3171. 

Harman Kardon Citation II. distortion checked 
plus extra output tubes, $300; complete set, Cita¬ 
tion II, III and IV, all with manuals and operating. 
$495. F. Blanding, 6 Cornell Rd., Cranford, NJ 
07016. (201) 276-5132. 

ACTIVE 
ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVERS 

NEW DESIGN! MODEL 120 
NOW AVAILABLE 

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters 
6 db.. 12 db.. or 18 db per octave slopes, 
any specified frequency. Filters flat beyond 
100 Khz. New instrument style case with all 
terminations and regulated power supply. 

Made in monaural or stereo bi-amp. tri-amp. 
or quad-amp with optional level controls, 
subsonic filters supplied with or without 
bass boost, and summers for "single 
woofer" systems. 

Also available. 500 Series filters, plug-in 
filters, regulated power supplies. 

Free catalog and price sheet 

Eng. Lab. 
11828 Jefferson Bl. Culver City, CA 90230 
L PHONE (213) 397 9668 À 

ReVox B77 tape recorder, $895; Denon DP 
2500 with 103D cartridge, $325: JBL 077 slot 
radiators, $95 pair. Wesley Kellie, 3805 Sher¬ 
wood Dr.. Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814, (208) 
765-8521 after 5 p.m. PST. 

Yamaha M-80 amp. $700: C-80 preamp. $500: 
tuner. $175: T-700 turntable $100; SAE 2900 
preamp, $175; Nakamichi Dragon cassette 
deck, $1400; Denon DP62L turntable, $450: 
Audio-Technica 160ML. $175: Grado GF + 1. 
$40. John W. List, American Embassy, MSG 
Det., APO San Francisco, CA 96503. 
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Sontek bass amp/crossover from kit, 75 and 
110Hz modules, $75; pair Becker 15" woofers 
sold by Sontek, unused, $45; Shadow passive/ 
active first order crossover from kit. 275, 300 and 
400Hz modules, $65; pair Dynaudio 21W54s, 
$45; pair Strathearns without transformers, $100. 
Francis Lejeune, (504) 866-7381. 

Radford harmonic distortion analyzer, like new 
condition, battery powered, serial no. 
DMS90113. $150 ($800 new); EICO Model 377 
sme/square generator, no manual, $25; Heath 
FM test alignment generator, $25; Dynaco FM-3 
tuner, no cover, as is $25; Viking tape deck with 
spare heads and tube-type record/play elec¬ 
tronics, as is, $60; two new ElectroVoice D054 
dynamic mikes, 1500 with calibration, cases and 
cables, $75 each. Audio Amateur Publications, 
Dept. UE, PO Box 576, Peterborough. NH 
03458. 

Futterman H-3aa/OTL-3 amps, $1400 pair; Fut¬ 
terman CS-1 OTL headphone amp, $400; Audio 
Research SP-10 preamp with RAM tubes/spare 
tubes, $2600: Counterpoint SA-TT phase in¬ 
verter, $150: Stax Lambda headphones with 10 
meter extension cord, $200; Harman-Kardon 
HK-400. three-head cassette deck. $300: Fulton 
Gold six-foot speaker cables. $30 pair. Ted 
Kircher, 6859 Arlene Dr., PO Box 141, N. Kings¬ 
ville, OH 44068, (216) 266-5916 days, (216) 
224-2866 evenings. 

ElectroVoice’s finest ultimate woofer, new. 
EVM-18B Pro-line, serial no. 0200082265, 
400W. 80. 18" subwoofer, fs = 33Hz, Qt = .36, 
$200 includes data, 5 year warranty, insured 
shipping. D. Jensen, c/o A.V.M., PO Box 328, 
Nevada City. CA 95959. (916) 273-5328. 

General Radio 1551-C sound level meter, ex¬ 
cellent condition, with manual, $150; G/R 1900A 
wave analyzer, unused, $100 with manual; H/P 
5232A DC-1 2MHz frequency counter, excellent 
condition, $30 with manual. Mark Matthews. 
3318 Shield Lane, Garland, TX 75042, (214) 
495-0039 evenings and weekends. 

NYAL Moscode 300, $600: Hitachi HCA8500 
MK II preamp, $200; Sherwood 6040CP. dual 
mono, MOSFET, $200; new AR tonearm, (Mis¬ 
sion), $50; new Dyna 410, $300; Dyna 70. $100; 
Dyna SCA 35, $100: Pioneer SF850 electronic 
crossover, $175. Roger Artman, Box 2463, 
Grass Valley. CA, (916) 272-8118. 

(616) 776-1262 

tarai 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER COMPONENTS 

DVNAUDIO MOREL FOCAL ECLIPSE 
3275 Gladiola S.W. • Wyoming, Michigan • 49509 

Gold Sound 10" dual voice-coil woofers, four 
pieces, $25 each; Gold Sound 8" dual voice¬ 
coil woofers, two pieces, $20 each; Audax HD 
12x9 D25 tweeters, two pieces. $7 each. All are 
slightly used. Dan Greene. 216 Auburn Ave., 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060, (408) 425-8956. 

Stromberg-Carlson turntable rebuilt with Shure 
M91 cartridge. $40: BSR SX 100 spectrum 
analyzer with microphone. $100; Realistic 
12-band equalizer with image expander. $80: 
muffin fans, 3 and 5-inch, $8 each; high-voltage 
power transformers, SASE for list. WANTED: 
good AM tuner such as Mckay-Dymek. TRADE: 
12AX7S for 6V6GTs. Ben Poehland, 14 Carol 
Lane, Malvern, PA 19355, (215) 644-3677. 

Audionics Space & Image Composer, (SQ and 
surround-sound system), very good condition 
with new R/C, $400; dbx 3BX-R remote control, 
new, never used, $100; Signet MK12T moving¬ 
coil transformer, very good condition. $75. All 
items shipped UPS prepaid. William Som-
merwerck, 133 West Locust, Apt. 217, 
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055. 

Harman Kardon Citation 12 amp, $115; Tannoy 
15" dual concentric speaker, $75; Dyna PAT-5 
preamp, $85; Dyna ST-70 amp, $65; Sony 
ST5055 AM/FM tuner, $75; Teac A-6010 reel 
tape deck, $245; Eico HF-89 100W amp, $50; 
Quad adapter (Dyna type), $10; Stromberg 
Carlson AU 36B 200W tube PA amp, $55. David 
Cummings, Ridge Rd.. RD4, Cazenovia, NY 
13035, (315) 687-9454. 

Madisound 
Speaker 
Components 

8982 Table Bluff Road 
Box 4283 
Madison. Wisconsin 53711 
(608) 767-2673 

Audax, Dynaudio, KEF, 
Philips Loudspeakers 

Precision Fidelity C7 cascode preamplifier, 100 
hours of use, $200; Stax SR-X MK III electrostatic 
headphone with SRD-7 power supply, $200, 
Dennis A. Billo. 1145 Wilson Ave., Chicago, IL 
60640. (312) 989-6052, 9-12, 1-3 CST. 
Monday-Friday. 

Becker 910A100F 10" woofers, never used, $48 
pair: Audax HD 12x9 D25A 1 " dome tweeters, 
never used. $18 pair; Audax HD13D27 IV2" 
dome mid, mounted, $32 pair; Falcon Acoustics 
Nightingale, two-way speakers, built from kit, ex¬ 
cellent balanced sound, two pairs, one used, 
$175 (used). $240 (new). Dan, (602) 838-2789. 

Technics RS-M253X cassette deck, three heads. 
B-C. DBX, bias adjust, under 200 hours, list 
$450, sell $220; Pioneer F-77BL AM/FM tuner, 
direct digital decoder, S/N 86/81, new in box, 
list $225, sell $160; ADC SS-315X ten-band 
equalizer, spectrum analyzer, pink noise 
generator, electret microphone, feature laden, 
as new, list $380, sell $150. John (904) 641-5830 
evenings. 

Nakamichi 700 microphone system, two omni, 
one cardoid capsules, attenuation add-on, wind¬ 
screen mount, calibration curves, used occa¬ 
sionally for measurements only. Forward money 
order for $185 (US funds) plus $10 shipping and 
insurance to Steven Clark, 9 Armadale Toron¬ 
to. M6S 3W7 Canada, (416) 766-8186. 

General Radio model 1350-A audio genera-
tor/chart recorder assembly and extra ac¬ 
cessories, $1000. Johan VanLeer, 230 Bay St., 
Santa Monica. CA 90405. (213) 396-3005. 

McIntosh 30W power amplifier, model A-116 and 
Audio compensator preamp, model C108, with 
instruction manuals, good condition, $100 
delivered. R.B. Jensen, 8 Heather Lane, 
Reading, PA 19601. 

Experimenter's delight: KLH 9 set with non¬ 
working power supplies. Looks like new, in 
original cartons, $50 plus freight. Bob Tucker, 
(215) 627-5326 

WANTED 
Jensen KT-31 Imperial three-way speaker 
system kit. Matthew F. Callahan, 395 Roosevelt 
PL. Grosse Pointe, Ml 48230, (313) 882-9103. 

Heathkit harmonic distortion analyzer IM-5258. 
R. Orford, 23-19th St., Hermosa Beach, CA 
90254, (213) 376-6827. 

Can anyone provide a copy of the “Daline” ar¬ 
ticle by Robert Fris in the November 1974 issue 
of Hi-Fi News & Record Review? I am willing to 
pay for postage and copying. Dave Davenport, 
626 VanThomas Dr.. Raleigh, NC 27609. 

Dynaco Quadaptor. Walter L. Marple, 4156 Belle 
Pk. Dr., Houston, TX 77072. 
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BOOK SERVICE 
PENGUINS 
P-l THE COMPLETE PENGUIN STEREO RECORD & CAS¬ 
SETTE GUIDE (3rdedj by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton, 
and Ivan March. Drawing on profound technical knowledge 
and on vast musical and historical learning, this newly revised 
and updated guide to recorded classical music deals with more 
than 4,000 disks, cassettes, and compact discs, giving details of 
title, performers, record number, label and price range. 
1387pp., softbound. Please add $1.00 for shipping. 

Each $12.95 

P-2 A NEW DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS by E. C. 
Young. This remarkably compact reference covers electronics 
from A-Battery to Z-parameters with succinct, concise defini¬ 
tions and illustrations. A quick reference completely revised 
and updated with lots of added charts and reference data. 
618pp., softbound. Each $5.95 
P-3 A NEW DICTIONARY OF MUSIC (3rded 1973; first pub 
1958) by Arthur Jacobs. Alphabetically arranged entries cover¬ 
ing composers, individual musical works, orchestras, perform¬ 
ers, conductors, musical instruments, and technical terms. 
458pp., softbound. Each $5.95 
P-8 INTRODUCING MUSIC by Otto Karolyi. Even if you've 
listened to music for years, you may be surprised at how little 
you know about its fundamentals. A beautifully basic and spare 
introduction to the grammar and vocabulary of music-
enough to understand the language without speaking it. It will 
deepen almost any non-musician music lover's pleasure in lis¬ 
tening. 174pp., softbound. Each $4.95 

McGRAW-HILL 
MH-l HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
TECHNICIANS (2nded.) by M. Kaufman and A H. Seidman. A 
comprehensive compendium of electronic facts. Component 
selection, circuit analysis, power supplies, IC uses and 
characteristics, op amps, transistors, batteries and tubes. A 
one-volume encyclopedia on how components work and how 
to choose the best of them for your application. Includes seven 
new chapters on such topics as logic analysis, fiber optics, ac¬ 
tive filters, digital test gear and microprocessors. 752pp., 
hardbound. Each $39.50 
MH-2 HOW TO MAKE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS by Joel 
Goldberg. All the topics on making your own circuit boards are 
covered both in theory and in practical advice: design and lay¬ 
out, artwork preparation, photo layout, silk screening and 
etching. Each $7.95 

WILEY BOOKS 
W-l HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS (3rd ed ) by 
Martin Colloms. A thorough revision of the 2nd ed (1980) up¬ 
dates and expands this authoritative volume. The author 
surveys new developments in the four-year interim and adds 
some highly original proposals for low frequency alignments, 
listening tests and much else. For the speaker builder, Col¬ 
loms' book is one of three indispensable volumes. Hardbound. 

Each $29.95 

HOWARD W. SAMS 
S-10 IC OP-AMP COOKBOOK (3rd ed ) by Walter G. Jung. 
lung’s popular classic in a revised and expanded 1986 edition. 
One hundred pages are added to cover new devices, applica¬ 
tions and manufacturer's data sheets. With over two hundred 
practical circuits with component values, this cookbook is one 
of Old Colony's best selling technical volumes. It belongs on 
every electronics bookshelf. 580pp., softbound. 

Each $21.95 

S-ll HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLOSURES by Alexis 
Badmaieffand Don Davis. The "whys” and "hows”of speaker 
enclosures. Drawings and instructions cover infinite baffle, 
bass reflex and horn types plus combinations. 144pp., soft-
bound. Each $6-95
S-i9 SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING by Don and Carolyn 
Davis. A thorough introduction to sound systems for halls, 
studios, outdoor locations and much else. 245pp., hardbound, 
81/2x11. Each $24.95 

DOVER BOOKS 
D-l REPRODUCTION OF SOUND by Edgar Villchur. An ele¬ 
gantly simple 92-page paperbound primer on the subject by the 
man who invented the bookshelf speaker. Loan or give it to 
friends who want to build a system as good as yours. 

Each $6.00 

D-3 MUSIC, PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING by Harry F. Ol¬ 
son. A thorough introduction to the physical characteristics of 
sound and the relationship of sound to musical instruments by 
the former head of staff at RCA's lab for acoustical and electro¬ 
mechanical research at Princeton, NJ. A classic by one of the 
giants in the audio field. Good, easy to read chapters on acous¬ 
tics, mikes and recording, recording and playback systems, as 
well as an electronic music chapter. 2nd ed (1967) 460pp., 
softbound. Each $14.25 
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McGee Rad ¡o-: 
For over 50 years, McGee Radio has given the US 

people the very best buys in speaker systems 

Over 50 years in business. 
Over 50 million speakers sold! 

BUILD YOUR OWN CABINETS AND SAVE BIG! 

$249.95 ! 

New for 1986: Our REFERENCE LINE 
Instead of all the speaker verbage, we'll get right to the point. This Subwoofer 
Satellite System has been rated as outperforming systems with prices up to 
$2.300.00. For only $249.95 we will deliver to you anywhere in the continental 
United States with no extra costs (no shipping, no handling) the following system 
components: 

1 12" Dual Voice Coil, 8 OHM, 40 oz. Magnet Sub Woofer. 
2 6-1/2” Polypropylene Curve Linear Cones. Butyl Edge , 30 oz. Magnet 

1.33" VC Mid-Bass. 
2 5-1/4" 10 oz. Deep Basket Mid-Range. 
2 1" 10 oz. Soft Dome Tweeters. 
2 12 dB (Second Order) Phase Coherent Crossovers, 150 Watts 
1 Dual Input Subwoofer Crossover. 

TP165R TP165F 

Never say die! That was the feeling of 
several employees of the old Peerless 
factory in Leominster, Mass. Through 
determination and solid business 
planning, PLI (Precision Loudspeakers 
Inc.) was born. Headed by the Vice 
President of National Sales. Howard Jacks, 
and the Wizard of Production Control, Bob 
Clark, PLI purchased all of the original 
equipment used to make those quality 
American-made models listed here. 
McGee Radio is proud to offer these 
quality woofers to you at substantial 
savings. Call for quotes in case quantities. 

If for any reason, you don't like the system, send it back. 

* Power rated in RMS undistorted music program material. 

Speaker: Size VC Irrp Mag fs OrS VAS Power' Eft Retail McGee 
_ (Cu.Ft) Price: Price: 

TP165F 6-1/2" 1 25 4&8 15oz. 53 42 .55 80 89 27.95 15.95 
TP165R 6-1/2" 1.25 8 15oz. 33 .321 1 41 80 80 38.95 21.95 
TX205F 8" 1.25 4&8 20oz. 42 .40 1.73 80 90.5 34.95 19.95 
TD205R 8" 1.5 8 27oz. 32 .326 2.12 100 90 47.95 26.95 
TX255F 10” 1.25 4&8 20oz. 28 .527 4.31 100 88 40.95 22.95 
TD255F 10" 1.5 8 27oz. 23 .252 5.47 150 90 48.95 27.95 
TA305F 12" 2.0 .8 38oz. 25 .306 6.64 200 89.5 54.95 30.95 
TA305FSW 12" 2.0 2-4 38oz. 21 .332 8.62 200 89 75.95 42.95 

49er SPECIAL! 
This speaker system normally retails at $399/Pair. System Frequency 49 to 20 KHz. 
Great with a 60 Watt Amplifier! The 49er System includes all of the following: 

1 #AD7066W8 6-1/2“ Butyl Edge European Woofer, 16 oz. Magnet, 1" VC. 
1 #AD5061/SO 5" Closed Back Mid-Range, Chamber Dampened, 10 oz Magnet, 1” VC 
1 #AD0163/T 1" Polymer Dome, 10 oz. ABF Magnet, 1" Low Mass Voice Coil. 

Made in Europe. 
1 Crossover. 2nd Order, Phase Coherent. 150 Watt 

ALL FOR ONLY $49.00 !!!! 

CABINET (WITH GRILL) AVAILABLE FOR $49.00 IN ADDITION TO THE SPEAKERS. 

WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF PYLE RAW DRIVERS. 

SALE PRICES GOOD THRU APRIL 15,1986 
McGee Radio. The FIRST in speakers. Send $2.00 for your McGee catalog. Not just a price list 

All pertinent data listed. $2.00 refunded on first order of $20.00 or more. 

1901 McGee Street Kensal City, Minouri 641081891 PH. 816-842-5092 

TO PLACE VISA, MC, or AE CHARGE ORDERS CALL 1-800-34MCGEE ( 1-800-346-2433 ) 

FAST REPLY HGK44 




